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INTRODUCTION 
The importance of reading stems from the fact that it is not a subject 
in itself, but a tool of instruction by which proficiency is acquired in 
almost all other subjects. At the present time educators stress the appli-
cation and uses o£ reading not only during the school period but in every-
day living. This n~ emphasis has made skillful methods of teaching the 
fundamentals o£ reading even more vital. 
Techniques of teaching reading have passed through successive stages, 
one phase leading to another in a natural sequence or as a reactionary 
development. During the colonial period the alphabet method was used ex-
clusively. From this developed the beginnings of phonetics when children 
were taught the sounds of letters as ~11 as their names. Advocates of the 
phonetic method soon evolved difficult and laborious ways of sounding out 
words. 
Coincidental with the phonetic approach, there developed the word 
method where the whole word was presented first rather than it$ individual 
letters. From this came the phrase and sentence methods, which required the 
use of visual memory only. Such methods, tending to disregard any phonetic 
or sounding approach~ produced disastrous results. 
Present-day opinion unanimously agrees as to the value of phonics ~s a 
part of reading instruction. Every current basal reading system includes 
suggestions for its presentation. However, the emphasis on teaching the 
word analysis skills is uneven and dissatisfaction with the results of 
1 
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present practices continues to exist. 
Many research workers agree that a thorough presentation of the word 
analysis approach is necessary for successful reading. They say that to do 
independent reading children must be given the power to identify strange 
words quickly and. accurately. However, which of the word analysis abilities 
is most necessary is still a matter of opinion. Studies of this problem 
have been made chiefly in the primary grades. An investigation of word 
analysis ability in relation to reading achievement in second grade was done 
recently by Harrington. 1 She studied auditory discrimination, visual dis-
crimination, phonetic ability, mental age, and their effect on the reading 
success of second grade children. It is for the purpose of investigating 
these word analysis abilities and their importance in reading achievement at 
the fifth grade level that this study is undertaken. 
A-lthough success in reading does not necessarily insure success in 
spelling, failure in reading is often accompanied by iaw spelling achieve-
ment,. At present, ability in word analysis is believed to be an important 
' factor in spelling as well as in reading. Therefore. both reading and 
spelling achievement in relation to ability in word analysis will be con-
sidered. 
The effect of :mental age on achievement in these areas will also be 
studied. Current research in these areas will be presented in Chapter I. 
1sister ~~ James Harrington, "The Relationship of Certain Word Analy-
sis Abilities. to Reading Achievement. of Second Grade Children," (unpublished 
Doctor's thes~s .. Boston University School of Education, Boston, 1953). 
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CHAPTER I 
REVIEW' OF RESEARCH 
The purpose o~ this study is to investigate various word analysis 
abilities and their importance in reading and spelling achievement. The 
~allowing word analysis abilities are studied: 
1. Identi~ication o~ sounds in spoken words~ or auditory discrimina-
tion. 
2. Visual memory o~ word pattern, or visual discrimination. 
3. Ability to sound word elements and unknown words, or phonetic 
ability. 
As has been stated above, the value o~ word analysis ability in read-
ing instruction is generally accepted at the present time. Acceptance of 
this has raised other questions. Controversy now centers around the time 
to introduce such training, method o~ presentation. and the relative im-
. portance o~ the various word analysis abilities in reading achievement. 
Traxler states the problem in this way: 
There is considerable discussion among elementary school teachers 
concerning the relationship between phonetic ability and ability to 
read. Ti~fin and McKinnis and other research workers have provided a 
rather definite answer to the first part of the question by showing 
that ability in phonics is significantly rel~ted to reading. 
It does not necessarily follow, however, that training in phonics 
will result in greater reading achievement.' In ~act~ the results of a 
~ew studies tend to cast doubt on the hypothesis that phonetic trainin 
increases reading ability. On the other hand. several studies indi-
cate that reading achievement is higher i~ pupils have phonetic train-
ing in the primary grades than if they do not have such training. 
lArthur E. Traxler~ ttResearch in Reading in the u.s., ti':'Journal of Edu-
cational Research, 42:48~-499 1 March, 1949. 
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Even during the height of the popularity of the look and say method~ 
advocates of the phonetic method urged its use. In 1931 Dolch said: 
It is absolutely essential that children learn their reading 
vocabulary by the~elves. It is clear that teachers should give to 
all children the means of pronouncing for themselves the host of n~ 
words which they will at some time meet and will have to learn with-
out aid from others.2 
Twenty-one years later Kottmeye~ in discussing word perception skills, 
writes in the same spirit. 
There is little point here to review various arguments about 
whether we shall teach children phonics. No human being can become 
completely literate in the English language unless he can use such a 
boqy of skills.3 
McKee believes that the question lies not in the value of phonics as a 
too~~ but in the kind of training that is to be given. He says: 
A knowledge of important phonetic elements and phonetic prin-
ciples is so essential to any person's economic identification and 
recognition of printed words that, in the writer's judgment, the 
important problem is not that of deciding whether or not phonetic 
analysis should be taught. It is, rather, the problem of determining 
the order in which those elements should be introduced, of selecting 
the manner in which phonetic elements and phonetic analysis are to be 
taught, of helping the child to apply his knowledge of phonics to the 
skillful analysis of words, and of teaching the pupil to use phonetic 
analysis economically- not alone - but in conjunction with the use 
of the conte:xt.4 
Studies have been made to determine the relative order of difficulty 
of sounds in beginning reading. Murphy5 found the order to be: initial 
2Edward w. Dolch, Psychology and Teaching of Readin& (Boston: Ginn and 
Co., 1931), P• 71 
Sw'illiam Kottmeyer, "On the Relationship of Word Perception Skills in 
Reading and Spelling,tt Education, 72:600-603, May, 1952. 
4Paul McKee~ The Teaching of Reading (Boston: Houghton-Mifflin Co., 
1948), P• 242. 
5Helen A. Murphy, ".An Evaluation of the Effect of Specific Training 
in Auditory and Visual Discrimination on Beginning Reading, 11 (unpublished 
Doctor's thesis, Boston.University School of Education, Boston, 1943). 
~ ' ' . 
'_,." 
consonants, blends, ~hymes, and final consonants. Three other studies, 
those of Biggy~ 6 Kelley,? and Fahy, 8 reached no agreement as to the relative 
order, and Fahy concluded that: 
1. There is apparently no set order of difficulty of word elements 
which.remain constant in every situation. 
2. In so far as can be ascertained from this study, position in 
terms of difficulty before teaching does not influence the learning 
~~.much as one might believe. 
3. Though both short and long sounds of vowels sh~~d definite 
improvement after teaching, the percentages of error in this study 
indicated that, in general, vowels were more difficult thaD. con-
sonants. 
4. In many specific instances, 
gains equal to or larger than those 
rhymes. 
however, vowel sounds she>W~d ··. 
for final consonants, blends and 
5. The results of this study support the theory that'iOJJ.~'y~els 
are easier than short vowels. 
6. Sounds, which in the testing situation required recogni~~on 
as being alike, were apprently more readily recognized than those 
whi.ch require identification as different. For a true picture. of 
the difficulty of the sound, therefore, testing in more than 0ne 
situation in a single test appears to be advisable for c;lac4 ),etter. 9 
Most of the research studies of phonetic analysis center around the 
primary grades and their influence on beginning reading. MurphylO studied 
the effect of training in auditory and visual discrimination in beginning 
first. grade. She used four groups. ·One group was given ex~rcises in both 
By. Virginia Biggy, "The Establishment ·of a Rela. tive Order of Diffi-
cul~ of Word Elements in.Auditory Discrimination," (unpublished ~ter's 
thesis, Boston University School of Education, Boston, 1946). . . 
7Helen I. Kelley, ttRelative Difficulty 0f Auditory Perception. of Wo~d 
Elements, n (unpublished.Master•s i:;hesis, Boston University School of Educa-
tion, Boston.. 1948). 
8Anne Fahy, ''Evaluation of Ear Training in Grade I," (unpublished 
Master's thesis, B.oston University School of Education~ Boston.., 1949). 
9Ibid.~ P· 83. 
1 
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auditory and visual discrimination for ten minutes for thirty successive 
days. The second group was given only visual discrimination exercises for 
ten minutes per day, the third group was given audi~or,r discrimination 
exercises only, and the fourth, or control group, received no specific 
training. Tests measuring various functions in beginning reading were 
given in September. .A:n. individual oral test was given in February. ..~ 
battery of tests was given at the close of the period. She found that, 
"All experimental groups were superior to the control group in reading 
achieve~ent in November, February, and June.ull 
In ~nother approach in developing auditory and visual discrimination 
in beginning reading, Crossleyl2 evaluated the effect of lantern slides. 
ShEr used ten experimental and ten control groups in twenty first grades. 
She found that: 
1. The experimental group was superior to the control group in 
all analyses of auditory di?crimination. 
2. In compar];lg the groups as a whole, there was no statistically 
significant difference in visual discrimination scores. 
3. In general, children who had higher scores in auditory dis-
crimination attained higher scores in reading even though they were 
equal on the basis of Mental Age.l3 
An early study by Tatel4 produced different results and conclusions. 
In this study the inf'luence of phonics on silent reading in Grade I when a 
special period is used for formal instruction and drill in phonics was in-
llib.d 
__2:_:_•, P• 75. 
12B. Alice Crossley, 'tAn Evaluation of the Effect or I.an.tern Slides on 
Auditory and Visual Discrimination of Worl,d Elements," (tmpublished Doctor' 
thesis, Boston University School of Education, Boston, 1948). 
13Ibid., pp. 134-136. 
14Harry L. Tate, "The Influence of Phonics on Silent Reading in Grade 
I," E School Journa 37:752-757, June, 1937. 
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vestigated. Experimental and control groups were used. In his descriptio 
of the experiment Tate says that, "It is well to state that this program 
is unusual at the Whitney School inasmuch as formal instruction in phonics 
was abandoned several years ago." 15 The two experimental groups were give 
a daily fifteen-minute period of varied instruction. This included study 
of consonants and common vowels. Ear training was also given. The con-
elusions were: 
1. Phonics Instruction and Drill, as judged by the results of the 
Gates Primary Reading Test, Type 1, ·is far superior to the look-and-
say method in developing ability to recognize words. 
2. The results of Type 2 o£ the Gates Test give a slight indica-
tion that the look-and-say method is superior to phonics instruction 
in developing the ability to comprehend sentences. 
3. Results obtained from Type 3 of the test show conclusively 
that the look-and-say method is superior to phonics instruction and 
drill in developing the ability to comprehend directions of paragraphs. 
4. The use of as many as thirty minutes daily for special phonics 
instruction and drill leads to an unbalanced development of the abil-
ities to comprehend words, to understand sentences, and to grasp the 
meaning of paragraphs .16 
The relationship of word analysis ability to reading achievement was 
investigated, by Harrington17 recently. Her subjects were 500 pupils in 
second grades. She administered the otis Test of Mental Ability, tests of 
auditory discrimination, and visual discrimination, reml i~dividual oral 
test of phonetic ability, and two reading tests. Her findings were: 
15~., :P: '7,52. 
16Th. d 
__2:_•, P· 762. 
17
sister Mary James Harrington, "The R lationship of Certain Word 
.Analysis Abilities to Reading Achievement o~ Second Grade Children, n (un-
published 1Doot:or 1 s:tlle's1'8'1 Boston University School of Education, Boston, 
1953). 
7. 
1. There is a slight, positive relationship between mental age 
and reading achievement. The difference of the mean scores in readin 
of those making high, and those making law scores on the Otis Test is 
3.2. The resulting critical ratio is .507. The possibility., there-
fore, is little better than chance that there is a real difference in 
reading achievement of childrenwho have higher mental age. 
2. There is a positive relationship between auditory discrimina-
tion and reading achievement. The difference between the means of 
the reading achievement of th~ high and low scorers in auditory dis-
crimination is 18.10. The critical ratio is 2.74., which is signifi-
cant at the .01% level of confidence. The chance~_ are 96 in 100 that 
there is a real difference in the reading achievement of the children 
who have higher scores in auditory discrimination. 
3. There is a high positive relationship between skill in visual 
discrimination and reading achievement. The difference between the 
reading scores of those making high scores in visual discrimination 
and those making low scores is 32.1; and the critical ratio is 5.85. 
The critical ratio is significant at the .Ol% level of confidence. 
The chances are, as far as this study discloses, that in 99 cases out 
of 100 there. is a real difference between the reading achievement of 
children who possess a high degree of visual discrimination and those 
who do not possess it. 
4. There is a high positive relationship between knowled@9 of 
phonetics and reading achievement. The difference between the mean 
scores of those making high scores in phonetics and those making low 
scores is 32.65. The critical ratio is 4.13& This critical ratio is 
significant at the .o~ level of confidence. Therefore, as far as 
this study indicates., the chances are 99 out of 100 that there is a 
significant difference in the reading achievement of children who 
have a knowledge of phonetics, when compared w.i th those who do not 
have the knowledge. 
5. A partial correlat,ion analysis of the data from the entire 
population confirmed the foregoing findings. The relationship of 
each factor with reading (holding other factors constant) are as 
follows: mental age versus reading achievement, .000; auditory dis-
crimination versus reading achievement, .257; phonics versus reading 
achievement, .322; visual discrimination versus reading achievement, 
.451. 
6. That there are factors relating to reading achievement other 
than those studied is evident from the number of children whose scores 
deviated markedly from the general f'indings.l8 
Research shows varying conclusions as to the time when phonics teaching 
18Ibid., pp. 126-128. 
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should begin. In 1937 Dolch and Bloomster19 conducted a study in Grades I 
and II to find the time when phonics readiness is reached. They studied 
phonics ability in relation to mental development. Phonics was measured byj 
experimental issues of the Dolch-Gray Basic Reading Tests~ Word Attack 
Series~ Tests 1 and 2. Mental ability was measured by the Pintner-Cunning 
ham Primary Mental Test and by the Detroit First Grade Intelligence Test. 
The conclusion was that a mental age of seven years was necessary for a 
child to profit from training in phonics. 
Witty.does not set a mental age as a time to start phonics training. 
He says: 
There is no agreement as to the time "When these (phonic uni ta) 
are to be introduced. The practice frequently foll(1'7ted in modern 
schools is to postpone formal phonics instruction until children have 
acquired a basic stock of 50 to 100 sight words.20 
He adds another important aspect of the problem when he says: 
Moreover·~ it is recognized that some children have little need 
for formal instruction in phQnics. But such. training appears to be 
helpful to certain children.21 
This last viewpoint is one which may well give pause for thought to 
any who would favor blanket instruction in such training. McC)allough., 
Strang and Traxler 1 in discussing over-emphasis in certain skills and 
neglect of others~ state: 
The teacher who stresses the auditory over .the visual develops 
in the child a slow method of word attack which will be a help to 
him in only one out of every three words in the adult English vocabu-
lary. A teacher who stresses the visual over the auditory establishes 
a quick method of word attack (inasmuch as it usually· divides the word 
1~. w. Dolch and M. B. B loomster," Phonic Readiness, n Element!l;l"Y 10 
School Journal~ 38:201-205., November., 1937. 
20Paul Witty, Reading in Modern Education (Boston: D c. Heath and 
Company, 1949).., p. 144. 
21Loc. cit. 
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into fewer units and is not retarded by vocalizati~~ or subvocaliza-
tion) which is nonetheless limited in application. 
Murphy believes that such training should be adjusted to the needs ar 
the individual child. She says: 
It is probably true that we should have many ways of teahhing 
reading within a single classroom. For example$ some children seem 
to learn better if they learn the sounds first •..• Others may learn 
faster by a kinaesthetic approach, and still others 3 ~ a written 
language approaoh.23 
Important findings have come from a study of clinieal reading cases. 
Hester24 studied the records of 194 children at the Reading Laboratory at 
the University of Pittsburgh. After administering the Durrell Analysis of 
Reading Ability, she found that 112 children, or 58 per cent of the group 
lacked partially or entirely the knowledge of phonics essential for inde-
pendent word attack. She concludes: 
Careful consideration of the frequency of these errors among 
children who had had difficulty in reading, and the high percentage 
of children who lacked the knowledge of phonics essential for inde-
pendent word attack should certainly lead teachers to examine closely 
their instructional programs in reading.25 
Remedial cases reflect the current practices used in instruction. 
Durre1126 reports that during the year 1930 of 100 children who came to 
the Boston University Educational Clinic, 90 reflected the disabilities 
22constance McCullough, Ruth Strang, Arthur Traxler, Problems in 
Improvement of Reading (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1946), p. 103. 
23Helen A.- Murphy, "Skills Instruction in Primary Reading, u The Na-
tional Elementary Principal~ 29:4-10, December, 1949. 
24Kathleen B. Hester, ~A Study of Phonetic Difficulties in Reading,~ 
Elementary School Journal~ 43:171-173, November, 1942. 
25 
_Ibid., P• 173. 
26nonald D. Durrell, Improvement of Basic Reading Abilities (Yonkers-
on-Hudson, N.Y.: World Book Co., 1940), P• 197.· 
iO 
caused by overintensive work in phonics. Six years later, when other 
methods were in use 1 90 per cent o~ the cases tested at the Clinic showed 
severe weakness in word analysis ability. 
In 1941 Brownell made a study of current practices in teaching. He 
gives as reason for the· stu~, ttrn view o~ the marked differences of opinion 
even among experts and specialists in reading~ with respect to the value o~ 
training primary-grade pupils in phonetic analysis~ itwould not be sur-
prising if classroom practices in this area were exceedingly variable~27 
Brownell sent a questionnaire of thirty items to 546 teachers of Grades I. 
II, and III. Teachers in the study represented thirteen s.tates and twenty-
six school systems. Twenty-eight o~ the items described classroom activi-
ties relating to phonetic analysis. The last two items had to do with 
opinion concerning the place of phonetic analysis in the second term of 
Grade I. His findings were: 
Rural school teachers seem to emphasize phonics more than city 
teachers. 
There is an increase in emphasis from grade to grade. In both 
city and rural schools, the largest amount of increase occurs between 
Grades I and II. The finding that more attentien is given phonetic 
analysis in Grade II than in Grade I probably agrees with general 
knowledge; the finding that there is no decrease in emphasis and per-
haps an increase in Grade III is probably more surprising. 
The third fact of importance revealed by the distribution of 
scores is the large overlapping from grade to grade. Most of the 
third grade teachers could transfer to Grade I and continue to stress 
phonetic analysis about as they had done before without attracting 
attention •••• The group medians were found to reveal a reliable ten-
dency for the amount of phonetic emphasis to agree with supervisory 
policy; the more local policy required regularity or systematic 
instruction., the greater the emphasis. When the local policy was 
silent or indifferent in the matter of phonetic analysis, the teachers 
apparently did about as they wished (not very much~ the median being 
27~lliam A. Brownell~ "current Practices with Respect to Phonetic 
Analysis in the·Primary Grades," Elementary SChool Journal, 42:195-206, 
November, 1941. 
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69), but the extent of their emphasis was more variable when the 
policy was stated.28 
As has been stated above, research in word analysis ability has been 
done mostly in the primary grades. That the problem continues into the 
upper grades is fairly obvious. Dolch29 says that in the primary grades 
the number of words to be learned is limited. Therefore~ neither the pupil 
nor the teacher ma:y realize the need for sounding out new words •.. He .. ~tates 
further: 
The need for sounding becomes very apparent, however, in the 4th 
grade. At the beginning of this grade the children are usually given 
textbooks in several new subjects. These books contain a great many 
new words •••• The new subject matter of the grade must bring in new 
words6 but how is the child to handle them if he cannot s ound them out73 
Bond and Bond31 say that in the upper grades the aim of the teacher 
is to refine the techniques of word analysis and to help the children to 
learn to adapt them more appropriately to .the nature of' the rea4ing .. ;3itua-
tion. They believe that children at this level should be taught to use 
fewer cues for recognition of' words and to use the more rapid ones. 
The problem of' training children to use the word analysis abilities 
which they have been taught is a serious one. Educators agree on the need 
for specific training in auditory and visual discrimination. Beyond this,in 
the use of phonetic ability which would appear to be auditory and visual 
analysis at a higher level, little research seems to have been done. 
2~r0l'lllell, loo. cit. 
29Edward Dolch, Teaching Primary Readin~ (Champaign, Illinois: Garrard 
Press, 1950), P• 278. 
30Loc •. cit. 
31Eva and Guy L. Bond, Teaching the Child to Read ~New York: The Mac-
millan Company, 1948),. p. 209. 
i2 
Dolch32 in discussing what phonics should be taught, when phonics should be . 
taught, and how, says that word analysis will be needed during the years 
that follow the primary grades. He believes, therefore, that phonics 
teaching should be· continued beyond Grade lJIT.. He recommends that not only 
me!thods of attacking monosyllables should be presented~ but how to attack 
polysyllables. Such teaching, he s~s~ will el~inate much of the remedial 
work in the upper grades and in high school. 
Barden33 evaluated specific training in word analysis in the third 
and fourth grades. She constructed tests of auditory and visual discrimina 
tion:which were given at the beginning and end of the eXJ;>eriment. ShE? gave 
specific training in auditory and visual discrimination to forty-four pupils 
of Grades 3 and 4 for twenty-eight d~s. Her control and experimental 
groups wereequated chronologically and mentally, and also, as c1ose1r as 
p~:>s$ible, in reading and spelling achievement. Her results shaw conolu-
sive,ly the advantages of auditory and visual training in third and fourth 
grad~s with the subjects used. Barden puts limitations on her results by 
saying it was impossible to equate the groups any closer_in chronological 
·, 
and tnental age. Also, if the· experiment could have been dc~me in the fall 
of the year, a reading test at the end of the school year would have given 
opportunity to test for increased ability in reading achievement. 
Lack of reading instruction after the fifth or sixth grade results in 
a decrease in reading among older elementary pupils and the inadequate 
"$-!Edward w. Dolch, "Phonics and Polysyllables," Elementary English 
Revi~, 15:121-124, April, 1938. 
33Ma.ry Corinne Barden_, 11The Construction and Evaluation of Exer()ises 
for Specific Training in Auditory and Visual Discrimination in 3rd and 4th 
Grades_," (unpublished Master's thesis_, Boston.University School of Educa-
tion, Boston, 1945). 
1.3 
skills and needlessly slow reading of many upper elementary and high school 
pupils, according to Witty.34 He describes an analysis of 100 ninth grade 
pupils examined in the P~cho-Educational Clinic at Northwestern University. 
On the Stanford Achievement Test (Form V) the results were~ 
Median Grade 
Paragraph meaning 6.8 
Word meaning 5.9 
Gates Oral Reading Paragraphs 6.0 
Results in the Gates Four Type Tests were equally low. Witty says that the 
group "were conspicuously lacking in the capacity to deal with the new vo-
cabulary encountered in other subject fields. 1•35 
,A. ~ig:o.ificant study o£ uppe·r grade pupils was made in 1940 by Tiffin 
and McKinnis.36 Their subjects were 155 pupils in Grades V~ VI, VII, and 
VIII. Each pupil was given an individual phonics test comprising 100 non-
sense words, the Iowa Silent Reading Test~ Elementary Form A, and the New 
Stanford Achievement Reading Test~ Form V. Correlations with the phonics 
test were as follows: 
The Iowa Silent Reading Test for Comprehe~sion - .66 J .30. 
The Iowa Silent Reading Test, Rate - .55 ~ .038. 
The New Stanford- .70 J .027.37 
The conclusions showed ~th reasonable certainty that phonic ability is 
significantly related to reading ability among those pupils studied. 
Another study of the value of phonics teaching at the middle grade 
34Paul Witty .. "Reading Retardation in the Secondary School)' Journal 
of Experimental Education, 15:314-317, June, 1947. 
35Ibid. II P• 315. 
36Joseph Tif'£in and Mary McKinnis, "Phonic .Ability~ Its Measurement 
and Relation to Reading Ability .. " School_and Society, 51:190-193, February, 
1940. 
37Ib.d --~-- .. P• 191. 
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38 level is that of Browne. She used 320 pupils in Grade VI. Each pupil 
was given an initial individual phonics test or nonsense words made up of 
phonetic elements. The Stanford Reading Test and the Kuhlmann-Anderson 
Intelligence Test for Grade VI were used to equate the control and experi-
mental groups. Thereafter, a phonics drill of ten minutes a day was given 
to the four experimental groups. The lessons were based on Cordts' Word 
Method of Reading Phonics. :Her findings were: 
1. Progress in reading in the sixth grade may be aided by a 
carefully planned series of lessons in phonics. 
2. Children with low I.Q. 's are as likely to profit from phonics 
instruction as those with higher I.Q.•s. 
3. Children with I.~. 's below 100-make more progress in reading 
as a result of phonics instruction than those with higher I.~. 's • 
. 
4. The study of phonics is helpful, not only to the pupil who is 
deficient in reading. but is even more effective in stimulating the 
better reader to further growth. 
5. The greatest gain in favor of phonic training for children 
with initial reading ability of average and above grade is evid.enced 
in groups with I.~.'s between 90 and 109.39 
Present practice as shown by current basal reading series teaches 
word analysis activities as part of the entire program of reading instruc-
tion. A more intensive kind of training is presented by Hay and Wingo. 40 
This kind of method uses a pure phonetic approach as a separate part of the 
reading program. That is, it is not a part of a basal reading series. 
38Dorothy, Sister Mary Browne, O.P., "Phonics as a Basis of Improvemen 
1 
in Reading11 (Washington .. D.C.: The Catholic Education Press .. Deceniber, l938j •· 
39Ibid. ,," P• 42. 
4°Julie Hay and Charles E. Wingo, Teachers Manual for Reading With 
Phonics (New York: J. B. Lippincott Company~ 1948). 
\ 
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Auditory training is given first. In the Manual for Teachers. directions 
say, "Always use sounds_, not names of letters.u Visual training is given 
next. Then, in the first fifteen pages of Reading with Phonics are taught 
the short vowel sounds and ten consonants. They are presenbed in this 
manner: 
s 
a e i o u s 
su sun 
so sob 
si sit 
se set 
sa sat 
The book builds on this phonetic knowledge step by step. Chapter VI is 
entitled '~lending Two Initial Consonants with Vowels;" Chapter VII, 'Recog-
¢.zin~ Digraphs, Diphthongs, and Silent Letters;" Chapter VIII, ''Blending 
Thr~e Initial Consonants wl th Vowels. u 
: .. : ., . 
. Because of the close relationship between reading and spelling achieve 
ment, many studies include research in both of these areas. Acomb4l inves-
tig~ted the psychological factors in reading and spelling. His subjects 
~er,e 380 pupils in Grades 3, 4, 5, and 6. He found visual and auditory 
':' ··'' ,,· 
factors to be significantly related to both reading and spelling ability. 
Yoakam42 says that better spelling is achieved through a sound founda-
tion in word recognition and meaning. He lists the following skills which 
are taught as part of reading and which will be of help in spelling: 
41Allan Acomb, "A. Study of the Psychological Factors in Reading an(! 
Spelling, u (unpubl-ished Master's thesis, Boston University School Gf Educa-
tion, Boston, 1936.) 
.. : 'v. 
42~rald A. Yoakam, "Better Spelling·Thru Better Reading., u. Journal af 
the National Education A.ssociation6 38:596-597, November, 1949~ 
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1. He (the child) is taught to use the context in :i,dentii'ying 
and recognizing a strange word. 
2. He is taught to analyze words visually and to discriminate 
among them in terms af their visual peculiarities~ such as length, 
height, and general configuration. 
3. He is taught to become f'a.miliar with the phonetic similarities 
and dif'.ferences among words and to learn to sound and blend ward parts 
and thus to pronounce strange words. 
4. He is taught to analyze words structurally, to become f'a.milie.r 
~th roots, prefixes, and su.ffixes, and to break pdysyllables into 
syllables, and also to blend familiar syllables into words. 
5. He is taught to use the dictionary to determine the meaning 
and pronunciation of newwords. 43 
In 1937 Gates44 described the bearing of certain studies upon certain 
problema in spelling. In his discussion he says: 
To the writer it appears, on theoretical grounds, that there is 
much to be said for combining work in spelling, in word analysis com-
monly used to assist reading, and activity designed to enhance ~he 
understanding of word meanings in a rich and varied program. 
•••• In many concrete cases it has appeared that the pupils' 
reading and spelling are both greatly assisted by selecting the type 
of' attack which is highly serviceable to both, exercising it in such 
a way that it becomes a tool for other purposes. 45 · ·., · 
The problem of correctly combining word study practices in reading 
and spelling persists. In 1947 Gates still questioned the kind of tech-
niques to use in teaching these skills. He says: 
It is important that the techniques taught in reading and spelling 
and used by the pupil in both situations should harmonize and nat con-
flict with each other. For ex~ple, if the teacher is trying to get 
43yoakam, ~· cit. 
44Arthur I. Gates, "Recent Experimental 'Attacks Upon Certain Spelling 
Problems,u Elementary English Review, 13-14:6-10, January, 1937. 
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the pupil to perceive the word in reading by the larger units, such as 
syllables~ large phonograms, or component words, whereas at the same 
time she is teaching him to spell by means of letter by letter proced e, 
two rather contradictory habits are being established simultaneously. 
It the instruction in spelling is more definite and precise, the pupil 
is likely to resort to letter-by-letter analysis when he encounters an 
unfamiliar word in reading or when he tries to learn a new word. 
The child who is slow in reading should, if possible, be provided 
with one of the more recent programa in spelling in which attention is 
given to the development of effective modern techniques in studying 
the spelling of words and in which a wide variety of word-enrichment 
and word-analysis activities is included •••• Indeed, in some cases, 
weakness in the spelling progrrum may be responsible to a larger degree 
for the reading defect than is weakness in the reading program it-
self. 46 
Nugent47 evaluated the effectiveness of an intensive program in word 
analysis on reading and spelling in the second grade. She used two second 
grades. A phonics test and the Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence Test were 
given to both the experimental and control groups. The experimental group 
was given special word analysis exercises for ten minutes per day for fifty 
days. At the end of the experiment another phonics test, a spelling and 
the Metropolitan Elementary Reading Test, Form R, were given to both groups. 
Her conclusions were: 
1. In the Metropolitan Reading Test the experimental· group was superior 
to the control group. The critical ratio was 5.06. 
2. In the spelling test the experimental group was superior. The 
critical ratio was 8.94. 
3. It would seem that specific training in word analysis does improve 
reading and spelling achievement.48 
46Arthur I. Gates, The Improvement of Reading (New York: The Macmillan 
Company, 1947), PP• 293-294. 
47Esther M. Nugent, uAn Evaluation of an Intensive Program in Word 
Analysis on Spelling and Reading in Second Grade, It (unpublished Master 1 s 
thesis, Boston University School of Education, Boston, 1950). 
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In discussing the relationship of word perception skills in reading 
and spelling Kottmeyer49 believes that skills of visual identification and 
sound blending skills help children in both reading and spelling. However, 
he says: 
The need for accurate and precise association between visual 
forms and sounds is~ of course, more pressing in spelling than in 
reading. In recognizing words in reading we can use conf'iguration and 
content clues and use them in combination with more rudimentary sound 
blending skills. In spelling these devices or combinations do not 
apply. In reading we oan approximate the pronunciation of a word and 
guess the word if we come close enough. In spelling an approximation 
is not enough. Therefore~ if children are taught in spelling to liste 
for the sound elements in words~ and if they are taught the common 
visual representations Which stand for these sounds, they develop a 
useful power beyond visual memory to guide their spelling.50 
He concludes by saying, »There is some evidence to show that we can give 
children greater competence in both spelling and reading when we make the 
relationships of these similar skill clusters more apparent. uSl 
In 1937 Russe1152 studied the characteristics ar good and poor. 
spellers. He found that poor spellers were inferior in auditory discrimina 
tion and that poor spellers failed to make a varied or analytical approach 
to nerw words. He suggests that •~some definite training in word study is 
needed by most children. nS3 He suggests further that they need study nin 
letter sounds~ combining syllables~ seeing similarities and differences in 
49william Kottmeyer 3 "On the Relationship of Word Perception Skills in 
Reading and in Spelling,» Education~ 72~600-603, May, 1952. 
50Ibid., P• 601. 
51Ibid., p. 603. 
saDavid H. Russell, Characteristics of Good and Poor S ellerst A 
Diagnostic Stud;)':- Contributions to Education_, No. 727 New York: Bureau 
of Publicationsi Teachers College, Columbia University_, 1937). 
53 ~ ... P• 87. 
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words ."54 
Spache55 reported a study of the characteristics of good and poor 
spellers in 1940. He found that in classifying errors as phonetic and un-
phonetic there was a definite tendency for the average speller to make a 
greater number and per cent of phonetic errors than poor spellers. Con-
versely, the poor spellers tended to make a greater number of non-phonetic 
errors than average spellers. He says that his results confirm those of 
other studies that poor spellers are lacking in auditory discrimination and 
phonetic skills. 
Later studies confirm the earlier findings. In 1949 Hudson and Toler56 
evaluated the results of instruction in auditory and visual discrimination 
as a means of improving spelling. Their subjects were 297 pupils in Grades 
IV, V and VI who were poor in spelling. .After giving an initial test, 
they gave a systematic program in auditory discrimination and visual 
analysis. Building ~ford Power57 and Ready to Read58 were used. After 
testing at the end of the experiment, findings showed a gain of 5.2 words 
per pupil, or 85.2 per cent in terms of the number of words spelled cor-
rectly on the initial test. They suggest that there should be "increased 
54Ibid • ., P• 87. 
55George Spache~ "Characteristics of Good and Poor Spellers," Journal 
of Educational Research~ 34;182-189, November, 1940. 
56Jess s. Hudson and Lola Toler, nrnstruction in Audi;bory and Visual 
Discrimination as Means of Improving Spelling,'~ Elementary School Journal_, 
49:466-469, April, 1949. 
57nonald D. J)urrell and Helen Blair Sullivan, with the cooperation of 
Helen A. Murphy and Kathryn M. Junkins .. Building Word Power (Yonkers-on-
Hudson, N.Y.: World Book Co., 1945). 
5Boonald D. Durrell and Helen Blair Sullivan, with the cooperation of 
Helen A. Murphy and Kathryn M. Junkins, Ready to Read (Yonkers-on-Hudson, 
N.Y.: World Book Co., 1941). 
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emphasis placed on the association of auditory and visual patterns which 
make up words~ in order that pupils may gene~lize in trying to spell words 
for which they do not have clear, specific images.n59 
Another study showing the presence of similar skills making for suoces 
in reading and spelling is thit made by Nichols.60She built a group test to 
find causes of spelling failure. Sixteen hundred children in Grades III to 
VI were given six subtests. She found a correlation between spelling 
.. 
achievement and auditory discrimination of .63 i .04 in Grade III. A 
correlation of .59 between spelling achievement and visual discrimination 
was also found indicating that the ability to distinguish similarities and 
differences in words has some effect on achievement. 
-- ··_.-., __ ,. 
summa:x 
There are many factors Which contribute to successful reading and 
spe~ling achievement. Research shows that conspicuous among these factors 
are auditory discrimination, visual discrimination and phonetic ability. 
No agreement has been reached as to which of these abilities is most im-
portant in achievement. Research in reading in relation to these factors 
thus far has been done chiefly in the primary grades. At present, it is 
believed that similar factors influence success in both reading and spel 
This study, therefore, will investigate various word analysis abilit 
in relation to reading and spelling achievement at the intermediate - fifth 
grade level. The word analysis abilities studied are auditory discrimina-
59 Hudson and Toler, ~· ~·~ P• 4_69. 
60augusta M. Nichols, "The Construction and Use of a Group Test for 
the Analysis of Spelling Difficulties .. " (unpublished Doctor's th~sis~ 
Boston University School of Education,.Boston, 1947).. . 
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tion, visual discrimination and phonetic ability. The effect of mental 
age on these factors will also be considered. 
The following chapter will present the plan of the study. 
22 
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CHAPTER II 
PLAN OF TEE STUDY 
The purpose of this study was to investigate various word analysis 
abilities and their importance in reading and spelling achievement. The 
effect of mental age on achievement in these areas was also studied. Since 
there are no standard tests available for measuring word analysis 8 informal 
tests were adapted or constructed. The Kuhlmann-Anderson test was used to 
measure intelligence. The Gates Reading Survey was chosen to measure read-
ing achievement. Spelling was tested by the Metropolitan Spelling test. 
Since standard reading vocabulary tests at this level are based on a small 
number of words~ and since the primary purpose of word analysis ability is 
to measure size of vocabulary and independence in acquiring such a vocabu-
lary, an informal long-form vocabulary test was included. 
Description of Tests 
1. Standa~d Tests 
The Kuhlmann-Anderson Battery Booklet E1 for Grade V was used to 
obtain mental ages. This test is made up of ten subtests. The 
mental age is a median, or middle, mental age yielded by the scores 
of each test in the battery. The reliability of the test battery 
for Grade V by the split-half method is .94 t .01. A copy of this 
test may be found in the Appendix. 
1Published by Personnel Press, Inc., Baltimore, Maryland. 
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The Gates Reading Survey ~or Grade 3 (second hal~) to Grade 
102 was used to measure reading achievement. It tests ~our aspects 
o~ reading ability: knowledge o~ word meanings or vocabulary; power 
or level o~ comprehension; and speed o~ reading. A score ~or ac-
curacy o~ comprehending easy material may also be computed. The 
latter score was not used in this study. 
The vocabulary test consists o~ eighty-~ive words. It is a 
power 3 not a speed test, as the pupil is allowed as much time as 
he needs. It measures knowledge o~ individual words. 
The Power or Level o~ Comprehension test consists o~ thirty-
£ive paragraphs o~ increasing d~~iculty. There is no time limit 
on this test. It measures how dif~icult a passage a pupil can 
read when he is given inde~inite time. 
The Speed o£ Reading test is composed of sixty-~our short 
paragraphs o~ equal di~~iculty. For Grade V the time limit is ten 
minutes. The purpose o~ this test is to see how well a pupil can 
read easy material. 
The intercorrelations o~ the test average about .62, and the 
se~-correlations about .90. 
Because the three subtests measure di~ferent types o~ reading 
ability, the three scores were kept separate in analyzing the data. 
A copy o~ this test may be ~ound in the Appendix. 
For testing spelling the spelling list ~rom the Metropolitan 
'" Achievement Test, Form R3 (For Intermediate and Advanced Batteries) 
2Published by Bureau o~ Publications, Teachers College, Columbia 
University, N~ York. 
3Published by World Book Co.,. Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York. 
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was used. The list for Grade V has fifty words. In this test each 
word is dictated, used in a sentence, and then dictated again. The 
reliability of this test is .93. 
2 • In£ ormal Tests 
The long-form vocabulary test, designated in this study as the 
infor.mal word recognition test, is an adaption of a test constructea 
by McNiff4 and others. It is composed of fifteen groups of wards, 
each containing fifteen~rds or item exercises. A total of 225 
words are used. These words were checked against Thorndike 1 s 
Teachers Word Book. The ~rds in the categories were checked 
against Roget's Thesaurus. Each group is headed by three words 
or categories. The children were directed . to· mark an X in the 1, 
2, or 3 box following each word to correspond with the three cate-
gories which were each preceded by a 1, 2, or 3. No time limit 
was set for this test. The total possible score is 225. Direction 
and a sample group follow: 
Each of the words in the first group of words should make you 
~hink of 1, Animal Homes; 2, Animal Babies; or 3, Animal Sounds. 
In the boxes. beside each word mark X in the box under 1 if the 
word makes you think of 1. Animal Homes. Mark X in the box under 
2 if the word makes you think of 2. Animal Babies. Mark X in the 
box under 3 if the ~rd makes you think of 3. Animal Sounds. We 
shall do the first row together. 
Do the rest of the groups of words in the same way. Remember each 
4Margaret McNiff and others, nThe Construction or a Vocabulary Test fo 
the Intermediate Grades,~ (unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University, 
School of Education, Boston, 195~). 
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group o~words has three keywords, and each ward must be marked 
in the 1, 2, or 3 box. 
1. Animal Homes 2. Animal Babies 3. Animal Sounds 
l 2 3 1 2 3 ' 1 2 3 
baa stable 
t--t---t--1 
aquarium 
kid call bleat 
colt I I lair sty 
cub croak den 
... 
-·-· 
... chick howl 
The reliability of the test by the split-hal~ method is .97. A 
copy of this test may be ~ound in the Appendix. 
For testing auditory discrimination., which in this study means iden-
ti~ioation of sounds in spoken words, the Niles Auditory Test5 was used. 
This is a group test of ~orty-two items. Unfamiliar words are used to test 
the ability to identify the ~ollowing sounds: 
Initial consonants: b, d~ f, g, h, j, k, 1, m, n, p, r, s, t, v, w, 
y, z .. ch, sh, th 
Final consonants: b, d, f, g, j, k, 1, m, n, p, r, s, t, v, z, ch, 
sh, th 
Initial blends : tr, sl, pr, ~1 .. bl, sw, sk, sp, ~r .. tw, st, wh 
Final blends: pt, st, nt, ks, zm, ng, rt. ld, kl .. rn, bl, 
rm, rd, rk 
y, sh, th 
50live S. Niles, "The Niles Auditory Teat," (unpublished, Boston 
University High School.Reading Clinic). 
lp, 
Medial blends : 
Short and long vowels: a3 e~ i6 o~ u 
The child is directed to circle the sounds heard. For example, the 
children are told to mark the beginning and ending sounds of' words 
pronounced. (The examiner says the word ttpentad. '•) The children 
choose the sounds heard from this list: 
k f d r s y p· 1 
In the section testing middle sounds the children are told- to listen 
£or sounds in the middle as well as at the beginning and ending of' 
the words. (The-examiner says the word "zirconium.~ The children 
choose the sounds from this list: 
Item 10. nkp dfghz 
The reliability of the Nile.s test by the split-half method is .90. A 
copy of' this test and directions for its administration maybe :f"ound 
in the Appendix. 
For testing visual discrimination6 which in this study means visual 
memory of word pattern, an adaption was made of the Durrell test. In the 
Durrell test a word printed on a card is shown for five seconds. The chil-
dren are allowed five seconds to select this word :f"rom a group o£ words of' 
similar oon:f"iguration on their papers. 
For example, the word contended is shown. This word is to be selected 
£rom the following: 
Item 12. conte~ted contended conducted 
connected 
contender 
contested 
commended 
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The word soporif!s is shown. It is selected from: 
Item 24. soporifie sardonic sudorific 
sudoral, subscript 
superb subjective 
In an effort to·make the test one of more nearly pure visual disorim-
ination~ and to make the test more difficult, Frenchwords were added 
to the Durrell test. For example, the examiner shows the word riez. 
This word must be chosen from: 
Item 30. zeir eirz riez 
ciez rize zeri .··.; .·. 
The eiaminer shows the word vinaigre. This word must be chosen £rom: 
vinegar vainiger vinaigre 
uinaigre venigre vairegre 
The test has forty-five items. The total possible score is 45. The 
reliability Obtained by the split-half method is .88. A copy of the 
complete test may be found Ln. the Appendix. 
An individual test was constructed to measure phonetic ability. which 
in this study means the ability to sound word elements and te solve unknown 
words. The test has two sections. Part I contains thirty word elements 
taken from Kottmeyer's 6 list. Part II contains thirty nonsense words of 
one, two, and three syllables. The words are made from combinations of 
blends and word elements. The child is given a paper and the examiner has 
a similar sheet on which the words are narked as right or wrong a.s the chil 
says them. 
SVfilliam A. Kottmeyer .. Handbook for Remedial Reading (St. Louis: 
Webster Publishing Co •• 1947), P• 68. 
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Directions for Part I are: These are parts of words. How would you 
say the first one? 
Directions for Part II are: These are not real words. How would you 
say the first one? 
Samples of word elements used: 
3. ~ce 
1'7. ious 
30. 'circum 
Samples of nonsense words Usedt 
~. yarf 
20. spragnet 
2'7. confrictence 
The total possible score is 60. The reliability of the test by the 
split-hall' method is .92. A.copy of this test may be found in the 
Appendix. 
Preliminary Stu~ 
In order to see how the informal tests behave and to get their relia-
bility, a pilot study was made in March in two fifth grades using fifty-
• two cases. Three of the informal tests were given, the visual disot.imina-
tion test. the Niles Auditory test and the test of phonetic ability. The 
visuai discrimination test used in this study was composed entirely of 
French words and proved too difficult. The reliability by the split-half 
method was .'76. 
Administration of Tests 
The following tests were used iri this study: 
· Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence Test for Grade V 
Gates Reading Survey £or Grade 3 (second half) to Grade 10 
Metropolitan Spelling Test 
Informal Vford Recognition Test 
Niles Auditory Test 
Visual Discrimination Test 
Phonetic Ability Test 
The tests were given in May, 1953, to approximately 533 children in 
eighteen £i£th grades in an industrial city near Boston. In order to 
cover a wide achiev~ment range 1 children were included who came £rom a 
variety o£ backgrounds. Some o£ them came £rom homes o£ high socio-econami 
standards; some £rom less well £avored homes~ and others from homes of low 
socio-economic standards. In all, schools £rom four areas of the city were 
used. 
The following table shows metm., chronological and mental ages of the 
population used. 
T.ABIE I 
MEAN CBRONOLOGICAL AGE AND MENTAL AGE OF 453 CASES 
(REPORTED IN MONTHS) 
Chronological Age 
Mental Age 
Number 
453 
453 
Mean 
131.85 
135.05 
S.D. 
7.65 
12.85 
The standard tests, Kuhlmann-Anderson, Gates Reading Survey and 
Metropolitan Spelling were given by the teachers. They also administered 
the Informal Word Recognition test. Directions to the teachers included 
the suggestion that the tests be given over a two-day period, and that i£ 
30 
any chil~ren were absent on one or both the testing days~ it would not be 
necessary for them to make up the tests. 
The visual and auditory tests were given by the writer. It was felt, 
in the case of the auditory test, that consistency in pronouncing the words 
would be advisable as a difference in colloquial accents might affect the 
children's interpretation of sounds heard. 
The phonics tests, which were individual tests, were given by the 
writer with the help of clin~cians from the Boston University Educational 
Clinic. Administration of these tests required at least five minutes per 
chicld. 
As the testing was done on at least three different days 3 many cases 
were lost. Each case had to have nine scores. Four hundred fifty-three 
cases were obtained. 
Scoring of the Tests 
All of the tests were band-scored. 
:Frequency distributions of the nine tests used in this study may be 
found in Appendix B. 
The next chapter will present an analysis of the data obtained from 
these tests. 
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CHAPTER III 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
In this study an investigation was made of the importance of various 
word analysis abilities in reading and spelling achievement in Grade v. 
The word analysis abilities studied included auditory discrimination3 iden-
tifioation of sounds in spoken words; visual discrimination, visual memory 
of word pattern; and phonetic ability, ability to sound word elements and 
to solve unknown words. The effect of mental age on reading and spelling 
achievement was also studied. 
The data Sanalyzad to answer the following questions: 
1. llliat is the relationship of mental age to reading and spelling 
achievement? 
2. ~t is the relationship of auditor,r discrimination to reading and 
spelling achievement? 
3. What is the relationship of visual discrimination to reading and 
spelling achievement? 
4. What is the relationship of phonetic ability to reading and spe ............. e:,u 
achievement 1 
. v• 
"' 11' Analys~s of the data was made by three statistical techniques: 
1. By paired comparison 
Pairs of children were matched by holding three variables 
constant. The fourth variable ·was compared with four types of 
reading achievement and spelling achievement. To insure close 
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comparison3 the three vari&bles held constant W9re kept within one 
half' standard deviation. In the variable to be compared with read-
ing and spelling the scores were held at least one standard devia~ 
tion apart. The standard deviations for the four variables were 
mental age~ 12.85; auditory discrimination, 17.0; visual discrimina-
tion;, 7.47; phonics 3 12.7. .·."c,l 
2. By partial correlation 
The importance of each variable, holding the other three 
variables constant, in the reading and spelling achievement of the 
total group was computed. 
3. By zero order correlation 
The correlation of each test with the other tests was obtained. 
In this study the t ratio was used to test the significance of the dif-
ference between means. The 5 per cent level of confidence,. t • 1.96, was 
chosen as the level at which to reject the null hypothesis in the paired 
comparison study. 
In the partial correlation study the 5 per cent level was chosen as the 
level of confidence at which one may reject the hypothesis that no relation-
ship exists·between the measures. The figure of .122 by the Walla.ce-Snedeoo 1 
Table 1ndioates this 5 per cent level. The te:rm ~significant" as used 'with 
refer~nce to the partial correlations means.t therefore,. that a correlation 
of'~. iz2 or higher indicates that a relatisnship greater than zero wouid.'"~xis 
in' 95 .. o~ses · out of 100. 
Table II shows the relationship of' the Informal Word Recognition Test 
to~mehta:l age;· phonics, auditory discrimination and visual disoriminatio:fl;· 
using three statistical methods. 
-
lJ. P. Guildford, Fundtunental Statistics in Ps oholo and Ed.uoa tion 
(-"N·ew-:t-o-rk'r1lcGraw-R1."l'l:-BO'Olf=C'o." l95e= ~s-le-. --
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TABlE II 
RELATIONSHIP OF INFORMAL WORD RECOONITION TEST TO VARIABLES STUDIED 
Partial 
Paired Comparison Correlation Correlation 
Variable No. of Mean ;tf No. of No. of 
Pairs Diff. Ratio Cases Cases 
Mental 
Age l03 2'7 .40 6.1'7 453 .3990 453 .6509 
Phonics 100 18.50 4.03 453 .3215 453 .6536 
Auditory 
Disc. 101 12 .. 20 2.54 453 .0154 453 .6412 
Viaua:l 
Disc. 111 9.40 2.06 453 .1894 453 .5612 
The above table shows the following order of importance of·the factors 
studied to this test. mental age. phonics, auditory discrimination, visual 
discrimination. The mean difference of scores for mental age is 27.4; for 
phonics., 18.5; for auditory discrimination, 12.2; for visual discrimination 
9.4. The ft ratios are all significant. . I For mental age the ~ ratio is 6.17 
for phonics it is 4.03; for auditory discrimination, 2.54; for visual dis-
crimination, 2.06. 
The partial correlation findings substantiate the above findings for 
mental age is highest, .3990~ and phonics next in importance, .3215. How-
ever, by this method visual discrimination is next in importance, .1894. 
Auditory discrimination, .0154, is.no~-significant.* 
The correlations follow the order of the paired comparison method: 
mental age, .6509; phonics, .6536; auditory discrimination, .5412; visual 
discrimination, .5612. 
Table III shows the relationship' of the Gates Vocabulary test to mental 
See page 33. 
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age. phonics, auditory discrimination and visual discrimination using three 
statistical methods. 
TABlE III 
RELATIONSHIP OF GAIBES VOOABULA.RY TEST TO VARIABlES STUDIED 
Paired Comparison Partial Cor relation 
Correlation 
Variable No.of Mean tf 
' 
No.of No.of 
Pairs Diff. Ratio Cases Cases 
Mental 
Age 103 6.21 4.63 453 .3798 453 .6154 
Phonics 100 4.75 3.,48 453 .3209 453 .6164 
Visual 
Disc. 111 1.80 1.53 453 .0747 453 .4775 
Auditory 
Disc. 101 .75 .58 453 -.0012 453 .4996 
The above table shows the fol~owing order of importance of the factors 
studied to this teat when the paired comparison technique was used: mental 
age. phonics. visual discrimination, auditory discrimination. The mean 
difference of scores for mental age is 6.21; for phonics~ 4.75; for visual 
dis·crimination, 1 .. 80; for auditory discrimination~ • 75. The i ratios for 
mental age and phonics are both significant, mental age, 4.63; phonics~ 
3.48. For visual discrimination the i ratio is 1.53 Which is net~signifi-
cant. The i ratio for auditory discrimination is .58. which is also nQt-
significant. 
The partial correlations bear out these findings in the same order of 
importruace. Mental age is highest. ~798, and phonics is next •• 3209. The 
coefficient of correlation for visual discrimination •• 074G and for audi-
tory discrimination, -.0012. are both no:b.-significanti. 
The order of the correlations is: phonics, .6164; mental age 3 .6154; 
auditory discrimination, .4996; visual discrimination, .4775. 
Table IV shows the relationship of the Gates Level of Comprehension 
test to mental age, phonics, visual discrimination, and auditory discrimina 
tion. 
T4J3IE IV 
RELATIONSHIP OF GATES lEVEL OF COMPREHENSION TO V.ARIA.BIES STUDIED 
Partial 
Paired Comparison Correlation Correlation 
Variable No. of Mean if I No.of No. of 
Pairs Diff. Ratio Cases Cases 
Mental 
Age 103 10.70 6.36 453 .4423 453 .6415 
Phonics 100 4.80 2.72 453 .1640 453 .5108 
Visual 
Disc. 111 1.65 .99 453 .1093 453 .4570 
Auditory 
Disc- 101 1.65 .93 453 .0003 453 .4600 
The above table shows the following order of importance of the factors 
studied to this test; mental age, phonics, visual discrimination, auditory 
discrimination. The mean difference of scores for mental age is 10.70; 
for phonics, 4.80; for visual discrimination, 1.65; for auditory disorimina 
tion, 1.65. The tf ratios f'or mental age and phonics are both signif'icant.* 
For mental age the~ ratio is 6.36; for phonics, 2.72 •. The i ratio for· 
visual discrimination is .99 and for auditory discrimination, .93. Both 
of these are not-significant. 
The partial correlations substantiate these findings. They are mental 
age, .4423; phonics) .1640. Both of these are significant. The coefficie 
See page 33. 
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of correlation for visual discrimination is .1093, and for auditory dis-
crimination, .0003. Both of these are no:rti~sigo.ifioant. 
The zero order correlatidns are in this order: mental age, .6415; 
phonics, .5108; auditory discrimination~ .4600; visual discrimination, 
.4570. 
Table V shows the relationship of the Gates Speed of Reading teat to 
mental age, phonics, visual discrimination and auditory discrimination. 
T.A.BIE V 
RELATIONSHIP OF GATES SPEED OF BEADING TEST TO VARIABLES STUDIED 
Partial 
.Paired Comparison Correlation Correlation 
Variable No. of Mean 11 No. of No. of 
Pairs Diff. Ratio Cases Cases 
Mental 
Age 103 7.33 4.59 453 .5763 453 .5612 
Phonics 100 4.20 2.58 453 .2288 453 .5066 
Visual 
Disc. 111 2.70 1.65 453 .1225 453 .4444 
Auditory 
Disc. 101 -.45 .32 453 -.0811 453 .3872 
The above table showa the following order of importance of the factors 
studied to this test: mental age, phonics, visual discrimination, auditory 
discrimination. The mean difference in scores for mental age is 7.33; for 
phonics, 4.20; for visual discrimination, 2.70, and for auditory discrimin-
ation. the mean difference of .45 was in favor of the low group. The '}I 
ratios for mental age and for phonics are both significant. For mental 
age dihe ]/ratio is 4.59; for phonics,. 2.58. For visual discrimination the 
'!i' ratio is 1.65, and for auditory discrimination, it ia .32. Both of these 
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t ratios are no~~significant. 
The partial correlations bear out these findings in the same order. 
For mental age the coefficient of correlation is .5763; for phonics, .2288; 
for visual discrimination, .1225. All of these are significant. The co-
efficient of correlation for auditory discrimination is -.0811, which is 
nolb-significant. 
The zero correlations are in the same order: mental age, .5612; 
phonics, .5066; visual discrimination, .4444; auditory discrimination, .3872 
Table VI shows the relationship of the Spelling test to phonics, 
visual discrimination, auditory discrimination, and mental age. 
TABlE VI 
RELATIONSHIP OF SPELLING TEST TO VARIABlES STUDIED 
Partial 
Paired Comparison Correlation Correlation 
Variable No.of Mean ~ No .. of No. of 
Pairs Diff: Ratio Cases Cfises 
Phonics 100 6.43 53.38 453 .5869 453 .8167 
Visual 
Disc. lll 4.17 3.43 453 .3632 453 .• 6842 
Auditory 
Disc. 101 1.94 1.42 453 .0976 453 .6333 
Mental 
Age 103 1.93 1.38 453 .1921 453 .5963 
The above table sho~ the following order of importance of the factors 
studied to this test: phonics, visual discrimination, auditory discrimina-
tion, mental age. The mean difference in scores for phonics is 6.43; for 
visual discrimination, 4.17; for auditory discrimination, 1.94; and for 
mental age~ 1.93. The t ratio for phonics is 5.38 and for visual discrim-
ination, it is 3.43. Both of these are significant. For auditory dis-
crimination the ~ ratio is 1.42~ and for mental age it is 1.38, both of 
which are noiD-significant. 
In the partial correlations phonics is again first in importance, and 
visual discrimination is next; then mental age, and last is auditor,r dis-
crimination. The coefficient of correlation for phonics is .5869; for 
visual discrimination~ .3632; for mental age~ .1921. All of these are sig-
nificant. The coefficient of correlation for auditory discrimination is 
.0976, which is not-significant. 
The order of the zero correlations is the same as 'the paired compari-
son: phonics, .8167; visual discrimination~ .6842; auditory discrimination~ 
.6333; mental age, .5963. 
Breakdown of Statistical Methods Used: Paired Comparison StuSl 
Table VII shows a comparison of mean scores in reading and spelling 
aohievement.of high and low mental age groups. In the study 103 pairs of 
children were used. 
TABLE VII 
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES IN READING AND SPELLING 
OF HIGH AND LOW' MENTAL AGE GROUPS 
Difference 
Mean of Mean of Between 
Criterion ·High Group Low Group Means 
Informal Word 
Recognition 171.70 144.30 27.40 
Gates Level of 
Comprehension 56.90 46.20 10.70 
Gates Speed of 
Reading 42.53 35.20 7.33 
Gates Vocabulary 37.91 31.70 6.21 
Spelling 29.89 27.96 1.93 
t ratio 
6.17 
6.36 
4.59 
4.63 
1.38 
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The above table shows the relationship o£ mental age to achievement in 
reading and spelling. All £our of the reading scores show the influence o£ 
mental age. In the Informal Word Recognition test the di£ferenoe of means 
is 27.40 in £avor of the high mental age group. The¥ ratio is high~ 6.17. 
In the 'Gates Level of Comprehension test the mean di£ference;is 10.70. and 
the i ratio is also high~ 6.36. In the Gates Speed of Reading test the 
dif£erence of means is 7.33, and the ?''_ratio is 4.59; in the Gates Vooabul 
test the mean dif£erence is 6.2l~ and the i ratio is 4.63. All of these ¥ 
ratios are signi£icant. 
Spelling shows little relationship to mental age. The difference be-
tween means is small~ 1.93, and the y' ratio is 1.38, which is no~-significan • 
Table VIII shows the results of pairing 103 pairs to study the ef£ect 
of high and low mental age groups on reading and spelling achievement. The 
other three variables were held constant. 
TABI.E VIII 
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES OF VARIABLES OF 
HIGH .AND IJJ« MENTAL AGE GROUPS 
Difference 
Mean of Mean of Between 
Variable High Group Low Group Means 
Mental .A:ge 146.20 127.05 19.15 
Visual Disc. 30.65 29.93 • 72 
Auditory Disc. 48.45 47.80 .65 
Phonics 42.35 42 .50. -.15 
The above table shows how closely. within 1/a S.D. 3 the three variables 
visual discrimination, auditory discrimination. and phonics, were matched 
in the pairs. The difference of means of the two mental age groups is large 
because oases selected were at least 1 Standard Deviation apart. The 
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di~ference between means for mental age is 19.15; for visual discrimination • 
• 72; for auditory discrimination, .65; for phonics~ -.15 in favor of the low 
group.-
Table IX shows a comparison of mean scores in reading and spelling 
achievement o~ high and low phonics groups. In this study 100 pairs of 
children were used. 
TABlE IX 
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCO:gES IN BEADING .AND SPELLING 
OF HIGH AND LCN PHONICS GROUPS 
Difference 
Mean o~ Mean of Between 
Criterion High Group Law Group Means 
Informal Word 
Recognition 162 .. 20 143.70 18.50 
Spell~ng 29.44 23.01 6.43 
Gates Level of 
Comprehension 52.15 47.35 4.80 
Gates Vocabulary 34.95 30.20 4.75 
Gates Speed 
of Reading 38.30 34.10 4 .. 20 
'j{ ratio 
4.03 
5.38 
2.72 
3.48 
2.58 
The above table shows the importance o~ phonetic ability in both read-
ing and spelling aahievement. · The ~ ratios o~ all the mean differences are 
significant. In spelling where the mean dif~erence is 6.43, the # ratio of 
5.38 is especially high. The mean difference of scare in the Informal Word 
Recognition Test is 18.50~ and the ¥ ratio is 4.03; in spelling, 6.43, and 
the jG ratio is 6.38; in Gates Level of' Comprehension, 4.?0, and the t/ ratio 
is 2.72; in Gates Vocabulary, 4.75, and the ¥ratio is 3.48; in Gates Speed 
of Reading, 4.20, and the ~ratio is 2.58. 
Table X shows the results of' pairing 100 pairs to study the relationshif 
of high and law phonics groups to reading and spelling achievement. 
TABlE X 
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES OF VARIABlES OF 
HIGH .AND Lotf PHONICS GROUPS 
Difference 
Mean of Mean of Between 
Variable High Group Low Group Means 
lfuonics 46.12 28.1.6 17.96 
Mental Age 132.54- 132.19 .35 
lfisual Diso. 28.96 29.0 -.04 
Auditory Disc. 43.30 40.95 2.35 
The above table shows how closely, within 1/2 S.D., the three variables 
mental age~ visual discrimination, auditory discrimination were match~d. 
The difference between means of phonics. the variable studied, is large be-
cause the scores here held at least 1 S.D. apart. The mean difference of 
the phonics groups is 17.96; for mental age, .35; for visual discrimination, 
.04 in favor of the low group; for auditory discrimination, 2.35. The t.:' 
ratio for this mean difference is 1.41,. -which is no:b.-signifioant. 
Table XI shows a comparison of mean scores in reading and spelling 
achievement of high and low visual discrimination groups.· ·In this study 
111 pairs 'i'lere used. 
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TABLE XI 
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES IN READING AND SJ:ELLING 
OF HIGH AND L01f VISUAL DISCRIMINATION GROUPS 
Difference 
Mean of Mean o~ Between 
Criterion High Group Lovr Group Means 
Inf'ormal Word 
Recognition 161.70 152.30 9 .. 40 
Spelling 29.57 25.40 4.17 
Gates Speed 
of Reading 39 .. 0 36.30 2.70 
Gates Vocabulary 34.62 32.82 1 .. 80 
Gates Level of 
Comprehension 50.70 49.05 1.65 
y ratio 
2.06 
3.43 
1.65 
1.53 
.99 
The above table shows that visual discrimination is important in 
achievement in the Informal lford Recognition test and in Spelling. In the 
other tests the mean differences and Y~ratios, which are insignificant, 
show little relationship between visual discrimination and achievement in 
. . 
these tests. The mean difference for the Informal lrord Recognition Test is 
9.40, and the i ratio is 2.06; in the Spelling test it is 4.17, and the i 
ratio is 3.43; both of these ~ratios are significant. For Gates Speed of 
Reading the mean di~ference is 2.70, and the i ratio is 1.65; for Gates 
Vocabulary3 1.803 and the ~ratio is 1.53; for Gates Level of Comprehension 
1.65 3 and the i ratio is .99. These last three i ratios are no~signi~ioan~. 
Table XII shews the results of' pairing lOd pairs to study the rela-
tionship of high and low visual discrimination groups to reading and spell-
ing achievement. 
T.ABIE XII 
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES OF VARIABlES OF 
HIGH AND LCW VISUAL DISCRIMINATION GROUPS 
Diff'erence 
Mean of' Mean o£ Between 
Variable High Group Low Group Means 
Visual Disc. 34.54 23.96 10.58 
Mental Age 134.35 133.60 .75 
Auditory Disc. 46.15 45.70 .45 
Phonies 40.05 39.79 .26 
The above table shows how clos~ly, within 1/2 S.D., the three variable 1 
mental age, auditory discrimination, and phonics were :matched. In the 
variable studied, visual discrimination6 the mean dif'ference is large as 
the scores were held at least 1 S.D. apart. The mean dif'f'erence for visual 
discrimination is 10.58; for mental age, .75; f'or auditory discrimination, 
.45; for phonics, .2s. 
Table XIII shavs a comparison of mean sccres in reading and spelling 
achievement of high and low auditory discrimination groups. In this study 
101 pairs were used. 
TABlE XIII 
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES IN. READING AND SPElLING 
OF HIGH AND L~ AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION GROUPS 
Difference 
Mean of Mean of Between 
Criterion High Group Low Group Means 
Informal Word 
Recognition 161.90 149.70 12.20 
Spelling 28.37 26.43 1.94 
Gates Level of 
Comprehensim 51.65 49.90 1.65 
Gates Vocabulary 33.25 32.50 .75 
Gates Speed 
a£ Read:i,ng :i&.Mi 3-'-R • .:.OO --.,!tJi 
"b· ratio 
' . 
2.54 
1.42 
.93 
.58 
-~ 
The above table shows that auditory discrimination is important £or 
achievement in only the Inf'orn:al Word Recognition test. The dif'ference of 
means for this test is 12.20$ and the jl ratio of 2.54 is significant. In 
the other four tests the difference o£ means of the high and low groups is 
small, and their ji ratios are nnt.-significant. The dif'ference of means and 
the # ratios are: Informal Word Recognition test shows a mean difference of 
12.20, and a ~ratio of 2.54. The mean difference £or Spelling is 1.94, 
and the i ratio is 1.42. For Gates Level of Comprehension_. the mean dif'-
ference is 1.65, and the jl ratio is .93.. For the Gates Vocabulary the mean 
difference is .75, and the ~·ratio is .58. For Gates Speed or Reading the 
mean difference iS e45 in favor or the bW group 1 and the jf ratio ia o 32 e 
Table XIV shows the results or pairing llOili pairs to study the relation 
ship o£ high and low auditory discrimmation groups to reading and spelling 
achievement. 
TABlE XIV 
COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES OF VARIABLES OF 
HIGH AND LON AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION_ GROUPS 
Difference 
Mean of Mean or Between 
Variable High Group Low Group :Means 
Auditory Diso. 56.76 .32.90 23.85 
Mental Age 135.35 134.70 .65 
Visual Diso. 29.81 29.70 .11 
Phonics 40.25 38.80 1.45 
The above table shows how closely., within 1/2 S.D., the three variable ·, 
mental age, visual dis crimination, and phonics were held constant. The 
difference between means of the high and low groups in auditory discrimina.-
tion is 'large, because the scores were held at least .1 S.D. apart. The 
·mean difference for auditcry discrimination is 23.85 f'or mental age •• 65 :fo 
45 
visual discrimination3 .113 for phonics 3 1.45. 
Partial Correlation Study 
A study· of the relationships between mental age and various word analy 
sis abilities and achievement in reading and spelling of the total group wa 
made by partial correlation. Table XV shows the results of this study. 
TABlE XV 
RELATIONSHIP OF READING AND SPELLING ACHIEVEMENT TO VARIABLES STUDIED 
Mental Visual Auditory 
Tests Age Phonics Disc. Disc • 
Gates Vocabulary .3798 • 3209 .0747 -.0012 
Gates Level of 
Comprehension .4423 .1640 .1093 .0003 
Gates Speed of 
Reading .5763 .2288 .1225 -.0811 
Inf onnal Word 
Recognition .3990 .3215 .1894 .0154 
Spelling .1921 .5869 .3632 .0976 
The above table shows that mental age is important in the ,four types o 
reading achievement and spelling achievement. The order of importance as 
shown here is Gates Speed of Reading •• 5763; Gates Level of Comprehension • 
• 4423; Informal iJord Recognition, .3990; Gates Vocabulary, .3798; for 
Spelling, .1921. All of these coefficients of correlation are significant. 
Phonics shows an important relationship to both reading and spelling 
achievement. All of the coefficients of correlation are significant. In 
order of importance they are: Spell~ng, .5869; Informal lrord Recognition, 
.3215; Gates Vocabulary3 .3209; Gates Speed of Reading, .2288; Gates Level 
of Comprehension, .1640. 
Visual discrimination shows a significant relationship to Spelling, 
Informal Word Recognition and Gates Speed of' Reading. The coef£icients o£ 
correlation for these three tests are Spelling, .3632; Informal Word Recog-
nition, .1894; Gates Speed of Reading, .1225. All of these are significant 
Gates Level of Comprehension, .1093, and Gates Vocabulary, .0747, are not~ 
significant. 
Auditory discrimination shoyvs no relationship to reading and spelling 
achievement. The coefficients of correlation are all no~-significant. The 
are: Spelling, .0976; Informal Word Recognition~ .0154; Gates Level of Com-
prehension, .0003; Gates Vocabulary, -.0012; Gates Speed of Reading, -.0811. 
Correlation Study 
A studywas made of the intercorrelations of the tests used. Table 
XVI shows the results of this study. 
TABLE XVI 
INTERCORREIATIONS OF TESTS USED IN TEE ANALYSIS OF DATA 
Gates In-
Gates Speed formal 
Gates Level of Word 
Visual .Auditory Vocab- of Read- Recog- Spell-
Variable Disc. Disc. Phonics ulary Comp. ing nition ing 
Mental 
Age .4968 .5885 .5425 .6154 .6415 .5612 .6509 .5963 
Visual 
Disc • .4828 .5954 .4775 .4570 .4444 .5612 .6842 
.Auditory 
Disc. .6616 .4996 .4600 .3872 .5412 .6333 
Phonics .6164 .5108 .5066 .6536 .8167 
The correlations betrween mental age and the following tests ~ Visual 
Discrimination, .4968; .Auditory Discrimination, .5885; Phonics, .5425; Gate 
Vocabulary, .6154j Gates Level of Comprehension, .6415; Gates Speed of Readj 
ing, .5612; Informal Word Recognition, .6509; Spelling, .5963. 
The correlationsbe~veen visual discrimination, and the following tests 
a~e: Auditory Discrimination, .4828; phonics, .5954; Gates Vocabulary, .4778; 
Gates Level of Comprehension~ :4570; Gates Speed of Reading, .4444; InformaJ 
lford Recognition, .5612; Spelling, .6842. 
The corre latiaos between auditory discrimination and the .following ~ne: 
Phonics, .6616; Gates Vocabulary, .4996; Gates Level of Comprehension, 
.4600; Gates Speed of Reading, .3872; Informal Word Recognition, .5412; 
Spelling~ .6333. 
The correlationsbetween phonics and the following afr..e: Gates Vocabulary, 
.6164; Gates Level of Comprehension, .5108; Gates Speed of Reading, .5066; 
Informal lrord Recognition, .6536; Spelling, .8167. 
Chapter IV will present the summary and conclusions derived from this 
analysis of data. 
II 
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CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
In this study an investigation was made of the importance of various 
word analysis abilities in reading and spelling achievement in Grade v. 
The word analysis abilities studied were auditory discrimination~ visual 
discrimination, and phonetic ability. The .effect of mental age on reading 
and spelling achievement was also studied. 
An analysis of the data was made to answer the .following questions: 
1. What is the relationship of mental age to reading and spelling 
achievement 7 
2. What is the relationship of auditory discrimination to reading and 
spelling achievement? 
3. What is the relationship of visual discrimination to reading and 
spelling achievement? 
4. lfuat is the relationship of phonetic ability to reading and spelling 
achievement? 
The study included 453 children who were given the following tests in 
May: Kuhlmann-Anders on Intelligence Test, Gates Reading Survey, Metropoli 
Spelling Test, the Niles Auditory Test, an informal word recognition test, 
an inf'ormal visual discrimination test~ and an informal test of phonetic 
ability. In the Gates Reading Survey the scores of the three subtests, 
Vocabulary, Level or Comprehension, and Speed of Reading, were used as 
separate scores. In all, the four variables were studied in relation to f 
tests of reading and one of spelling. 
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The data were analyzed by three statistical methods: paired comparison~ 
partial correlation6 and zero order correlation. 
In the partial correlation study the 5 per cent level was chosen as the 
level of confidence at Which one may reject the hypothesis that no relation-
ship exists between the measures. The figure of .122 by the wallaoe-Snedeco 
Table indicates this 5 per cent level. The term "significant,. as used wi'th 
reference to the partial correlations means~ therefore~ that a correlation 
of .122 or higher indicates that a relationship greater than zero would exis 
in 95 cases out of 100. 
Cc:mc lusions 
From this study it appears that important relationships exist between 
all the abilities studied and reading achievement and between three of the 
abilities and spelling achievement. 
).. Effect of word analysis abilities on reading achievement 
1. There is a high positive relationship between mental age and 
reading achievement. 
In the paired comparison study the mean difference betweenthe 
high and low groups in the Informal l'ford Recognition Test was 27.4 
words, and the t ratio was 6.17. In the Gates Vocabulary Test~ 
the mean difference between scores was 6.21 and the t ratio, 4.63. 
In the Gates Level of Comprehension~ the mean difference was 10.70 
and the t ratio~ 6.36. In the Gates Speed of Reading, the mean 
dif£erence was 7.33 and the t ratio, 4.59. The t ratios show that 
all these mean dif£erences are highly significant and indicate that 
the null hypothesis may be rejected in more than 99 caaes out of 
100. 
In the partial correlation study the coefficients of correlation 
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were: Informal lrord Recognition Tests .3990; Gates Vocabulary, 
.3798; Gates Level of Comprehension, .4423; Gates Speed of Reading, 
.5763. All of these findings indicate that relationships exist 
between mental age and reading achievement and confirm the paired 
comparison findings. 
2. There is a high positive relationship between phonetic ability and 
reading achievement. 
In the paired com~r:hon study the mean difference between the high 
and law phonics groups in the Informal Word Reoogni tion Test was 
18.5 words~ and the t ratio was ~.03. In the Gates Vocabul~ ~est 
the mean difference was 4.76 and the t ratio, 3.48. In the Gates 
tevei of Comprehension the mean difference was 4. 80 and the t ra:tio 
2 • 72 • The mean dif':f' ereno e in the Gates Speed of Reading was 4. io, ~ 
and the t ratio was 2.58. All of these t ratios are highly sigrii:fi-
cant, indicating that the null eypothesis may be rejected in more 
than 99 cases out or 100. 
In the partial correlation study, the coef'ficients of correlation 
were: Informal Word Recognitions .3215; Gates.. Voca.b~l,a:cy, .3209;. 
: '/ ' ~ : . . • : !~ ... 
G~tes Level of Comprehension, .1640; Gates Speed of Reading, .2288. 
A:l,l o:f these are significant and confirm the paired compa.riso~ :!:.'· 
findings:. 
3. There is a positive relationship between visual discrimination·: Efnd 
raading achievem~nt. .., 
·ID. the paired comparison study the mean difference between the high 
and law visual discrimination groups in the In:ro:rmal Word Recogni-
tion Test we.s 9.4 words. The t ratio was 2 .06, indicating that the 
null hypothesis may be rejected in 98 cases out of lOO. 
In the other three reading tests the mean differences were: Gates 
Vocabulary~ 1.80; Gates Level of Comprehension~ 1.65; Gates Speed 
of Reading~ 2.70. Their t ratios were 1.53, .99, and 1.65~ respec-
tively. All of these are not significant at the 5 per cent level 
of confidence. 
In the partial correlation study the coefficient of correlation was 
.1894 on the Informal Word Recognition Test. This is significant) 
confirming the finding of the paired comparison ~tudy. In the 
Gates Speed of Reading the coefficient of correlation was .1225, 
which is also significant. 
In the other two reading tests the coefficients of correlation were 
Gates Vocabulary •• 0747; Gates Level of .Comprehension~ .1093. Both 
of these are not significant at the 5 per cent level of confidence. 
4. There is some positive relationship between auditory discrimination 
and reading achievement. 
In the paired comparison study the mean difference between the high 
and low auditory discrimination groups on the Informal Word Recog-
nition Test was 12.2 words. The t ratio was 2.54~ indicating ~hat 
the null hypothesis may be rejected in more than 99 cases out of 10~. 
In the other three reading tests the mean differences were; Gates 
; 
Vocabulary, .75; Gates Level of Comprehension~ 1.65; Gates Speed of 
Reading, .45 in favor of the low group. The t ratios were .58~ .93 
~32, respectively. All of these are not significant at the i per 
cent level of confidence. 
Iit the partial correlation study- the coefficients of correlation 
were: Informal Word Recognition Test, .0154; Gates Vocabulary, .001 , 
Gates Level of ConroJ"ehension. .0003; Gates Speed of Readine:_, -;0811. 
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All of these are not significant at the 5 per cent level of conft-
dence. 
B. Effect of word analysis on spelling achievement 
1. There is a high positive relationship between phonetic ability and 
spelling achievement. 
In the paired comparison study the mean difference between the hig 
and low phonics groups was 6.43. The t ratio was 5.38, indicating 
that this mean difference is highly significant. In more than 99 
cases out of 100 the null hypothesis may be rejected. 
In the partial correlation study the coefficient of correlation is 
.5869# which is significant and confirms the finding of the paired 
comparison study. 
2. There is a high positive relationship between. visual discriminatio 
and s;pelling achievement. 
In the paired comparison study the mean difference between the high 
and law visual discrimination groups was 4.17. The t ratio was 
3.93; indicating that in more than 99 cases out of 100 the null 
hypothesis may be rejected. 
In the partial correlation study the coefficient of correlation is 
.3632. which is also significant. confirming the finding of ·the 
paired comparison study. 
3. There is a positive relationship between mental age and spelling 
achievement. 
In the partial correlation the coefficient of correlation is .1921, 
which is significant at the 5 per cent level of confidence, indi-
cating that in 95 cases out of 100 the null hypothesis Ir£1.Y be 
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rejected. 
In the paired comparison study the mean dif.ference between the high! 
and low mental age groups was 1.93. The t ratio is 1.38. which is 
not significant at the 5 per cent level •. 
4. There is no significant positive relationship between auditory dis 
crimination-and spelling achievement. 
In the paired comparison stucJ_y the ID9an difference 1>etween the hig 
and low auditory discrimination groups was 1.94. The t ratio was 
1.42i which is not significant at the 5 per oent level. 
In the partial correlation study the coefficient of correlation 
was .0976 3 which is also not significant and con.firms the .finding 
of the paired comparison study. 
Possible Inferences From This Study 
Since the partial correlation results parallel the paired comparison 
findings and higher levels of significance were noted in the paired compari-
sons, it may be concluded that mental age is important in reading achieve-
ment in Grade V; that phonetic ability is important at the Grade V level; an 
that visual and auditory discrimination have some, but slight, relationship 
to reading achievement. Although partial correlations in ~ instances 
do not show high relationships, the fact that they indicate a relationship 
greater than zero is of importance and merits consideration in teaching 
procedures. 
Phonetic ability appears to ~e based on intelligent application of 
both auditory and visual discrimination. There£ore 3 it would seem that 
this skill becomes increasingly important in higher levels of reading, as 
this study has. shOMJ.. Ability in the individual skills of auditory and 
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visual discrimination seems to be more necessar.y in the primary grades 
where reading is on a less independent basis and where phonetic analysis 
has been separated into the def'inite areas of' visual and auditory teaching. 
This theory is conf'irmed by the Ha.rringtonl study, which examined word 
analysis ability in relation to reading achievement in second grade. She 
f'ound that visual discrimination ranked f'ir&t f'or success in reading. Her 
f'indings in order of importance were: visual discrimination~ phonics~ audi-
tory discrimination, and mental age. 
In this study the order of importance of' the findings were: mental age .. 
phonics 1 visual discrimination~ and auditory discrimination. 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
1. That similar studies be made in fourth and sixth grades to see if 
word analysis tests, especially a test of phonetic ability, function in the 
same way. 
2. That studies be made at junior high, senior high, and college 
levels to determine methods of word attack at these levels. 
3. That a study be made to determine errors· in spelling made by high 
achievers, average, and low achievers. 
4• That a study be made of a comparison in errors in spelling w.i. th 
errors on word analysis testse 
. _., ·~ '--
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APPENDIX A 
TESTS USED .IN THIS STUDY 
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Kuhlmann-Anderson Test E 
Sixth Edition 
NAME 
GRADE BoY----~ GIRL _________ _ 
TEAcHER ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
S CH 0 0 L ---------------------------------------------------~--- CITY ---------------------------------
DATE TESTED 
Year · Month Day 
DATE OF BrRTH ~------
Year . Month Day 
Years Months Days 
Test Results 
Test administered by ---------------------·---------·-· ·------ ·---------------
Test scored by-------------· 
Comments: 
PERSONNEL PRESS, INc. PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY 
Copyright 1927, 1940, and 1942 F. KUHLMANN and ROSE G. ANDERSON. 
Copyright 19)2 PERSONNEL PRESS, INC. 
Printed in U.S.A. All rights reserved. 
I 
M.A. 
*· .. ·---
7-0 
7-2 
7-3 
7-5 
7-6 
7-8 
7-9 
7-11--'-
8-0 
8-1 
8-2 
8-3 
8-4 
8-5 
8-6 
8-7 
8-8 
8-10 __ _ 
TEST E SuMMARY 
8-11--- 11-0 
11-1 
9-0 11-2 
9-2 11-3 
9-3 11-4 
9-4 11-5 
9-5 11-6 
9-6 
---
11-7 
9-8 11-8 
9-9 11-9 
9-10--- 11-11---
9-11---
12-0 
10-0 12-1 
10-1 12-3 
10-3 12-5 
10-4 12-6 
10-5 12-10 ___ 
10-6 12-11 ___ 
10-8 
10-9 13-0 
10-10 ___ 13-2 
10-11--- 13-3 
13-6 
---
13-7 
---
13-10---
14-0 
14-1 
14-5 
14-8 
14-9 
15-3 
15-5 
15-8 
15-9 
15-11---
16-0 
16-5 
16-9 
17-1 
17-2 
17-7 
*· ~ .. ---
····---
····---
* Zero scores and M.A. scores above or below those listed should be 
written in these spaces. 
To :find the Median M.A. take the average of the 5th and 6th highest 
scores. 
M.A. 
26·0 
18-0 
16-0 
14-0 
13-0 
12-0 
11-0 
10-0 
9-0 
8-0 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
f--
-
Test 19 
12 
10 
8 
6 
4 
2 
. 
l--10 
15 
1--
8 12 
6 
9 
4 6 
3 
2 
I 
20 21 
Profile of Trials Passed 
12 15 
~ 
15 
15 1- 1--10 12 
,15 20 1-
15 1- 12 1-
1- 1--12 1-s 16 9 
f- 12 1-- 1--9 1--
Fl2 1-- 1-- 6 
1-- 12 1--9 l--6 
1- 9 1-- 1--6 1--
·-1--9 1--1--
1-- 8 3 l--6 1--4 
f-- 6 1-- 3 
·- 1 6 4 1-- 2 
1-- f--3 1 
-3 1-l-- I_ 
1-- 3 
f--1 f--1 2 
22 23 24 25 26 27 28 
Median M.A. 
--~ -- -- - ~ -~ - - -- - ~ - i - - - -- -- -- - -- ~ - ~ - - -
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
A E U B D G C F H 
EXAMPLES: 
Test No. 19 
(A) 1 6 2 ....................... ------------------·· ------------·· -------
(B) · 8 1 7 2 ........ ----····-------------------------------··-·--······· 
(1) 5 3 6 ----------.. ---.------------------------------------···-----····· 
(2) 9 1 5 ··-------------------------------··------------------------···-· 
(3) 5 3 2 ........ ., ............................................ ._ ....... .. 
( 4) 4 1 6 ............ -----------------····----------··-------------·----, 
(5) 2 1 7 9t ·-·---------·--------------·····---------------------------· 
( 6.} 9 3 ·.6 2 n••·••.•••••••·•····--··--·--··--•··--·--··•·----·---··--•" 
(7} 4 2 1 5' ·--------------------------------.---------------------~----> 
(8) 1 6 3 2. ~--No•.,oH•,•••--·•·•·•·•···--·--•·••••""""'""'"'"""""'' 
(9) 7 9 1 8 2 ---····--···-·------------------------------------------· 
(10) 8 3 5 6 2 ....................................................... .. 
(11) 4 2 5 1 3 4 ·····------------------------·-----·----------------
(12) 5 2 4 1 3 7 9 -------------------------····--··---------------
.---
_.,. 
~ ~ - ~- - ~ -- - - ~ -- - ~- -- I - ~~- - - - - - - - -- - - ~-
rno 
·~ :::: 10 ~ 0 
Test No. 20 
- ~-- -- --~---- ~ j-- -----~---------~--------
EXAMPLES: 
bread meat eggs plate cheese 
bush stone tree flower grass 
1. top rattle doll sled playing 
2. book marbles pencil map 
3. cup saucer plate spoon 
4. skating language 
peaches 
arithmetic 
slate 
bowl 
spelling reading 
5. apples 
·6. mother 
nuts pears 
cousin brother 
7. town house village 
8. sparrow butterfly bee 
aunt 
hamlet 
rabbit 
9. you we and I he 
10. free happy glad joyous 
cherries 
friend 
city 
eagle 
11. automobile ship motorcycle 
pleased 
bicycle airplane 
12. general ensign maJor colonel captain 
13. energetic ambitious cautious industrious zealous 
14. amazement wonder surprise astonishment 
15. foolhardy dangerous reckless venturesome 
Test No. 21 
anger 
rash 
EXAMPLES: 
table 
apple 
1. silk 
2. salmon 
3. sheep 
4. diamond 
5. hammer 
6.- lettuce 
7. man 
8. gun 
9. carpentry 
10. gold 
11. wagon 
12. baseball 
13. bee 
14. mustard 
15. honesty 
Test No. 22 
box furniture bed 
cheFry seed grow 
cloth wood 
fruit leaf 
red pretty dress fashion cloth 
meat water swim fish food 
flock animal meat woolly butchered 
precious value sparkles jewel rmg 
carpenter nail tool useful iron 
vegetable green leaves healtJ:rful garden 
boy strong fights · muscle person 
shoot muzzle weapon dangerous wound 
tools trade man wages house 
bright valuable mineral ring money 
vehicle brake wood ride carriage 
practice diamond healthful team sport 
wax birds honey insect stings 
burns spice powder strong flavor 
excellence best virtue right desirable 
\ 
EXAMPLES: 
early slow wrong light big right 
free good old heavy bad fast 
1. old rich wide poor green full 
2. light soon bad sick dark narrow 
3. brown open full dark sorry empty 
4. laugh now wait whistle study cry 
5. soon above when even below back 
6. strong fight weak muscle JUmp work 
7. like fun friend cousin enemy skate 
8. never 
9. sharp 
10. string 
11. health 
12. polite 
13. tennis 
where while still q-qickly 
narrow point steep dull 
line straight turn old 
cheerful weight gloomy 
pupil behavior book rude 
easy punish lesson mce 
always 
study. 
crooked 
sleepy food 
funny 
reward 
14. add arithmetic wrong subtract fraction number 
15. false broken ancient valuable pnce modern 
Test No. 23 
EXAMPLE: 
detrimental 
1. deem 3. lard 5. trip 
2. nine 4. limb 6. arid 
demonstrable 
1. mean 16. reef 31. lean 
2. eyes 17. babe 32. omen 
3. road 18. luna 33. scab 
4. lace 19. amen 34. slot 
5. dare 20. star , 35. fear 
6. reds 21. stir 36. mere 
7. open 22. nets wt. done 
8. arms 23. rags 38. true 
· 9. lets 24. Iamb 39. odes 
10. dime 25. shot 40. earn 
11. odor 26. made 41. mope 
12. -east 27. need 42. node 
13. beak 28. stew 43. rash 
14. rant 29. bred 44. boar 
15. read 30. alas 45. test 
Test No. 24 
EXAMPLES: 
table top paint legs cloth dishes 
tree shade nuts roots leaves branches 
1. book 
2. squirrel 
3. cat 
4. chair 
5. house 
6. boy 
7. room 
8. concert 
9. army . 
10. banquet 
11. fire 
12. blizzard 
13. club 
14. trial 
15. contest 
Test No. 25 
story pages 'shel:t· 'picture -printing 
nuts fur tail cage tree 
hair owner mouse claws milk 
arms legs rocker seat comfort 
sidewalk ·window bed furnace door 
shoes legs suit head knife 
furniture lamp people walls ceiling 
encore performer violin ·· singing 
applause mus1c 
officers tents fighting soldiers ships 
deaths 
music vvine guests dancing food 
laughter 
alarm flame danger heat fireman 
insurance 
winds death thunder danger snow wrecks 
banquets meetings 
fun members 
committees clubhouse 
sentence crime defendant judge jury 
guilt 
opponents crowds rowing. strength 
rivalry dislike 
EXAMPLES: 
chair book couch desk box letter 
dog cheese dish potato table bread 
1. dirt Iron force silver wool wire 
2. ship waves cart road wagon bricks 
3. store. banana basket apple seed plum 
4. sea rock mountain lake storm nver 
5. glass hat room ribbon basket dress 
6. robin winter horse song squirrel fence 
7. rain wind sky- steam heat water 
8. brass piano violin party pleasure flute 
9. submarine officer duty bomb trench gun 
10. poetry physics physiology beauty . chemistry 
resonance 
11. sermon newspaper manuscript book magazme 
speech 
12. house cave barn hotel store castle 
13. paper crayon pencil blackboard pen ink 
~4. frog :feathers fish chicken animal duck 
15. gold ruby stone pearl jewel diamond 
Test No. 26 
EXAMPLES: 
K -0-B-0 . . . . . . . . . . B -·-·-------------------------------------------------------------------------
T-0-F -S ........... S ------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------
1. I -C-H-D-L - ••...... C.---------------------------------------------------------------------------~--
2. 0-C-A-T .......... C ______________________________________________________________________________ _ 
3. U-E-0-H -S ........ H ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4. H-T-E-M .......... ·T. _____________________________________________________________________________ _ 
5. C-H -S-0-0-L ...... S _____________________________ : _______________________________________________ _ 
6. N -B-U-M-E-R ..... N ---------------·--------------------------------------------------------------
7. C-R-H-A-I ........ C -------·----------------------------------------------------------------------
8. T-W-A-E-R ....... W ..... ·····--------------------------------: _____________________________ ~-----
9. ·w-T-E-R-I-N .... .-W ----·-------------------------------------------------------------------------
10. L-T-R-E-T-E ...... L _____________________________________________________________________________ .. 
11. P-E-P-A-R ........ P -----------------------------------------------------------------------------· . 
12. S-R-0-T-E ......... S·-----------------------------------------------······-'-----------------···· .. . 
13. C-R-Y-A-N-0 ...... C. _______________________________________________ ········-------------------····· 
14. E-P-N-L-C-I ....... P. ______________________________________________ ........ _____________ .......... . 
15. F-W-L-0-R-E ..... F·------------~---------------------------------------------------------------·· 
'rest No. 28 
lBCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
GXAMPLES: 
The third letter of the alphabet is . . . . . . . . . . 
The second letter before the sixth letter is . . . ·---·---------
1. The fifth letter of the alphabet is . . . . . . . . . ·----·-------- 1 
2. The second letter before the last letter is . 
3. The third letter before M is 
4. The letter midway between H and N is . 
5. The second letter after the fourth letter is 
6. The letter two letters to the right of the letter E is o 
7. The first letter to the left of the tenth letter is 
8. The letters of the word the in the order in which 
they come in the alphabet are . . . . . . 
9. · The letters of the word boy in the order in which 
they come are . . -. . . . . . . . , . 
0. The word you get by putting the first letter between 
• • ·------------- 2 
• ·------------- 3 
____ ..:.,________ 4 
• ··------------ 5 
·------------- 6 
·------------- 7 
·----·-·-·---- ,8 
··------------ 9 
the two middle letters of the alphabet is . . . . . • ········+---10 
1. The word you can make out of the fifth letters from 
the ends, using one of them twice is . . . • • • • . ..•...•...... 11 
2. The word you get by putting the first and fifth letters 
between the two middle letters of the alphabet is . • .............. 12 
:st No. 27 
GATES READING SURVEY FOR GRADES 3 (2nd Half) To 10 
Vocabulary, Level of Comprehension, Speed, and Accuracy 
By Arthur I. Gates 
Form II 
Name ................................................................................................................ Grade ......................................... . 
School .................................................. Birthday ··························:···················Age ........................................... . 
City ..................................................... Teacher ....... ... : .... ................................ Date 
Vocabulary: Raw Score .................. Grade Score .................. Age Score ................. . 
Level of Comprehension: Raw Score .................. Grade Score .................. Age Score ................. . 
Speed of Reading: Raw Score .................. G.rade Score .................. Age Score ................. . 
Average of Above: Grade Score .................. Age Score ................. . 
Reading Accuracy: Per Cent Correct ................................ Rating ............................... . 
Other Test Scores: 
Comments and Recommendations: 
BUREAU OF PUBLICATIONS, TEACHERS COLLEGE 
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY, NEW YORK CITY 
(REVISED, 1942) 
COPYRIGHT, 1939, BY ARTHUR I. GATES 
PRINTBD IN U.S.A. 
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DIRECTIONS TO EXAMINER 
Vocabulary Test: Read the directions at the beginning of the test with the pupils 
and make sure they know what to do. The pupils should be kept working 
vigorously, but they should have as much time as they need to try every 
exercise. From 20 to 30 minutes is usually enough. 
Level of Comprehension Test: Read aloud the directions at the beginning of the 
test. If necessary in the lower grades, put an example on the board and show 
how to underline the right word. Explain why it is right. Be sure the pupils 
know what they are to do before starting them with Ready! Go! This is not 
a speed test. The pupils should have as much time as they need to read the 
material. Allow 30 minutes, more or less, as needed. Stop the test when all, or 
nearly all have finished. Let the very slow pupils finish by themselves. 
Speed of Reading Test: Read aloud the directions at the beginning of the test. If 
necessary in the lower grades, put an example on the board and show how to 
underline the right word. Explain why it is right. Be sure the pupils know 
what they are to do before starting them with Ready 1 Go 1 Since this is a 
speed test, it is of utmost importance to allow exactly the right amount of 
time-10 minutes for grades 3, 4, 5, and 7 minutes for grades 6 and higher. 
Suggestions for Scoring: A scoring card is provided for each page in this booklet. 
Be sure you have the scoring card for the form you are using. Be sure the 
scoring card is correctly placed on the page. See Manual of Directions for 
further suggestions. 
For the Vocabulary Test and the Level of Comprehension Test the Raw Score is 
the total Number of Exercises Correct minus one-fourth of the Number of Exercises 
Wrong. • 
For the Speed Test the Raw Score is the total Number of Exercises Correct. 
For the Accuracy of Reading Test, the Raw Score is determined by using the Table 
on page 13 of this test booklet. 
Use of Norms for Obtaining Age and Grade Scores: Tables of norms appear on 
pages 3 and 12 of this booklet. To use these norms, merely locate the pupil's 
raw score on the middle line opposite "Raw Score" and note, above this figure, 
the age score or norm and below it the grade score or norm. To use the table 
for evaluating Accuracy, which is given on page 12, first determine the pupil's 
grade score in the Speed of Reading Test; then by means of the table on page 
13 determine the percentage of exercises attempted which are correct in the 
Speed of Reading Test. Then locate this percentage under the "Grade" in the 
table nearest the pupil's grade score on the speed test. The rating appears in 
the first column (left side) of this table. 'The Manual illustrates the procedure. 
VOCABULARY 
rections: Look at the first word in each line. Find another word in the same line which means the same or 
:1rly the same. Draw a line under this word. Read line A, then line B, then line C below to see the way to do it. 
A. cat color book animal tree place 
B. stand eat fall down bird getup coming 
C. cold far bright sad small cool 
IW read each of the following lines and draw a line under the word which has the same meaning or nearly the 
ne as the first word. Do as many as you can. 
I. red man bird color song go 
2. rabbit back catch animal tree friend 
3.mother candy barn sun tree woman 
4. stop sing ·sleep fly fast stand still run 
5.cow animal shy red fish coat 
6.orange animal fruit ocean song night 
7.little big small tall fine sweet 
8.shower free coat flower grass rain 
9.walk wait sing try find go 
10. pole tree horse pet stick book 
11. feast 13eed eat friend run sell 
12. knock sing kind hit throw march 
13. :float fell stay up fall down find out walk 
14. shoot fire feel fence flee find 
15. arose sat down got up flower serve find 
16.:fled hurt punish swim ran still 
17.lane cook flower path fence start 
18. slain killed praised cleaned cooked cried 
19. disaster find shot ruin fence object 
20. overhead under hat sweet above beside 
21. transport hold search mail carry sail 
22. circular round sail news place food 
23.gap grasp groan opening house color 
24. splendor poor near glory light field 
25.yell paint eat dream sigh shout 
26. bashful shy short bold brave cheap 
27. overcome play fear cut go to win 
28.youthful friendly zestful harmful young old 
29.bravery order place weather courage fear 
30. colonel officer medicine harness poetry disease 
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3Lmurderer father doctor witch sugar killer 
32. dome fish roof floor bird talk 
33. strife winding fight love. pay ask 
34. notify scold sue injure befriend tell 
35.scour scold scrub lie sell jump 
36.comment sing sell remark force conquer 
37. frightful funny terrible pretty afraid joyful 
38. persist injure claim sew demand continue 
39. portal door roof person country singer 
40. van~uish search runaway offer defeat urge 
41.quell nurse crush insist befriend close 
42. outstretch injure hurried offer break extend 
43.annex fortune add carriage beseech notify 
44. authentic beautiful happy horrible true better 
45.mane host find hold hair tell 
46.:flaw float charge cement press fault 
47. meager much soil little brown many 
48. swerve chop out getup circle turn aside fall down 
49. vehicle engine carriage medicine portion gloat 
50. pew hurt tool seat injury stunt 
51~ chastise punish praise accuse insist augment 
52. doleful quart sad drug fast happy 
53. malady celebration sin storm sickness failure 
54. symptom success sermon place amount sign 
55. uncommon plain rare numerous uncover useful 
56. conscientious careless faithful stupid harmless certain 
57. deadl9ck sickness injured blocked padlock patent 
58. elude evening music accuse praise escape 
59. indolent lazy selfish crazy indecent eager 
60.revoke reveal tear down drink repeal vote 
61. tumultuous wise noisy friendly sickly silly 
62. bountiful generous founded hardened peaceful precious 
63. dahlia fish flower tree cloth vegetable 
64. desertion dryness abundant coming leaving finding 
65. heartfelt sad hard sincere cloth fast 
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66. mutinous high noisy silent metal rebellious 
67. spinster unmarried cloth driver soldier part of ship 
68. avalanche gale waterfall landslide tornado scolding 
69. negligent very wise careless extravagant dishonest courteous 
70. pilfer find invent sweeten steal sell 
71. flay whip auction dismay harbor derelict 
72. defray deceive carriage pay conduct paint 
73. penal medical illiterate boastful athlete criminal 
74.garner goose gather farm classify beseech 
75. carousal flight argument stealing revel revolution 
76. insignia battleship payment secretary badge insurance 
77.lethargy apathy wild animal inheritance debt liveliness 
78. animation strength bravery liveliness mercy intelligent 
79.buoyancy swelling meanness lightness truthfulness solidity 
80. insatiate unsatisfied intolerable disrespectful hurried harmless 
81. projectile pill mountain stream bullet liquid 
82. amalgamate cook combine pound distrust attack 
83. debilitate build plant float farm weaken 
84. inundate smother curse mash flood repair 
85. corpulent fat haughty serene energetic relent 
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LEVEL ·op COMPREHENSION 
Directions: Read the paragraph. Note the blank spaces marked A and B. Note the lines of words marked • 
B under the paragraph. Draw a line under just one word in line A which makes the best sense when put in 
A. Draw a line under the one word in line B which belongs in blank B. 
Sample: Some dogs love the water. When they see a 
lake they love to__A__in and B_around. 
A. eat bark 
B. climb swim 
jump 
chew 
sleep 
sing 
drink 
swing 
If a paragraph contains three blank spaces, the third one will be marked C and a row of words marked 
be given. Draw a line under the word which belongs in blank C, just as you did for A and B. Be sure to 1 
paragraphs in the order 1, 2, 3, etc., in which they are numbered. 
1. Baby was a year old. He could walk but all he 
could say was, "Ma-ma." His mother made a little 
cake for him. She showed him the A and 
baby said, B~ 
A. lamp 
B. dog 
cake 
candle 
candle 
mama 
plate 
birthday 
pan 
baby 
2. Gray Squirrel lived in the woods. He worked 
hard in the fall. Every day he gathered nuts. He hid 
them in a hole. When the____A__came, he had 
____B __ to eat. 
A. winter 
B. holes 
boat 
shells 
leaves 
food 
train 
days 
squirrels 
wood 
3. Bob had a new pair of roller skates. He put them 
on and started to skate. Down he went! He tried again 
and down he went. He soon found that_.A__was 
not so B 
A. walking running 
B. stupid fttnny 
hiking 
tasty 
sliding 
ugly 
skating 
easy 
4. Father made a playhouse for the boys. He built 
it of wood. He cut four windows and a door in it. 
"Now," he said, "we need___A_____for the windows 
and B__for the floor." 
A. glass 
B. lace 
food 
straw 
trees 
blankets 
rocks 
b{)ards 
cement 
glass 
5. Tom lived on a farm. Every morning he fed 
pigs. The new baby pigs soon learned to know T 
They began to_A__as soon as they saw: 
_____B __ 
A. crow bark 
B. coming sleeping 
grunt 
flying 
speak 
crowing 
6. At first the colt stayed by his mother. The1 
ran around the field. He soon learned that lyin~ 
the A and kicking his____B_in the 
was great fun. 
A. table 
B. feet 
roof 
head 
tree 
tail 
water 
field 
gra 
moi 
7. Country boys and girls are used to the soun 
crickets. During hot weather in August the eric: 
sing day and night. They are not harmful little c 
tures and the chirping song they __A___is ra· 
____B __ . 
A. eat 
B. harmful 
roll slide 
dangerous silly 
sing 
hot 
fly 
plea 
8. A queer kind of bee is the "leaf-cutter'' bee 
visits rosebushes and bites a leaf as you would · 
a bite out of a cookie. He rolls up these pieces of 
_.A__and lines his ____B __ with them. 
A. petal 
B. nest 
stem 
yard 
foot 
root 
thorn 
sting 
leaJ 
buz 
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Hens lay more eggs in light places than in dark. 
as found that hens would lay at night if the elec-
lights were turned on. Some farmers say that this 
; the__A_. They will not let them work 
lty-four __ B~_a day. 
armer 
mes 
wires 
minutes 
chickens 
days 
hens 
seconds 
eggs 
hours 
Cowboys work on big ranches in the West. A cow-
is in the saddle most of the day. He rides around 
ing for stray horses or cattle. The.__A____ 
t not be allowed to get B 
anches cattle 
wet 
nest 
up 
trees 
lost 
saddles 
food 
15. Bread is sometimes baked out of doors in brick 
ovens. A fire is built inside the oven. When it is hot, 
the coals are pulled out. Pans of__A__placed in 
the oven are__B_in an hour. 
A. meat 
B. baked 
milk 
boiled 
cake 
roasted 
fruit 
fried 
bread 
stewed 
-··-----------------------1 
16. Farmers feed soy beans to their animals. Soy 
beans are also used in making plaster, buttons, and 
steering wheels for automobiles. Oil from soy beans 
is used in maki11g paint and ink. A plant with such a 
variety o:f_A__is of great B 
A. time energy uses space 
size 
taste 
value 
Polar bears are lucky. If it were not for their coats 
rhite fur they would easily be seen by Eskimo 
Gers. As it is, they can climb up on a mound of 
B. loss height depth \------1 
~and look like a B 
oal ice dirt 
eanut snowball baseball 
sugar 
Eskimo 
dough 
cat 
I 17. A new type of "covered wagon" goes west today. It goes north and south and east as well. This is the 
trailer. Some trailers are simple and inexpensive, but 
others contain two rooms and are equipped with 
electric lights, hot and cold water, iceboxes, and 
radios. In fact, this__A_on wheels may be as 
____n __ as its owner wishes. 
A. garage home barn station shop 
The longest bridge in the world was opened in 
7. It runs from Oakland to San Francisco, Cali-
Lia. It took three years to build it. The bridge is 
1igh above the water that__A_can pass 
_B_it. 
\ __ B_._ol_d _____ u_g_ly _____ c_o_m_p_l_e_te ___ h_o_t ____ e_m_p_t_y __ , 
vater 
ver 
mountains battleships air 
under around above 
horses 
into 
I 
I 
18. If you should ever lose your way in the woods, you 
can find your direction by the aid of a big tree .. Ex-
amine the bark. It is usually damp and mossy on the 
north side and light and__A___on the B 
A. damp off shaggy torn dry 
Sea turtles never go on land except when they lay 
r eggs. They dig a deep hole and lay their eggs in 
sand. The babies hatch out and soon__A__ 
n to the__B __ . 
B. right left east south west I ________________________ ~ 
rawl 
and 
dance 
salt 
float 
sun 
swim 
bushes 
fly 
water 
Nowadays we find houses made of concrete blocks 
b. steel frames. Large sections of the walls are 
le of a new kind of structural glass. If the early 
1emakers of America could see these.__A____ 1 
.ses, they would be__B __ . I 
nod ern antique early 
;orry surprised .ugly 
old 
·worried 
silly 
angry 
19. There are no ears on a frog's head that we can 
see. This does not mean, however, that he cannot 
hear. A short distance behind each eye are two holes, 
inside of which is an inner ear. Beyond this is the 
middle ear. In this ear__A___is carried by a 
special B to the brain where the __ c __ 
is actually done. 
A. sight sound light smells feeling 
B. tnruk messenger police blood nerve 
C. coughing smelling seeing hearing touching 
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20. Light waves travel faster than sound waves. If 
you are close to a :firecracker that is being shot off, 
you will see a :flash of light and hear a noise almost 
at the same time. But the_A__you go from the 
:firecracker, the greater the difference there will be 
between the time you B the :flash and the 
time you hear the_C __ of the explosion. 
A. closer nearer sooner farther warmer 
B. hear see set stop want 
C. sound music light heat fire 
21. Man has not yet guessed all the secrets of the 
past. Ages ago there I:i.ved in Asia Minor a tribe of 
people known as the Hittites. They no longer exist 
but they have left behind monuments, tombs, and 
sphinxes covered with mysterious writing. No one 
has as yet discovered the_A__to unlock these 
strange symbols and so the messages they____B __ 
remain buried in the past of this forgotten.__C __ . 
A. tale 
B. sent 
C. person 
key 
said 
man 
number sign 
telegraphed sang 
tribe living 
token 
wrote 
cousin 
22. The papyrus plant grew along the banks of the 
Nile River. The ancient Egyptians· cooked and ate it 
as a food. They drank its sweet juice. They wove 
its stems into cloth and paper. No wonder they 
__A_this B____iriend! 
A. burned hated cultivated killed neglected 
B. useless pretty stolen valuable ugly 
23. The :first cable laid across the Atlantic Ocean was 
made of copper wires twisted together, and covered 
with a coating of rubber, tarred rope, and twisted steel 
wires. In spite of this waterproof._____A____, the salt 
water~.-B_into the cable in a few weeks. 
A. glass diet 
B. enlarged ate 
covering 
multiplied 
direction current 
twisted coated 
24. Long ago people were called to church by the beat-
ing of a drum. The drummer was chosen in the town 
meeting and paid for his job. The dolefuL_A__ 
of the drum was the beginning of a long service in a 
cold B 
A. sound sight size 
B. winter church town 
place 
house 
look 
ground 
25. For more than :fifty years it has been possiblE 
send letters via "special delivery." This means t 
if, in addition to the usual postage, a certain stam: 
attached to a letter it will be delivered immediai 
upon its arrival at the Post Office to which it is 
dressed. A special___A__takes the letter to 
one to whom it is addressed. A dime buys 
_____B______for this __ c __ . 
A. reporter 
B. stamp 
C. song 
message 
letter 
train 
call 
charge 
ink 
messenger ra' 
toll ra 
service do: 
26. Rain was an important factor in the :first :fl.iJ 
across the English Channel in 1909. Bleriot, a Fren 
man, made the crossing from France to England i 
small monoplane. About the time he was halfv 
over, his engine became overheated and he fearec 
would stop. As the rain began to fall, the eng 
cooled and the__A_continued on its way to · 
__B_shore. The :flight was a_C __ . 
A. dirigible airplane biplane 
B. Fr.ench American Swiss 
automobile gyro 
English Spa!! 
C. failure doubtful question dream 
27. The old-fashioned village doctor making his c: 
on horseback, with saddlebags full of giant pills ~ 
rare herbs, belongs to the past. Next to the minis 
he was held in the highest respect. He was kind ~ 
cheerful and a__A_to persons of all ages. 1 
whole town always mourned his____B_~ 
A. pest 
B. death 
nuisance 
coming 
comfort menace 
pills calling 
joke 
ridiJ 
28. Christmas Eve cheer was drunk in England in · 
eighteenth century out of the famous "posset-pc 
Into a spicy drink the hostess dropped her wedd: 
ring and a silver shilling. Each guest had a tum 
_A___ It was believed that the one who fot 
the B would soon be married, and that i 
one who got the coin would have good__C_ 
Many people still own posset-pots which have bE 
. handed down in their families. 
A. dance drink eat 
B. coin ·silver pot 
C. cheer weather fish 
skate 
tree 
day 
dinE 
rin~ 
luc1 
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In line with the removal of adulterated goo9.s from 
markets is the attempt to abolish the one-time 
Jlar "quack medicines." In spite of the fact that 
1 "medicines" may contain only harmless ingredi-
:, they are being sold under false pretenses. The 
__A should be protected against wasting his 
Ley foolishly as well as against endangering his 
_B __ by not consulting a reputable_C __ . 
.octor 
toney 
uack 
consumer 
time 
doctor 
quack enemy 
energy healtl;l 
engineer officer 
paymaster 
friends 
student 
In every country a small group concerns itself 
1 the affairs of the government. The vast majority 
~s little about public affairs. This does not mean 
; the minority always rules the_A__, be-
;e unless the minority considers the B of 
majority, the latter may set up new __ c __ . 
1inority king 
rishes 
odes 
tastes 
stakes 
business 
housing 
rulers 
affairs majority 
rules complaints 
signals concerns 
The struggle between modern civilization and 
al custom has been well demonstrated in the 
Linistration of the Indian reservations. Once the 
Lt to tribal existence was allowed, problems arose. 
government has found it very_A__to per-
a B_society to exist in the midst of a 
lly __ c __ one. 
asy 
ew 
ld 
lonely 
primitive 
tribal 
queer 
strange 
Indian 
odd unwise 
struggle problem 
coarse complex 
The Norman Conquest had a strong influence on 
:lish architecture. For example, it is probable that· 
)er was used by the early English in building 
rches. But after the A invasion, such 
dings began to be____B __ of stone. 
~nglish 
estroyed 
Norman Saxon 
influenced used 
Danish Roman 
arched constructed 
33. Some persons believe that profit-sharing draws 
the employers and employees closer together when 
the incomes of both depend upon the amount of the 
profits. It speeds up the output of the worker and 
encourages him to take a greater interest in the 
_A__. An addition to his B enables 
him to achieve a higher standard of living. Above all, 
a friendly atmosphere_C __ the likelihood of 
strikes and lockouts. 
A. fun 
B. salary 
concerts 
house 
C. increases hardens 
concern 
work 
softens 
vacations speed 
time output 
lessens gives 
34. The qualities of ambition and perseverance found · 
in individuals depend somewhat upon the number of 
their wants and the possibility of satisfying them. 
These qualities are often absent when indivfduals 
have no control over economic goods. They are likely 
to be present when there is no_A__to acquisi-
tion. A balance is____B __ when an effort is made 
to preserve __ c __ of opportunity. 
t A. time space limit score report 
sold 
goods 
I 
B. achieved accounted reduced 
C. qualities absence wants 
dependent 
equality 
35. Every important satisfaction of an old want cre-
ates a new one; and this new want has to enter upon 
an experimental_____A_to find its satisfaction. 
Judged from the side of what has gone before, 
achievement always settles something. Judged from 
the side of what comes after, it complicates, introduc-
ing new B_and unsettling factors. There is 
something pitifully juvenile in the idea that_C 
__means a definite sum of accomplishment which 
will D stay done. 
A. train certainty adventure article community 
B. problems expenses dreams appetites languages 
C. honesty war taste progress revolution 
D. not forever nobly cheaply intimately 
Stop here and go back over your work Raw Score ................. . 
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SPEED TEST 
Directions: Read these paragraphs. Draw a line under the word which best answers the question. Draw a line 1: 
one word only. Do the exercises as rapidly as you can without making errors. 
Sample: The sun is warm in summer. Boys and gu·ls 
like to swim and play games on the grass. When do 
we get very hot days? 
winter spring 
1. Mary was walking in the snow. She pulled her 
coat closer but the wind blew the icy snow against 
.her face. What kind of day was it? 
pleasant warm tiresome cold 
2. They were pretty, red woolen mittens. They were 
sure to keep out the snow. How do you thmk they 
would feel in the winter time? 
cold heavy warm wet 
3. They wiggled their pink noses and sniffed lettuce. 
Their long ears were fiat against their heads as they 
slipped into the garden. What animals were ;these? 
lions tigers dogs rabbits 
4. The flying squirrel can make very long leaps. It 
has folds of skin between its front legs and hind 
legs. What can this squirrel do best? 
leap run walk eat 
5. Mter the storm the childr~n made a snow man. 
They gave him a hat and a pipe. When the sun came 
out it got warm and the. snow man 
froze · melted burned scorched 
6. Did you ever scratch the back of a pig? He loves 
it. Rub his back and shoulders with a board and listen 
to him grunt. How does he feel? 
sad lonesome ·happy sorry 
7. A deep-sea diver wears a helmet over his head. 
It has glass windows in front of the eyes and a tube for 
air. What does the helmet keep out? 
light air water dirt 
summer fall 
8. At night when all is still, a cat can hear ti 
creatures moving. She can also see quite well or 
dark night. What can see quite well on a dark nigl 
boy girl cat man 
9. The blue roadster was in the ditch. The wrecki 
car got it out again with just one pull. What do J 
think the wrecking car had to be? 
beautiful strong old light 
10. A woodchuck digs a deep hole for a house. • 
leaves a pile of .dirt outside his front door. Wh1 
does the dirt come from? 
rocks trees hole water 
11. James brought out a rake, a hoe, a spade, an< 
sprinkling can. What do you think James was goi 
to do with these tools? 
garden sing shoot fight 
12. Since Lindbergh crossed the ocean in his pla: 
many other pilots have done the same thing. Wl 
do you think all these men can do well? 
swim fly fish sing 
13. Round and round the bowl the goldfish swam. Ir 
his little stone castle and out through the seaweed 
went. What does the goldfish do best? 
swim sing jump dance 
14. Could you eat a bowl of rice with two little stick 
A Chjnes~ child uses his "chopsticks" just as well 
you do a spoon. What do we use instead of chopstick 
bowls rice cups spoons 
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"Stop!" says the red light, "Wait!" says the yel- I 
·, and "Go!" says the green. What mt~st you do 
en you see these traffic signals? 
laugh obey run cry 
"Romba" had a long trunk and two fine ivory ) 
ks, and she was very large. She was pleased when 
1 
~pleat the circus clapped. What was Romba? ' 
24. At night huge electric signs make Broadway a 
fairyland of light and color. This is one of the most 
famous streets in the world. How does it look? 
dull noisy bright dark 
25. Bell buoys are anchored far out in the ocean. They 
mark safe lanes for ships and boats to travel in. What 
do you think bell buoys are? 
alligator mouse elephant monkey 
Stand in the middle of the kitchen of a dining 
. You can reach to the stove, the icebox, the cup-
.rds, and the sink. This kitchen is 
signals children buildings rocks 
\ 26. Indians moved from place to place. They lived in 
small huge large medium 
There was a great storm at sea. The fisherman's 
e p_eered out over the rough waters. Her husband's 
,t was not in sight. How did she feel? 
sad hot happy angry 
"Carrier pigeons" are trained to fl.y home. If they 
taken away they always fiy back. Messages are 
en tied to their legs. What bird carries a message? 
peacock pigeon pheasant robin 
St. Bernard dogs Iive in the mountains of Switzer-
d. They are trained to hunt for travelers lost in the 
1wdrifts. These dogs are very 
red afraid brave small 
Long ago men lived in caves. They rolled stones 
front of their caves at night to keep ciut the wild 
mals. How did the animals make them feel? 
afraid hot happy costly 
"Bran" is made from the outer layer of wheat 
cins. Bran is brown. If it is used in making bread, 
get brown bread. What does bran make the bread? 
white fresh crusty brown 
tepees made of poles with buffalo ski:J;J.s stretched 
across. Such houses were light and easy to 
eat move bury leave 
27. The sloth is an animal with hooks instead of feet. 
It can't really walk, but it can b:avel miles in the trees. 
What does the sloth like best? 
plains fire mountains forests 
28. The farmer sows the wheat seed. The miller 
grinds the wheat into flour. The baker bakes the flour 
into bread. From what is most of our bread made-? 
soil powder wheat miller 
29. Maple sugar comes from the sap of the tree. This 
sap is collected in the spring and is boiled into sugar. 
From .what tree does this sugar come? 
elm maple magnolia apple 
30. The camel can go for days without food or water. 
He can carry a load a long distance. In what kind of 
country can camels travel better than other animals? 
wet dry cold foreign 
31. The anteater has no teeth. Instead, it has a long 
sticky tongue, which darts out and catches ants. vVhat 
does this animal do best? 
chew bite lick climb ~ 
------------------------------·1----------------------------------~ 
32. The dormouse belongs to the squirrel family. It J 
is larger than a rat. It lives on nuts and sleeps all ~ 
winter. What animal is it most like? 
Mary burst into tears. She had broken her favorite 
l, Annabelle. Mary's mother came out with a pot 
~lue. What was she going to do to the doll? 
mend break burn sew 
Page 9 
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~3. A sloop is a small boat which carries two sails. 
The large sail is called the "mainsail" and the small 
one, the "jib" sail. What-is a sloop? 
boat sail deck jib 
34. It is fun to have a clambake. Go down to the shore 
at low tide. Take a bucket and a shovel. What do you 
dig in to find the clams? 
~sand plants woods buckets 
35. In the robin's nest were four blue eggs. A gray 
cat crept a.cross the lawn. How did the robin feel 
when she saw the cat coming? 
happy safe cold frightened 
36. The oriole hangs her nest on the limb of a tree. 
The wind can rock the baby birds to sleep. What do 
you think this nest is like? 
rock cradle leaf chair 
37. Mary lunched in the dining car. It was fun to see 
farms, animals, and even towns go flying by. What 
did the train do while Mary ate? 
stopped moved wrecked burned 
~38:1 Bobby brought goldfish to the school aquarium. 
Billy brought fantails with black spots. Mary brought 
seaweed and shells. What live in an aquarium? 
birds flies worms fish 
39.~ They placed the scarecrow on a long pole in the 
cornfield to scare away the crows. What would the 
crows do when they saw this funny man? 
eat· fly away stop sleep 
· 40. A bird called the flamingo always lives near the 
water. It has long legs and a long neck. The long neck 
helps the flamingo to 
jump fish run hide 
41. One fourth of a British penny is called a "farth-
ing." This is a very small coin. How many farthings 
does it take to make a penny? 
four fourteen two one 
42. The fang of a rattlesnake is a long sharp toe 
There is poison in this fang. That is why a rat-
snake's bite is harmful. The fang is 
harmless dangerous pretty strong 
43. A "solar eclipse" means that the moon passes 
tween the sun and the earth. If the moon shuts ( 
the sun, how will the sky look? 
dark bright pale shining 
44. A dolphin is about seven feet long. It changes 
brilliant colors when it leaps out of its water hor 
'iiVhat do you think a dolphin is? 
fish bird mermaid frog 
45. The mother cuckoo bird lays her eggs in otl 
birds' nests. The eggs are hatched for her. Wh?-t ki 
of bird is the cuckoo? 
kind generous tiny lazy 
46. The French people gave the Americans the Stai 
of Liberty. It stands inN ew York harbor today. WJ:. 
country did it come from? 
New York America France Liberia 
4 7. Henry discovered the nest" of a wild bird. Wh 
the mother came home she flew at Henry, sh1·ieki 
and scolding. This bird was 
amused happy tame angry 
48. Molly was a Jers.ey. She had a-beautiful coat 
tan and sad brown eyes. She won the blue ribbon f 
having the richest milk. Molly was a 
cat colt cow goat 
49. It tells you what is happening in your city. 
gives you the weather report. It is made of paper. 
is printed every day. What is it? 
newspaper book radio telegram 
50. The dachshund is a hound. He has four short leg 
a long nose and tail and a very long body for a do! 
What is a dachshund? 
dog monkey horse donkey 
~------------------------------------------~~------------------------------------------
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SPEED TEST-Continued 
The policeman's whistle blew suddenly. He held 
his hand. All the cars stopped. What did the police-
rr use to bring the traffic to a stop? 
light whistle car gun 
In olden days men carried swords in the right 
Ldo Today we shake hands with our right hands to 
w that we are not enemies, but that we are really 
animals swords enemies friends 
A bird has a little oil pocket on his back. From it 
squeezes out a waterproof dressing for his feath-
Wbat does the bird put on· his feathers? 
oil water sand soil 
A bell rang with a shrill sound. Mary ran to the 
phone and put the receiver to her ear. What do 
think was the first thing she said? 
good-by hello come in no 
The trapdoor spider builds her home in the 
lllld. It is lined with silk cobwebs and has a little 
L. that opens. The trapdoor spider is a good 
buyer builder singer cook 
Mary was two blocks away when the school bell 
5· She ran fast but all the children had gone in-
before she reached the door. What was Mary? 
early late sleepy dead 
"Creeping Charlie" is the name of a pretty green 
~. It grows in window boxes and hanging baskets. 
at do you think "Creeping Charlie" is? 
stone bug man plant 
58. Pussy crept toward the mouse hole on soft padded 
feet. She was hungry. She watched the mouse hole for 
a long time. What was she waiting for? 
train dog mouse hole 
59. Ohio is an Indian word which means "Beautiful 
River." Many of our states have Indian names. From 
what language do we get the word Ohio? 
Italian Spanish English Indian 
6:0. John turned a little knob on the side of the box. 
A voice said suddenly, "This is Station XYZ broad-
casting." What do you. think was in the box? 
telephone radio box boy 
61. Jim fastened one end of the rope to Rover's collar. 
The other end he tied to the porch. Rover howled and 
cried. How do you think Rover felt? 
hungry silly unhappy glad 
62. The Empire State Building is the wDrld's tallest 
building. It has 102 stories. From the top of it you 
can see for many miles on a clear day. This bi.1ilding is 
tall short small soft 
63. When cold weather comes, the frog dives down to 
the bottom of the pond. There he sleeps, buried in the 
mud, until spring. How does he spend the winter? 
traveling talking sleeping working 
64. A frog's skin is smooth and bare. It must be kept 
moist or the frog will die. He is happiest at the edge 
of the pond. What does he need most? 
water salt clothes spic~s 
Stop here Raw Score ............... .. 
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NORMS FOR COl\'IPREUENSION, SPEED, AND ACCURACY 
COMPREHENSION 
Age 7- s- s- s- s- s- s- s- s- s- s- s- s- s- s- s- s- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- ! 
norm 10 0 1 3 5 6 6 7 s s 9 9 9 9 10 10 10 0 0 1 1 1 3 3 3 4 4 5 5 s s s 9 9 
- - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - --
Raw score 0 1 2 3 ;l 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 l;l 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 M 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
Grade 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.S 2.9 3.0 3.0 3.1 3.2 3.2 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.4 3.4 3.4 3.5 3.5 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.S 3.S 3.9 3.9 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.1 4.1' norm 
I ! 
Age 10- 10- 1D--- 1D--- 10- 1D--- 10- 1D--- 1D--- 10- 11- 11- 11- 11- 11- 11- 11- 11- 12- 12- 12- 12- 12- 12- 12- 13- 13- 13- 13- 13- 13- 13- 14- 14-l 
norm 1 3 3 4 5 7 s 10 10 11 0 1 4 5 6 s 10 11 0 2 3 5 s 9 11 0 1 3 4 7 9 10 0 3 . 
- - - - - -
- - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - --
Raw score 37 38 39 ;lO ;l1 ;!2 4,3 44 45 ;ill 4,7 ;l8 ;!9 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 6;l 65 66 67 68 69 70 
14.4 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - -
- - - - - - - - - -
- - - --
Grade 4.5 4.5 4.6 4.7 4.8 4.9 5.0 5.0 5.1 5.2 5.3 5.5 5.6 5.7 5.S 6.0 6.1 6.2 6.4 6.5 6.7 6.9 7.0 7.2 7.3 7.4 7.5 7.6 7.S 8.0 S.1 S.3 S.5: notDl 
L.--. 
--
" 
Age 14- 15- 15- 15- 15- 16- 16- 16- 17- 17-
norm 11 1 3 5 9 0 4 9 1 8 
- - - - - - -
- - -
Raw score 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 
- - - - - - -
- - -
Grade 10 10 10 11 11 12 
norm 9.2 9.4 9.5 9.7 .0 .3 .7 .0 .5 .0 
I 
SPEED-10 minutes (Continued m1 
Age. 6- 7- 7- 7-17- 7- 7- 7- 7- 7- 7- 8-ls- 8- 8- s- 8- 8-18- s- 8- 9- 9-19- 9-19- 9- 1D--- 10- 10-10-~ 10- 10-: norm 10 0 1 1 2 3 5 6 s 9 10 0 1 3 4 5 5 6 7 9 10 0 1 4 s 9 10 0 1 3 4 5 7 8 
---- ----
No. correct 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 
---
-:3.814.0: 4.6\4.7 
Grade 
norm 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.8 1.9 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.S 2.9 2.9 3.0 3.1 3.3 3.4 3.5 4.2 4.3 4.4 4.5 4.S 4.9 
Age 11-lll-11- 12-112-112- 12-12- 12-112- 12- 1~~~1~ 13- 13- 13- 13-14- 14-14- 14-114-115- 15- 15- 15-16-norm 5 8 10 0 1 3 5 7 8 9 10 11 0 3 4 7 9 11 1 4 7 9 11 1 4 6 9 1 
------ --- ---
No. correct 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 6;l 
------ --
8.2,S.4 :18.S 
--- lclrlO Grade norm 5.6 5.S 6.0 6.2 6.3 6.5 6.7 6.S 6.9 7.0 7.1 7.2 7.3 7.5 7.6 7.S s.o 9.0 9.2 9.4 9.6 9.S .0 .4 
SPEED-7 minutes 
I 
Age 6-17- 7- 7- 7-17- 7- 7-Js- s- s- 8- s- s- 9- 9- 9- 9- 9- 10- 10- 10- 10-110-11- 11-111- 11- 12- 12-112-112-112-113-
norm 10 1 2 3 4 5 s 10 0 1 5 6 s 10 0 1 4 s 9 0 3 4 7 10 0 4 6 10 0 359ll1 
--- --- ---25!26" -;; 3o -;;.-1-;;1~-No. correct 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 27 28 
::1: 
---
4.S 5.015.2 :15.7 :: 7.0,7.217.41' 
Grade 
norm 2.0 2.0 2.1 2.3 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.9 3.0 3.2 3.4 3.5 3.6 3.S 4.0 4.1 4.3 4.5 4.6 6.0 6.2 
Age 13-113- 14-14- 14- 15- 15-15- 16-16-116- 17- 17- 17-117-117-117- 17-17-11S-1S- 1S-1S-1S- 1S- 1S- 1S- 18-
norm 9 11 3 5 9 1 6 11 3 9 11 0 1 3 4 5 7 s 10 1 3 5 7 s S+ S+ S+ S+ 
454sTi7 ----545515;57 ---No. correct 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 48 49 50 51 52 53 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 
s.sls.7 10111111 
----
121211212 12112113 
Grade 110 11 11 11 11 11 11 13 13 13 13 norm s.o S.2 9.0 9.4 9.S .. 2 .6 .0 .2 .4 .5 .6 .7 .s .9 .0 .2 .4 .6 .s .9 .o + + + + 
ACCURACY SCORES (Percentages of Exercises Correct) 
I 10.~ Grade 2.5 3.0 3.5 ,t.O <1.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5 s.o 9.0 12' 
tl) 'l. Rlgh 
t!J 
S5-100 llD---100 93-100 95-100 9S-100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
)<:; High 72- S4 so- sg S5- 92 91- 94 93- 97 95-IJS 9S 9S 9S 9S 9S 98 9S 9S H ~ Medium 4S- 71 63- 79 76- S4 S7- 90 S9- 92 91-94 93-97 95-97 96-97 97 97 97 97 97 
Low 32- 47 45- 62 60- 751 75- S6 so- S8 S4-90 S7-92 S9-94 9D---95 91-96 93-96 94-96 95-96 95-
V.Low o- 31 0- 44 0- 59 0- 74 a- 79 D---S3 0-S6 a-ss D---S9 D---90 D---92 D---93 D---94 o-
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PERCENTAGE TABLE FOR COlYIPUTING ACCURACY SCORES 
NU11BER OF EXERCISES ATTEMPTED 
2 23 24 261 26 27 28 29 301 31 32 33 34 351 36 37 38 39 40,41 42 43 44 451 46 47 48 49 50,51 52 53 54 55,56 57 58 59 60161 62 63 64 
l 9 8 8 8 
l 13 13 12 12 11 11 
l 17 17 16 15 15 14 14 
! 22 21 20 19 19 18 17 16 
' 26 25 24 23 22 22 21 20j 19 
l 30 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20 
j 34 33 32 31 30 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 
l 39 37 36 35 33 32 31 30 29 28 27 26 25 
5 43 42 40 39 37 36 34 33 32 31 30 29 28 27 26 25 
) 47 46 44 42 41 39 38 37 35 34 ,33 32 31 30 30 29 28 
! 52 50 48 46 44 42 41 40 39 38 36 35 34 33 32 32 31 30 
l 56 55 52 50 48 46 44 43 42 41 39 38 37 36 35 34 34 33 32 
l 60 58 56 54 52 50 43 .47 45 44 42 41 40 39 38 37 36 35 34 33 
l 65 63 60 58 56 54 52 50 48 47 45 44 43 42 41 40 39 38 37 36 35 
-
! 69 67 64 62 60 58 55 53 52 50 48 47 46 44 43 42 41 40 39 38 37 36 35 
'73 71 68 65 63 62 59 57 55 54 51 50 43 47 46 45 44 43 41 40 39 38 37 36 
78 75 72 69 67 64 62 60 59 57 54 53 51 50 49 47 46 45 44 43 42 41 40 39 39 
j 82 79 76 73 70 68 65 63 62 60 58 56 54 52 51 50 49 48 47 45 44 43 42 41 39 39 
) 86 83 so 77 74 71 69 67 65 63 61 59 57 55 54 53 51 50 49 48 46 45 44 43 42 41 41 
5 90 87 84 81 7.8 75 72 70 68 66 64 62 60 58 57 56 54 53 51 50 49 47 46 45 44 43 43 42 41 
) 95 92 88 85 81 79 76 74 72 69 67 64 63 61 59 58 56 55 54 52 51 50 49 48 46 45 45 44 43 42 41 
100 96 92 88 85 83 79 77 75 72 70 68 66 64 62 61 59 58 56 54 53 52 51 50 48 47 47 46 45 44 43 42 
100 96 92 89 86 83 80 78 76 73 70 68 66 65 64 61 60 59 57 56 55 54 52 51 49 49 48 47 46 45 44 43 
100 96 93 89 86 83 81 79 76 73 71 69 68 66 64 63 61 59 58 56 56 54 52 51 51 50 49 48 47 46 45 44 
261100 96 94 89 87 85 82 79 76 74 72 70 68 66 65 63 61 60 59 58 56 55 54 63 52 50 50 49 43 47 46 45 44 
27 100 96 93 90 88 85 82 79 77 75 73 71 69 68 66 64 63 61 60 58 57 56 55 54 52 51 50 50 49 48 47 46 45 
28 100 96 94 91 88 85 82 so 77 76 74 72 70 68 66 64 63 62 60 59 58 57 56 54 53 52 51 50 50 49 48 47 46 
29 100 97 94 91 88 85 83 80 78 76 74 72 70 68 67 65 64 62 61 60 59 58 56 55 54 53 52 51 50 50 49 48 47 
30 100 98 95 91 38 86 83 81 79 77 75 73 71 70 68 66 65 63 62 61 60 58 57 56 55 54 53 52 51 50 50 49 48 
31 100 98 94 91 89 86 84 82 so 78 76 73 72 70 69 67 65 64 63 62 60 59 58 57 56 55 64 53 52 51 50 50 49 
32 100 97 94 91 38 86 84 82 80 77 75 74 72 71 69 68 66 65 64 62 61 60 59 58 57 56 55 54 53 52 51 50 50 
33 100 97 94 91 89 87 85 83 80 78 76 74 73 71 70 68 67 66 64 63 62 61 60 58 57 56 55 65 54 53 52 51 
34 100 97 94 92 90 87 85 83 81 79 77 75 73 72 70 69 68 66 65 64 62 61 60 59 58 57 56 55 54 63 58 
35 100 97 95 93 89 87 86 84 81 79 77 75 74 72 71 70 68 67 66 64 63 62 61 60 59 58 57 56 55 54 
36 100 97 95 92 90 88 86 84 82 so 78 76 74 73 72 70 69 67 66 65 64 63 62 61 60 59 58 57 56 
37 100 97 94 93 90 88 86 84 82 80 78 76 75 74 72 71 69 68 67 66 65 63 62 61 60 59 58 57 
38 100 97 95 92 90 88 86 84 82 81 78 77 76 74 73 71 70 69 67 66 65 64 63 62 61 60 59 
39 100 98 95 92 90 88 86 84 83 80 79 78 76 75 73 72 70 69 68 67 66 65 63 62 61 60 
40 100 97 94 92 90 sg 87 85 82 81 so 78 76 75 74 72 71 70 68 67 66 65 64 63 6~ 
41100 97 95 92 91 89 87 84 63 82 80 78 77 75 74 73 71 70 69 68 67 u6 65 64 
42 100 97 95 93 91 89 86 86 84 82 80 79 77 76 75 73 72 71 70 68 67 66 65 
43 100 97 96 93 91 89 88 86 84 82 81 79 78 76 75 74 72 71 70 69 63 67 
44 100 98 95 93 92 90 88 86 84 83 81 so 78 77 75 74 73 72 70 69 68 
45 100 97 96 94 92 90 88 86 84 83 81 so 78 77 76 75 73 72 71 70 
46 100 98 96 94 92 90 88 86 S5 83 82 80 79 77 76 75 74 73 71 
47 100 98 96 94 92 90 38 87 85 83 82 81 79 78 77 75 74 73 
48 100 98 96 94 92 90 88 87 85 84 82 81 so 78 77 76 75 
49 100 98 96 94 92 90 89 87 85 84 83 81 so 79 77 76 
50 100 98 96 94 92 90 89 87 86 84 88 81 80 79 78 
51 1too 98 96 94 92 91 89 87 86 85 83 82 so 79 
52 100 98 96 94 92 91 89 87 86 85 88 82 so 
53 100 98 96 94 92 91 89 88 86 85 84 82 
54 100 98 96 94 93 91 90 88 87 35 84 
65 100 98 96 94 93 91 90 38 87 85 
56i100 98 96 94 93 91 90 38 87 
57 100 98 96 95 93 91 90 89 
58 100 98 96 95 93 92 90 
59 100 98 96 95 93 92 
60 100 98 96 95 93 
61100 98 96 95 
62 100 98 96 
63 100 98 
64 100 
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METROPOLITAN ACHIEVEMENT TESTS 
SPELLING LIST- FORM R 
For Intermediate and Advanced Batteries 
(Complete and Partial) R 
Note that fifth-grade pupils are given only words 1 to 50, sixth-grade pupils words 
6 to 55, seventh-grade pupils words 16 to 65, and eighth-grade and ninth-grade pupils 
words 26 to 75. In the case of Grades 6, 7, 8, and 9, the words are to be read as though 
they were numbered 1 to 50. Read the number of each word first and caution ~ilsg>_ 
write the word on the line th;_t - -as e num er o t at wor . Jj the Intermediate 
Battery lS given at the begmnmg of Grade 7, use the sixth-grade list. 
Fifth grade begins here. 
1. let Let us walk. 
2. keep Always try to keep your promise. 
3. cent A penny is a cent. 
4. grass In summer cows eat green grass. 
5. care I did the dangerous work with care. 
let 
keep 
cent 
grass 
care 
Sixth grade begins here. (Call these words numbers 1 to 50 instead of 6 to 55.) 
· 6. because The b~by cried because he was alone. because 
7. sorry She was sorry for her sick kitten. sorry 
8. wrote I wrote a letter. wrote 
9: cutting The tailor was cutting the cloth with shears. cutting 
10. cost The book cost a dollar. cost 
11. hold This is all the box will hold. hold 
12. walked They walked slowly up the h~ll. walked 
13. stood He stood so that he could see' the race. stood 
14. does Helen does well in her studies. does 
15. begun The work has begun. begun 
Seventh grade begins here. (Call these words numbers 1 to 50 i~stead of 16 to 65.) 
16. excuse The teacher will excuse his lateness. excuse 
17. sore My hurt finger is still'sbre. sore 
18. thread The eye of the needle holds the thread. thread 
19. listen . The class will listen to the song. listen 
20. promise She kept her promise to me. promise 
21. worst The storm was the worst in years. worst 
22. garage I keep my car iri a garage. garage 
23. guide A Boy Scout was our guide in the woods. guide 
24. ourselves We saw ourselves in the mirror. ourselves 
25. different Many English customs are different from ours. different 
Eighth. and ni:nth grades beginhere. (Call these words numbers 1 to 50 instead of 26 to 75.) 
26. knot I tied a knot-in the string. . knot 
21. library Our school library contains many books. library 
28. screw The screw driver is in the tool chest. screw 
29. decide I must decide which to keep. decide 
30. against The Reds played against the Blues. against 
31. cellar Our coalbin is in the cellar. cellar 
32. certainly She must certainly correct the error. certainly 
33. celebrate On July the 4th we celebrate. celebrate 
34. patient The doctor's patient entered his office. patient 
35. instructor One who teaches is an instructor. instructor 
Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and Chicago, lllinois 
Copyright 1946 by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain 
36. nephew 
37. envelope 
38. enemies 
39. source 
40. gradually 
41. response 
42. session 
43. campaign 
44. ·engineer 
45. legislation 
46. superintendent 
47. delicious 
48. enormous 
49. physical 
50. prior 
51. sincerity 
52. exteri.sion 
53. similar 
54. necessity 
55. immediate 
56. affectionately 
57. coarse 
58. intimate 
59. achievement 
60. lieutenant 
61. duly 
62. ordinarily 
63. efficient 
64. anticipqte 
65. extrav(lgance 
66. tuberculosis 
67. candidacy 
68. tonnage 
69. millinery 
70. legitimate 
71. adieu 
72. accommodate 
73. canvass 
74. indefinitely' 
75. zephyr 
-
·Metropolitan : Spelling : R 
My sister's son is my nephew. 
The writing paper fits the envelope. 
Animals fight their enemies. 
A spring was the stream's source. 
The tide comes in gradually. 
The Red Cross drive brought a hearty response. 
At 9 o'clock our class is in session. 
The school has started a good speech campaign. 
. A: driver of a locomotive is an engii:J.eer. 
Makinglaws is called legislation. 
Some schools have a superintendent. 
It tastes very good; in fact, it is delicious. 
In size, an elephant is enormous. 
We have physical training every day. 
Prior to coming here, Ed traveled with his parents. 
Fifth grade stops here. 
He convinced me of his sincerity. 
An extension was added to the building: 
Things that look alike are sinlilar. 
Food is .a necessity. 
His honesty brought him an immediate reward. 
. 
Sixth grade stops here. 
The dog licked my hand affectionately. 
She was sewing with a coarse thread. 
She is an intimate friend. 
A brave deed is an achievement. 
He was promoted from second to first lieutenant. 
The letter was duly answered. 
Ordinarily we have supper at six. 
The city needed an efficient police force. 
We anticipate a pleasant trip. 
Women show more extravagance in clothes than men. 
Seventh grade stops here. 
Tuberculosis is a serious lung disease. 
The papers announced his candidacy for mayor. 
The heavy load increased the boat's tonnage. 
Hats are bought in millinery shops. 
His claim to the property was quite legitimate. 
The French word for farewell is adieu. 
The hotel will accommodate us. 
He began a canvass for voters for mayor. 
. Their visit was postponed indefinitely. 
A zephyr is a gentle breeze. 
Eighth a1id ninth grades stop here. 
nephew 
envelope 
enemies 
source 
gradually 
response 
session 
campaign 
engineer 
legislation 
superintendent 
delicious 
enormous 
physical 
prior 
sincerity 
extension 
similar 
necessity 
immediate 
affectionately 
coarse 
intimate 
achievement 
lieutenant 
duly 
,6rdinan1y. 
efficient 
anticipate 
extravagan,ce 
tuberculosis 
candidacy 
tonnage 
millinery 
legitimate 
adieu 
accommod~e 
canvass 
indefinitely 
zephyr 
... 
STIMULUS WORDS 
Sample 1. pentad 
Sample 2. kyrine 
Sample 3. insensate 
Sample 4. hydriodide 
Sample 5. octave 
1. rhabdite 
2. spicule 
3. mastiff 
4 .. widgeon 
5. poristic 
6. gustative 
7. chamfer 
8. jadish 
Sample 1. bila.nder 
Sample 2. shalloon 
9. :feneible 
10. zirconium 
11. shammock 
12. vector 
13. sedile 
14. disvelep 
16. morbi:fic 
16. bia.ngulated 
64 
FOR NILES AUDITORY TEST 
Sample 1. brushhook 
Sample 2. presagement 
17. transept 
18. sludge 
19. protoplast 
20. sentient 
21. fluigram 
22. hydrothorax 
23. theanthropism 
24. nudging 
Sample l. franchisal 
Sample 2. negotiate 
Sample 3. thiocyanic 
25. blisterwort 
26. swag 
27. wheelhouse 
28. skewbald 
29. tunicle 
30. lamp ern 
31. catal~guize 
32. sponsible 
33. yarwhelp 
34. fructiform 
35. unsheathe 
·:,. 
... ; 
· .. ·· . 
. ,.·· 
....• ··.• 
-·.: 
. ; . ~ : 
~· ... 
-~- .: 
.. 
\. 
.. 
~ 
< 
' '/ 
'·' 
· ... 
"{ 1 
:·<~·:~·i~­
¥~--;, 
:\ 
';.-.. 
36. encroach 
37. twinin~~y 
;;, ~ ."· ·~ ,-_..·~·. 
3 9 ~ , in:g1.qbe 
,,-
.ft''-
,,·, 
~- . 
--;..: 
)I.. ., .. 
-.. 
·t . . ;;' 
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~·· School 
------------------------------------ -------~--------~-----------------
N I LE S AU D IT 0 RY T E S T 
(ou are going to do some exercises which are to see how well you hear certain counds. The words I 
ay be strange to you and you may not know their meaning. These exerci.ses are to measure only your 
y to hear sounds. You do not need to know the meanings of the words. 
n each exercise is a list of sounds. Circle all the sounds you hear either at the beginning, or at 
1d of each word I say. Remember you may have~ sound or two to circle. 
Ve shall now do some sample exercises together so that you will know just how to do these exercises. 
::~t Sample 1. I am going to pronounce a word. Circle all the sounds you hear at the beginning or at 
1d. Ready. -
ample 1. 
ample 2. 
ample 3. 
ample 4. 
ample 5. 
k f d r s y p I 
kldnhpgt 
bgvmptfw 
fnblmjdh 
Wphvmrjy 
Ne shall do the exercises. Think only of the sounds you\.hear. 
flmtwgk 
th f t b I sh w 
f b w sh p z m 
w n th k f sh s 
p sh k I h m wh 
g I d m wh k v 
t c h k p t h s !g 
j wh n b sh y b 
: t ions~ Now we shall listen for sounds in the middl-e ·of words as well as for sounds at the beginning 
·the end. Listen for the word and ;then circle any sounds you hear. Sometimes there will be one or 
unds, sometimes, 3 or 4 .. We shall do twp samples. · 
:Jmpde 1. b f m c h . d I w r 
::~mple 2. v s h b p I t h f t 
r s f k ch r sh g 
nkpdfghz 
t h m f I z s h w .f, 
g h th p r I v·m 
; ·c h r s h p d t h k 
1 th d ch v m sh g 
t fi. r f · g s h b . h 
, b d wh g f lk 
>ns: Now we shall listen for blends as well as for single sounds-•. A blend is a combination of 
like the bl at the beginning of blue or the nd cJ the end of round. This time 1 circle all the 
)Unds a~ also all the blends which you h~. -
npl e 1. n b r p s t h m b I s h f t h 
nple 2. r n t b c h p r m p w m k s I 
' d tr f n.r c r I s h n t s p 
; n 't s h .s 1: h p r z b :j :c h 
c·h .tw p-r k, fl. s·t pi h· gr. 
sh n.t "d'.·th ·rp ·rt k I [·t 
sm p dr ch fl w b gr pi 
g t h k r n sl I k t hr ir.n p p 
t g h wh sk ks rk th m 
w n r n v c h n.d h I m n g 
2 
ns: Now we shall listen for vowel sounds as well qs for single sounds and blends. The vowels are 
o 1 u. This time 1 circle all the single sounds and blendsand also .3l!_the vowel sounds~ hear. 
1ple 1. t v f I a t h f r r in e z p · 
1ple 2. I s h p s k v o m p z w h u 
1ple 3. t f e b u c h a s t h 
I f a sp bl rt w n th 
g sw p sl sp z a kg e 
a w h .u b r p I t h e s t h 
I up i sk lm ld rl th sp 
s u k t t n d kl z b b I 
s I t o r I s I d a. ·i r n 
p z th e k .sh i d o 
t v fl i b.l o f sp a. th 
r y m wh t i e th I p s.p 
m a I p l m u. t h fi i h fr 
t u s w h e t s t h n k m c.h 
:r sh cl s j g ch kt tl th 
r v k s t nd tw ng i g r n.k 
f g y f t j rd It gl nd 
gl pi p o b i a h th 
m k s h b m p c h f j ·u e 
s m f o t h r a: c h u r' t :· 
I rf s t d .r k u w p ~a I k 
3 
VISUAL TEST School r-Q 
------..:!.JDQ._ 
I am going to show you a word. You ore to find that some word on your papers. Watch carefully 
:ire le the one you see. We wi II do 3 samp-les together. 
SampJe I. 
Sample 2. 
Sample 3. 
ago dog do go girl 
tab pat top pot tap 
slat last lost lot blast 
ther th,8n wealthier weather 
whether whither wealth 
iligrees faucets fractious 
aci I ities factories 
ictitious faculties 
ngracefu I i naugura I ungratefu I 
rapefrui t enigmatical 
nguarded ingratiate 
iticement entombment entrancement 
1termittent entertainment 
1tegum-ent intonation 
'proximate appropriate appetitie 
epreciate apparition 
::>prentice appreciate 
tdesired undecided undau(lted 
1bridled unenvied 
1described undeveloped 
cision decBption desertion 
~dication Jesecration 
vers.ion · destruction 
pediential exp<ortable exponential 
cperiment experiential 
cperimental equinoctial 
ctJrsive deciduous diseases 
orisive desirous 
mounce discourteous 
omotlon protecting portending 
omising prospecting 
emoting prompting 
3istration recognitio regular · 
gulate radiation 
gotiation regu lotion 
12. contented contended conducted 
connected contested 
contender commended 
13. consignment conquest consequence 
convenience consecrate 
contingence consistence 
14. regulation refraction reformative 
reformation reflection 
information refutation 
15. disj·nfecting disaffected despondent 
disinfectant disfigurement 
descendant dissonant 
16. infecting inferring informing 
referring referred 
inferred infesting 
17. perspicuity perspiration pertinency 
predatory perversity 
perversely perspiratory 
18. formation formula formulate 
formation fascinate 
formulating formative 
19. ascendance accordion accomodate 
accidence accordance 
accusative attendance 
20. induo-tive endorser indicator 
. inducer indention 
incubator inductor 
21. energetic engender engaged 
engineer ingrate 
ingredient negative 
22. matriculation maturative maturation 
malediction malefactor 
malformation metabolism 
sem ilenti cu lar semicircular 
bicentennial tercentenary semicivilized 
semicentennial semici.rcumference 
soporific sardonic sudorific 
sudi;>ral subscript 
superb sJb jective 
astronomical astrological 
asym toti co I astringency 
metaphysi co I astrophysical 
astra photography 
soiree soerie scire 
soirie sioree siore 
VT-2 
38. ecureuil ecuruil -ecoreuil 
ecureil eruceui I ecurliJei I 
39. tressai II ir tresqi llir tressi !lair 
tressailer trasilir tresialler 
40. achetes a.chete aceteur 
achetez acteter acheter 
41. degoeser degioser dego iser 
degosier desogir degeiser 
42. vinegar vaJniger vinaigre 
viniagre venigre vairegre 
43. tierciron tierceron teirceron 
egoisee egoisir egoiser tirceron trieceron tiecreon 
egioser egisoer egosier 
44. ennuyer enneyeu ennayeu 
grineir grenier girenie yeuennennuyer enneyeu 
gerrier grienir greneir 
45. evanouer evlnor enivouir 
voiteur voiture voivtj.Je evanouir evaneuir evanuoir 
voeture voitire vioture 
zeir eirz riez 
eiez rize zeri 
~rucie recurie ecirie 
ecirue ecurie eciuer 
del ivieuse del ieusie deci leuse 
delicious delicieux dicelieux 
initile inetule inutele 
inutile i lutin itunele 
sauvagesse sauvegesse sauvagese 
sauvage suavagesse sauvagasse 
desserrer deserrer desserer 
desserre dresserer deserer 
sommeille someill sommiel 
ellisom sommeil mosseil 
assasinat assassinat asassina.t 
asasinet assessinat assasanit 
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These are p a.r ts of words. Hdw would you say the first on.e? 
P.ro 7. ful 13. pre 19. pend 25. ive 
feet 8. tion 14. ven 20. diet 26. duct 
once 9. scrib 15. ment :.2l. sist 27. fer 
pos 10. ible 16. tain 22. tract 28. com 
spec II. graph 17. ious 23. able 29~ ap 
ake 12. ous 18. ence 24. y 30~ drcum 
These a.re not rea I words. How ;wo u I d you say the first on.e? 
tez II. . aptol 21. fri I turb 
nod 12. stindeth 22. blegmi$tant 
r.og 13. grinmesh 23. interstegment 
yarf 14. drathpi I 24. procanly 
grelb 15. shemleff 25. subtessence 
dilf 16. pros lind 26. ledmander 
cleng 17.. crelpeth 27j gonfri cte!1ce 
scresh 18. flamdish 28. trimortory 
rontib 19. corporate 29. transledland 
erf6 20. spragnet 30. relandight 
Name School 
--~----------------------------- -----------------------------
VOCABUlARY TEST 
Each of the words in the first group of words should make you think of 
either: 1. Animal Homes~ 2. Animal Babies, or 3. Animal Sounds. 
In the boxes beside each word, mark X in the box tmder 1 if the word 
makes you think of 1. Animal Homes. Mark X in the box under 2 if' the word 
makes you think of 2. Animal Babies. Mark X in the box unier 3 if the word 
makes you think of 3. Animal Sounds. 
lre shall do the first row together. 
Do the rest of the groups of words in the same wa:y. Remember each 
group of words has 3 key words, and eaCh word must be marked in the 1, 2, 
or 3 box. 
1. Animal Homes 2. Animal Babies 
1 '2 3 
baa ·I stable 
kid calf 
colt lair 
cub croak 
whinny chick 
1. City 2. Mealtime 3. Library 
1 2 3 
vegetables enc~c.lopedia 
depot dictionary 
skyscraper theater 
catalog monument 
r~ference silvex-ware 
1. Walking 2. Eating 3. Talil:ing 
'1 2 3 
munching ambling 
limping whispering 
gobbling crunching 
sucking marching 
grumbling chattering 
3.. Animal Sounds 
1 2. 
.L 
1 2 
l -2-
3 
3 
3 
aquarium 
bleat 
sty 
den 
howl 
terminal 
dessert 
celery 
librarian 
sauce 
tramping 
murmuring 
nibbling 
skipping 
mumbling 
1 ~ 3 
1 2 3 . 
I 
l 2 3 
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1. Police Station 2. Wedding 3. Science 
atom 
molecule 
justice 
lllB.gnet 
reception 
1. Radio 2. Weather 
. FFR3 thermometer . · 
antenna ~ 
veto I 
barometer · I 
cyclone I l I 
1. Zoo 
parcel 
kangaroo 
rhinoceros 
postage 
giraf'fe 
2 .. Elections 
l 2 1 3 
I 
I 
I ]: I I 
bridesmaid ~ 
bouquet r-t-H 
impris anment EEE3. 
officers 
hydrogen I I 
3. Goverrunent 
flt~}3 
senator 
delegate 
aerial 
president 
hurricane 
3. Post office 
I 
I 
I 
I 
J 
q\ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
r 11 2 1.3 
conservatives! I l 
koala I I I 
hippopotamus I I I 
' 
voters I l l . 
envelopes I I I J 
1. Hot 2. Cold 3. Poor 
chilly 
stifling 
suf'focatin 
sweltering 
1 arctic 
1. Polite 
tidy 
orderly 
vulgar 
courteous 
gracious 
l 
@ 
1 
2 3 
2. Impolite 
2 I 3 I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I. 
shivering 
destitute 
indigent 
needy · 
frigid 
3. Neat 
saucy 
methodical 
fastidious 
trim 
cordial 
1 2 t 3 
I 
I 
11 2 I 3 
I I 
I I 
I j 
I I 
I L 
11 12 13 
criminals I ·j 
groom I I I 
ceremony 1 .I 1 
radar 1 1 1 
protection 1 I 1 
clouds 
I 
:t iv-el 
microphone 
representa 
governor 
tube 
opponents 
politics 
carrier 
candidates 
liberals 
11 
IY 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
2' 3 
nippy 
roasting 
penniless 
tropical 
beggarly 
lj 2 I 3 
~ I I 
discourtea:ls 
rude 
impudent 
refined 
gentJananly 
I I 
1 2 
I 
3 
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I 
' 
1. Expensive 2. Cheap 3. Near 
costly 
precious 
inexpensive 
low-prieed 
reduced 
1. le.rge 
massive 
tiny 
trudge 
diminutive 
tremendous 
1. Rome 
1 2 3 
2. Small 
1 2 3 
I 
I 
2. School 
1 11 2 I 31 
hearth j I I 
stewardess l l C =1 
kitchenette j 
aviat~r I l I I 
superJ.D.-
tendent 
adjacent 
proximate 
moderate 
handy 
exorbitant 
3. Walk 
enol:"lnous . 
shuffle 
miniature 
stride 
towering 
3 .. Airport 
jet 
privacy 
scholars 
kindergarten 
residence 
1. Weak 2. Strong 3. Strange 
f'ragile 
unusual 
sturdy 
foreign 
robust 
1. Near 
remote 
approximate 
gentle 
temperate 
yonder 
1 2 
l 
2. Far 
1 2 
i 
3 
3 
muscular 
alien 
grotesque 
feeble 
hardy 
3. Mild 
adjacent 
meek 
distant 
lenient 
adjoining 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 
I 
I I 
I I I 
111 2 13 
I I l 
I I I 
I I I 
I I I 
t I I ! 
1 2 3 
extravagant 
bargain 
neighboring 
luxurious 
priceless 
meager 
gigantic 
microscropi 
stroll 
c 
huge 
principal . 
boudoir 
propeller 
helicopter 
examination 
infirm 
odd 
exhausted 
remarkable 
athletic 
proximate 
calm 
bordering 
moderate 
inaccessibl € 
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1 2, 3 
·1 ~T3 
1 
I 
I I 
I 
I 1 
1 I 2 I 3 
I 
l I I 
1 
l 
., 1 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 
I 
I 
l. Old 
antique 
:tmrna.ture 
fresh 
regulate 
ancient 
1. Moving 
I 
movable 
I 
ravenous 
tranquil 
I 
starved 
1
transition 
,;-
:1 
2. Young 3 .. Order 
l 2 3 
juvenile 
control 
elder 
systematize 
arganize 
2. Resting 3. Hungry 
1 
a [I. l 
2 3 
comfortable 
mobile 
motionless -
craving 
traveling 
1, 2 3 
l 2 3 
I. 
' 
rule 
firstborn 
manage 
classify 
inexper:ience d 
1 2 3 
. 
1 2 3 
famished 
nomadic 
reposeful 
undisturbed 
1---+--1---l 
slumbering 
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.·· ~: 
~,~·-{~~ 
.. ~-· 
-~-· 
-~. 
•. •"\ol 
.. , 
. ·.~- -... 
... 
FRE~UENCY DISTRIBUTION OF KUHLMANN-
ANDERSON INTELLIGENCE TEST 
Scores 
1'75 - 1'79 
170 - 174 
165 - 169 
160 - 164 
155 - 159 
140 - 154 
145 - 149 
140 - 144 
135 - .139 
130 ..; 134 
125 - 129 
120 - 124 
115 - 119 
110 - 114 
105 - 109 
100 - 104 
N = 453 
Range = 102 - 176 
Mean • 135.05 
Frequencies 
2 
l 
7 
4 
13 
25 
46 
"66 
77 
66 
51 
36 
34 
18 
5 
2 
Standard Deviation = 12.85 
Reliability (by split-half method) : .94 i .01 
75 
76' 
FREQ-UENCY DISTRIBUTION OF GATES* VOCABUlARY TEST 
Scores Frequencies 
63 - 67 1 
58 
- 62 3 
53 
- 57 7 
48 - 52 30 
43 
- 47 55 
38 
- 42 50 
33 - 37 85 
28 - 32 89 
23 - 27 59 
18 - 22 38 
13 - 17 21 
8 12 3 
3 ;.. 7 2 
N = 453 
Range = 3 - 63 
Mean = 33.64 
Standard Deviation : 10.15 
* Interoorrelations of the Gates Reading Survey average 
about .62~ and the self-correlations, about .90. 
F~UENCY DISTRIBUTION OF GATES 
lEVEL OF COMPREHENSION TEST 
Scores 
73 - 77 
68 - 72 
63 - 67 
58 - 62 
53 - 57 
48 - 52 
43 - 47 
38 - 42 
'33 - 37 
28 - 32 
23 - 27 
18 - 22 
13 - 17 
8 - 12 
3 ...; 7 
N : 453 
Range = 4 - 73 
Mean = 50.70 
Frequencies 
4 
28 
54 
69 
87 
54 
41 
39 
24 
23 
1:.,6 
8 
4 
1 
1 
Standard Deviation • 13.30 
FRE~UENCY DISTRIBUTION OF GATES SPEED OF READING TEST 
Scores 
63 - 67 
58 - 62 
53 - 57 
48 - 52 
43 - 47 
38 - 42 
33 - 37 
28 - 32 
23 - 27 
18 - 22 
13 - 17 
8 - 12 
3 ;.. 7 
N = 453 
Range = 6 - 63 
Mean = 38.30 
Frequencies 
20 
20 
26 
41 
55 
60 
78 
57 
52 
27 
11 
5 
1 
Standard Deviation= 12.70 
'18 
. ;:.··· .. 
FRE~UEJITCY DISTRIBUTION OF METROPOLITAN SPELLING TEST 
Scores 
40 - 54 
45 - 49 
40 - 44 
35 - 39 
30 - 34 
25 - 29 
20 - 24 
15 - 19 
10 - 14 
5 - 9 
0 ~ 4 
N : 453 
Range = 1 - 50 
.Mean = 27.85 
Frequencies 
1 
12 
56 
56 
87 
74 
68· 
45 
34 
17 
3 
Standard Deviation = 10.30 
Reliability = . 93 
79 
FRE~UENCY DISTRIBUTION OF INFORMAL WORD RECOGNITION TEST 
Scores 
215 - 227 
202 - 214 
189 - 201 
176 - 188 
163 - 175 
150 - 162 
137 - 149 
124 - 136 
111 - 123 
98 - 110 
85 - 97 
72 - 84 
59 - 71 
46 - 58 
333·~- 45 
20 - 32 
" 7 :. 19 
N = 453 
Range = 18 - 215 
Mean = 156.47 
Frequencies 
1 
20 
65 
90 
80 
41 
34 
33 
27 
20 
17 
11 
6 
5 
1 
1 
1 
Standard Deviation = 39.39 
Reliability (by split-ha.lf method) = .• 97 
80 
81 
FRE~UENCY DISTRIBUTION OF NILES AUDITORY TEST 
Scores Frequencies 
80 - 84 7 
75 - lb9 7 
70 - 74 21 
65 - 69 32 
60 - 64 34 
55 - 59 46 
50 -54 51 
45 - 49 51 
40 - 44 55 
35 - 39 37 
30 - 34 31 
25 - 29 29 
20 - 24 18 
15 - 19 16 
10 - 14 8 
5 ~ 9 5 
0 - 4 5 
N = 453 
Range • 0 - 84 
Mean = 46.0 
Standard Deviation= 17.0 
Reliability (by split-half method) = .90 
FRE~UENCY DISTRIBUTION OF VISUAL DISCRIMINATION TEST 
Scores 
43 - 45 
40 - 42 
37 - 39 
34 - 36 
31 - 33 
28 - 30 
25 - 27 
22 - 24 
19 - 21 
16 - 18 
13 - 15 
10 - 12 
7 - 9 
4 .:. 6 
N : 453 
Range = 6 - 44 
Mean = 28.40 
Frequencies 
4 
26 
53 
81 
67 
56 
57 
43 
28 
16 
12 
7 
2 
1 
Standard Deviation= 7.47 
Reliability (by split-half method) • .88 
82 
FRE~UENCY DISTRIBUTION OF PHONICS TEST 
Scores 
60 - 64 
55 - 59 
50 - 54 
45 - 49 
40 - 44 
35 - 39 
30 - 34 
25 - 29 
20 .. 24 
15 - 19 
10 - 14 
5 - 9 
0 - 4 
N: 453 
Range: 4 - 60 
Mean = 40.0 
Frequencies 
3 
57 
10 
60 
62 
56 
41 
40 
32 
19 
9 
3 
1 
Standard Deviation = 12.7 
Reliability (by split-half method) = .92 
83 
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No. c.A. M.A. W.R .. c. s. W .. M. V.D. A.D. Ph. ± 
-
001 ll-0 13-0 42 53 39 183 41 70 58 47 
002 ll-3 ll-9 45 66 40 197 34 64 58 31 
003 10-11 12-4 36 59 38 163 28 46 41 36 
004 9~9 9-11 31 43 44 166 36 36 51 33 
005 12-1 11-1 26 38 34 153 "38 24 48 28 
006 10-9 13-9 45 61 43 194 35 58 52 40 
007 11-1 11-10 36 56 36 181 32 48 43 35 
008 10-5 12-1 37 51 23 177 30 58 50 30 
009 10-10 11-10 48 59 32 188 34 59 52 40 
010 12-12 10~0 06 45 24 099 16 10 19 10 
011 11=1 9-3 19 31 14 109 24 36 15 15 
012 11~4 8-11 17 . 21 17 075 20 55 42 11 
013 10-9 11=11 39 60 37 172 26 64 43 27 
014 11-1 11=4 29 42 35 133 34 48 28 25 
015 12-11 9-5 26 27 19 089 27 41 38 21 
016 10-6 9-11 29 50 34 133 28 29 36 26 
017 10-4 10-7 18 37 27 095 22 30 28 27 
018 :u-1 13-1 46 55 40 198 29 57 44 33 
019 10-5 12-6 0 63 55 26 186 36 71 54 43 
020 10-6 12-6 35 59 39 163 35 44 35 30 
021 11-2 . 12-ll 53 62 43 208 37 70 56 43 
022 10-9 12-5 56 65 53 189 26 65 46 34 
023 11-9 11~4 37 58 37 166 20 42 29 19 
024 10=7 10...5 34 38 17 098 24 23 23 26 
025 10 ... 6 11-9 26 40 31 180 36 78 49 36 
026 10-6 11-2 34 56 33 158 33 43 45 33 
027 11-3 12-5 32 55 42 182 41 63 56 43 
028 10-8 13-7 61 73 60 204 38 73 59 46 
029 11-0 12-4 31 55 35 168 33 83 51 39 
030 10-9 11-7 43 65 31 170 28 45 45 33 
031 10-10 14~7 57 66 49 205 37 68 58 43 
0~2 11~0 13-10 44 69 43 193 39 65 54 41 
033 10-8 9-4 42 53 49 172 33 43 55 38 
034 11-4 11-7 30 64 62 189 31 50 60 39 
035 10-4 9-9 28 43 35 133 30 30 30 13 
036 10-6 :.)9 ... 2 36 53 34 160 38 49 56 36 
037 12-4 11-1 21 55 39 140 25 26 18 14 
038 11-3 11~4 23 49 . 39 127 14 44 20 06 
039 11-1 11-2 28 47 31 135 27 45 44 '31 
040 10-9 10-2 16 24 27 097 25 41 25 19 
041 10-7 11-3 29 58 44 124 43 25 55 41 
042 10-8 10=6 35 42 31 171 27 39 47 21 
043 10-9 11-8 46 28 47 174 39 62 57 35 
o44 12-;10 1:9-a.l 29 ~~ 3.0 lE>!l 3'6 6'1 89 23 
045 10-6 ll-0 38 59 62 152 37 67 56 40 
~)a 0 
No. C.A. M ..A. ~ c. s. w.M. v .. n. A .. D. Ph .. ~ 
046 10-6 1o-a 40 59 36 148 24 39 36 26 
Q47 11-6 11..,4 36 64 41 174 33 7l 51 32 
048 ll-4 11-l 24 40 26 106 18 50 26 16 
049 10-9 10~8 36 48 44 168 28 45 36 33 
060 10=8 11-7 30 49 46 166 26 40 42 31 
051 ll-0 11-7 34 52 40 161 28 57 53 29 
052 11-1 11~3 43 55 36 168 24 55 4r 33 
053 10-4 ll-3 34 54 41 171 30 56 54 38 
054 10-6 9-10 26 42 33 091 38 49 56 42 
055 10-6 11-0 40 65 47 179 38 48 57 39 
056 lD-7 ·11-6 42 62 55 169 35 27 44 25 
057 10-5 10-4 42 58 42 127 19 36 44 32 
058 10-4 9-9 17 39 32 090 26 22 26 22 
069 10~8 11-4 33 46 30 ~¥5 29 48 4l 31 
060 10-8 13-3 50 65 64 199 40 65 57 41 
061 10-2 10-2 23 39 26 114 26 21 20 23 
062 10~6 10 .. 6 25 42 37 147 26 39 56 18 
063 11-0 11-1 36 63 38 160 31 50 48 28 
064 11-4 11~2 31 52 40 133 29 27 40 28 
065 10-6 12-4 39 63 51 194 36 53 56 44 
066 10-9 10-0 32 45 36 132 17 19 30 21 
067 lD-4 123 35 50 40 190 39 66 57 43 
068 lloall 1()...6 19 15 31 l-15 24 45 23 16 
069 lO-ll 11-7 25 50 37 168 26 54 38 20 
070 10~8 ll-4 56 60 44 199 35 62 50 34 
071 1()...6 11 ... 3 37 57 41 175 35 41 56 44 
072 1D-7 12w8 37 40 37 160 34 31 47 28 
073 11-1 11 ... 5 42 48 53 186 37 57 52 40 
074 11-11 10-4 20 28 24 112 15 36 24 20 
075 11-4 10-1 45 58 36 187 39 56 51 30 
076 10-4 11~2 34 43 39 169 26 37 39 17 
077 1D-5 11-1 29 39 39 163 29 40 36 24 
078 10-11 10-4 29 41 30 184 36 50 42 31 
079 10=0 11-8 27 57 33 139 38 49 31 33 
080 12-5 ll-0 39 47 47 180 33 32 46 37 
081 10-6 10-11 30 50 28 161 28 45 30 19 
082 10-7 9=8 14 30 34 153 39 29 32 29 
083 11~2 12-3 27 54 50 175 23 50 42 16 
084 10-11 11-3 34 47 41 172 15 49 35 26 
085 11-2 11-5 45 62 50 173 30 44 44 29 
086 11-9 9-5 18 27 24 106 34 21 24 12 
087 12-2 8~11 0~ 14 17 095 31 34 14 11 
088 10-4 12-0 39 55 53 113 33 55 49 39 
089 10-7 13-0 37 57 58 189 40 59 50 41 
090 10-5 10-10 29 50 36 161 22 45 44 33 
8'( 
No. C.A. .M .. A. W.R. c. s. W .. M. V.D. A .. D. Ph .. ± 
091 lO-ll 12-0 39 64 36 175 35 31 47 28 
092 10-9 10 ... 7 37 48 53 174 20 64 42 26 
093 11-3 11~4 20 45 37 172 34 23 27 23 
094 10-10 11~4 34 57 48 161 20 38 55 20 
095 10-5 12-0 32 54 36 170 37 41 37 20 
096 10-6 12-11 45 58 58 207 40 77 56 42 
097. 12-2 10-9 17 36 20 123 16 16 16 12 
096 ll-7 9-8 26 33 24 141 27 25 33 11 
099 10-5 12-2 45 §8 46 196 37 65 64 33 
100 12-0 9-10 17 33 16 111 22 52 20 19 
101 12-8 11-2 40 59 34 140 08 17 29 10 
102 10-5 12-3 44 72 64 196 30 67 49 37 
103 11-l 10-10 29 47 33 189 34 39 47 30 
104 ll-0 12~8 49 71 52 210 33 7l 48 33 
105 10=7 12~0 39 57 51 181 26 65 47 22 
106 '10-11 ll=ll 34 57 25 182 33 74 46 33 
107 ll-0 ll-4 34 60 46 181 35 56 54 31 
108 ll-0 12 ... 5 40 65 37 182 33 76 48 34 
109 10-6 9=7 18 41 32 148 22 41 35 26 
110 10-6 10~9 24 43 19 132 31 40 24 09 
111 11=7 10-5 27 40 30 167 24 48 43 29 
112 10=4 13-10 32 47 38 180 40 48 57 40 
113 10-6 lD-3 28 41 21 120 24 21 32 12 
114 10-6 9-6 20 37 21 106 20 39 27 08 
ll5 10-8 9-10 30 49 30 170 34 57 50 34 
116 11-1 ll-4 49 65 43 205 38 68 56 44 
117 10-10 12-4 42 65 63 197 36 61 48 40 
118 10-6 11-3 36 42 26 146 32 46 38 25 
119 11-10 9-7 15 37 26 081 26 04 ll·· olil 
120 10-ll 11=11 51 62 51 200 36 71 56 43 
121 11-l 12-10 48 64 39 198 40 51 35 42 
122 ll-1 9=1 19 28 25 110 29 09 22 16 
123 10-8 9-10 31 48 29 176 35 41 54 33 
124 10-6 11-3 31 55 43 175 23 27 40 19 
125 10=6 11-l 20 69 23 178 27 57 31 28 
126 10-8 10-7 40 44 30 160 17 50 36 29 
127 10-6 10-2 ·31- 48 44 164 25 29 18 20 
128 11-l 12-1 24 49 33 165 27 39 36 22 
129 ll-3 10=9 27 35 19 115 24 55 54 30 
130 10-4 12=0 43 55 35 168 30 68 41 33 
131 11-3 13-l 49 ·"70 50 197 33 67 54 43 
132 10 .... 6 ll-8 43 55 43 205 34 55 57 34 
133 10-8 12-3 40 50 40 170 26 63 54 28 
134 12-5 9-10 39 43 49 166 31 53 53 34 
135 lD-ll 11-2 25 48 24 136 26 45 36 20 
136 10-6 14-8 49 71 60 213 39 84 59 50 
137 11-1 lo-ll 19 37 l2 117 25 44 41 19 
138 10-ll 12-1 48 60 38 209 34 60 51 41 
139 12~9 12=9 45 68 53 204 39 83 54 48 
140 11-l 13~10 46 66 46 188 37 51 49 36 
No. O.A. M ..A .. w.R. c. s. w .. M. V.D. .A.D. Ph. ~ 
141 10-8 l0-4 20 59 35 162 22 63 38 23 
142 10-8 11~10 29 55 30 171 30 36 28 27 
143 11-1. 12-8 41 56 51 173 37 70 58 42 
144 10-8 11.;..10 39 58 60 166 33 08 27 23 
145 10-7 13;..9 47 68 52 194 40 63 57 43 
146 10 ... 8 12-11 37 64 54 186 36 73 50 44. 
147 11-3 10-3 24 27 27 125 10 08 19 . 16 
148 11-0 11-11 22 53 33 168 27 30 28 27 
149 10-5 10-10 37 62 38 154 27 43 30 31 
150 12-3 10-3 26 43 28 151 25 59 29 20 
151 lO-ll 12-8 44 66 41 212 37 75 58 44 
152 10-6 11-4 30 51 25 163 31 65 52 34 
153 11-3 11-11 49 64 42 197 35 63 49 36 
154 11,;.0 12-8 47 64 50 198 28 73 57 43 
155 19 .... 5 11,;.7 47 69 37 210 39 69 56 46 
156 10-6 12-6 ~l 63 51• 187 28 56 47 38 
157 10-9 12-1 45 67 64 190 44 65 60 47 
158 12-5 11-8 27 47 37 167 20 56 22 09 
159 10-6 12-6 37 67 47 189 36 49 48 32 
160 10-11 ll-0 34 53 30 168 32 58 52 43 
161 10-7 10-lO 27 30 11 075 15 43 32 23 
162 11-1 11-8 35 56 44 187 39 68 57 39 
163 10-8 11-7 51 67 59 196 33 67 48 44 
164 10-7 11-7 40 56 50 177 32 56 27 36 
165 11-0 10-8 26 31 26 121 21 35 42 09 
166 10-9 lo-4 27 47 36 160 23 54 49 37 
167 10-10 11-8 42 69 46 192 38 67 57 42 
168 11-0 11-8 41 57 47 196 32 79 54 39 
169 10-7 12-8 39 60 57 186 36 84 56 42 
170 lO-ll 11-1 41 52 28 182 28 56 56 43 
171 10-2 12-2 47 70 40 184 27 St 35 36 
172 11-2 11~1 33 59 32 166 19 25 34 28 
173 11 ... 0 13-1 37 69 48 206 11 79 47 40 
l.74 10-4 11;..4 39 59 54 180 26 57 47 34 
ps 10-11 11-5 31 45 35 150 19 45 3~ 22 
:1.76 10-6 10-l 32 36 26 158 26 30 42 34 
177 11-10 lD-7 26 40 28 127 24 48 16 14 
1'78 10-'7 12-5 59 73 59 209 37 74 56 45 
1'79 10~3 10-6 45 64 53 182 34 33 50 31 
180 11-6 11-ll 34 48 35 178 31 53 50 34 
181 lG~6 12-7 46 62 34 182 34 61 4'7 36 
182 11-2 11-3 38 47 39 170 17 54 46 25 
183 10-8 12-0 31 48 43 148 20 50 31 17 
184 lo-a 9-5 28 43 18 135 21 26 36 13 
185 11-0 10-11 32 5'7 26 169 20 28 34 23 
186 11-3 12-9 48 65 50 204 42 82 60 45 
187 11=5 10-7 21 49 17 121 27 48 18 15 
188 10-6 11-4 31 48 30 119 21 34 15 08 
189 10-5 9-8 34 57 2'7 131 36 24 50 35 
190 10-8 11-7 49 68 44 199 37 69 57 41 
• 
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191 '11-2 11-3 19 45 27 124 33 0 21 22 
192 10-5 10-5 44 54 47 182 26 48 38 21 
193 1D-8 12-2 36 51 32 179 36 51 52 36 
194 1Q-9 11-0 31 46 29 148 31 23 52 37 
195 11-2 12-0 28 45 32 180 35 82 59 38 
196 11-3 12:..4 37 58 26 173 31 ,66 50 31 
197 10-9 11-0 28 54 32 151 19 44 '40 15 
198 10 ... 7 12-3 36 64 32 018 42 74 54 40 
199 10-9 10....9 35 53 28 113 27 33 28 27 
200 10-7 10-3 41 66 28 177 20 21 42 24 
201 10-7 11 ... 1 48 57 37 187 29 58 sa 37 
20~ 10...7 11-3 42 65 57 195 31 39 34 19 
203 11-2 12-6 35 54 22 165 30 28 49 35 
204 12-3 9.::.s 09 44 18 096 24 39 31 13 
205 10-6 9-11 19 28 31 081 14 18 21 09 
206 1D-10 10-10 24 . 26 30 022 22 46 33 15 
207 10-7 11-3 36 44 32 112 19 53 40 30 
208 11-9 10-0 31 40 37 044 21 26 32 23 
209 13 ... 0 11-0 25 25 23 081 16 15 15 12 
2i0 11 ... 9 10-8 34 37 26 084 36 47 33 17 
211 ll-3 12-3 31 46 38 146 31 51 50 34 
212 10-8 10-5 38 49 41 . 185 31 35 42 25 
213 10-5 11.:.3 26 46 29 150 35 54 49 30 
214 10-3 12..:,11 40 59 63 192 40 77 53 39 
~15 11-3 10-6 34 55 27 uo 31 45 25 26 
2lp 11-4 11 ... 2 36 50 47 182 22 52 40 24 
217 10 ... 6 12-0 19 55 36 156 27 36 22 19 
218 10-10 12-1 30 63 51 180 35 39 35 28 
219 10..;.9 11-2 62 64 56 . 198 32 47 39 21 
220 - 10-5 9-10 32 51 48 164 32 53 42 23 
221 10 ... 7 12-o 32 57 38 185 37 41 36 30 
222 11-1 11-7 56 60 53 192 22 37 28 19 
223 10 .. 8 10-4 26 50 27 174 25 45 50 29 
224 ll-3 11=0 21 47 21 090 36 40 38 29 
226 11-2 12-9 49 68 63 208 41 58 52 37 
226 ll-0 9-4 29 38 44 122 26 44 37 29 
227 11-0 12-6 60 72 64 215 43 66 58 40 
228 12-10 9-11 20 49 28 101 17 40 1(? 07 
229 10-9 .10...10 30 35 20 096 13 ll 2Q 11 
230 10..;.3- 11-7 39 58 
'.'·. 
43 195. 40 63 50 41 
231 10-8 10...3 24 26 23 121 23 25 l6 11 
232 10-ll 11-8 36 59 •52 186 30 68 43 39 
233 10-9 lQ.-.8 44 54 35 165 24 31 41 13 
234 11-l 10-9 40 55 43 183 33 55 56 44 
235 11-ll 9-6 25 27 17 115 05 0 20 18 
236 ll-1Q 10-5 25 31 30 126 26 13 30 23 
237 11~2 10-4 38 41 31 152 15 32 30 21 
238,. 10-6 11~3 31 58 33 171 27 57 39 29 
239 10-7 ll-5 47 58 48 191 33 48 36 32 
240 lO-S 12-8 47 58 48 177 42 70 53 36 
"90 
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241 10-6 12 ... 1 43 51 49 170 28 49 40 35 
242 10-6 12w2 43 63 42 194 41 49 .61 36 
243 11-1 11=1 45 61 65 200 34 12 38 30 
244 10 ... 0 10-9 17 28 34 079 23 14 23 09 
245 11 ... 4 ll.o.4 31 56 37 102 26 21 34 25 
246 11-3 11-9 32 54 27 187 36 60 55 33 
247 11-'8 12-0 44 62 46 186 31 05 09 12 
248 lO-ll 9-lO 14 30 20 107 21 33 17 09 
249 11-0 1()...6 33 55 38 169 30 34 48 30 
250 10-5 10-4 24 45 23 165 36 40 45 33 
251 10~7 11~10 49 69 63 195 37 61 53 31 
252 ll-0 10...9 31 36 33 134 10 43 30 10 
263 10-8 12-0 40 '72 62 195 38 55 36:3 31 
254 11-l 9-11 20 26 27 049 19 35 25 16 
255 11-7 10=10 22 34 06 100 19 60 35 18 
256 10.o.4 10-l 19 49 62 050 13 16 30 21 
257 10-4 11--4 27 42 41 117 29 34 30 19 
z5e 11-0 10-7 34 58 58 164 21 43 28 24 
259 11-0 12...0 32 52 53 171 38 51 43 31 
260 lO-ll 12~0 32 61 63 186 30 42 38 28 
261 11-5 11-0 26 36 33 109 10 26 28 22 
262 11-4 11-0 50 60 64 193 34 42 38 26 
263 10 ... 11 10..a5 27 67 46 178 24 27 20 20 
264 11-1 •12 .. 2 36 51 .34 185 39 69 53 37 
265 16-2 12-3 25 2'8 21 090 36 40 12 17 
266 10-5 12-l 32 57 45 172 37 74 53 36 
267 10-2 11-5 50 65 44 177 39 50 3~ 26 
268 12-9 9 ... 7 39 32 30 126 22 02 35 16 
269 1Q..ll 12-3 36 59 47 190 35 60 49 38 
270 10-7 12...0 52 67 64 184 34 62 44 27 
271 10.0.6 ll..o8 31 57 46 168 32 45 46 34 
272 10-2 11-4 35 ·42 26 117 37 30 24 12 
273 11-0 9~4 17 39 35 097 22 42 23 13 
274 10-ll 12=6 36 63 41 178 32 31 36 27 
" 
275 1Q...5 11-6 50 72 54 193 36 67 60 37 
276 10-o 13-3 49 57 34 188 38 58 45 31 
277 11-l 11-0 41 55 41 185 40 57 48 45 
278 11-4 10-10 44 54 35 193 37 38 44 31 
27!3 11-3 11-0 39 68 42 186 35 27 35 23 
280 11-l 11-4 48 54 36 177 34 48 32 17 
281 lQ.-.8 12-3 54 65 63 205 40 61 53 46 
282 11;...3 12..;0 43 68 45 156 30 39 32 10 
283 11-8 8-6 16 42 22 051 22 22 12 . 07 
284 9-8 11-5 43 60 67 182 40 42 51 40 
285 10..:.9 11-10 42 65 46 190 33 61 48 35 
286 10-10 12:...5 37 52 39 190 40 64 60 32 
287 ll..;l 12-l 50 52 62 187 38 68 42 37 
288 11-0 11""0 34 43 38 146 25 44 27 10 
289 11-7 9-10 39 65 39 186 32 36 41 27 
290 11-ll~· 9-11 14 ~9 25 070 25 32 l~ 12 
91 
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291 10...11 12....0 41 62 54 190 34 56 4:9 35 
292 11 ... 1 12-l 34: 68 4:3 161 32 64 4:5 25 
293 lD-5 11.:..11 34 4:9 36 172 32 34 32 22 
294 ll~ 12=0 34 62 39 119 24 44 46 33 
295 11-2 12-5 48 67 48 189 35 64 45 40 
296 lO-ll 11 .. 2 47 52 52 181 29 30 44 30 
297 11 .... 8 1i--4 44: 59 63 178 36 38 44. 27 
298 10-10 11~10 44 68 59 19§ 37 52 46 37 
299 10-5 11-9 39 63 46 182 34 52 48 31 
300 1o.:..1o 10-l 24 57 30 097 16 ' 37 19 12 
301 11-2 11-5 28 44 42 143 34 40 42 29 
302 lO-ll 11=7 29· 59 28 la7 27 56 25 .29 
303 lQ-.;8 12.:..6 42 60 61 189 36 55: 53 33 
304 11-2 1l..a9 33 53 54 197 4:1 66 56 40 
305 10-5 11-4 46 69 54 195 34 62 54 33 
306 11-3 s.:..3 23 41 15 070 16 27 20 14 
307 12-3 11 ... 11 34: 59 47 191 27 70 39 14 
308 lo-8 10-10 42 62 45 186 36 38 57 36 
309 11-l 11.:..8 30 57 40 166 36 36 42 35 
~10 10 ... 7 1i:.;.2 36 49 36 152 26 41 39 15 
311 10-9 12-9 41 64 60 186 30 42 47 27 
312 11,;;,4 11-10 49 65 64 188 37 70 53 '43 
313 12;.6 8;,.5 15 19 10 052 17 40 09 07 
314 10-8 10-6 34 55 39 185 31 4:4 40 26 
315 12 ... 5 10-10 22 37 34 092 24: 29 42 23 
316 10-8 11-5 45 54 62 185 28 46 46 26 
317 11-5 11-8 31 63 58 164 21 43 41 26 
318 10-10 11=2 46 60 38 167 33 61 49 20 
319 11 ... 4 1o:as 34 59 23 14:4 36 34 29 22 
320 11-0 .l,0-2 27 4:2 43 119 22 21 28 13 
?'21 11-2 9-4 25 25 08: 052 13 26 31 ~5 
322 11-2 11.:..0 37 57 48 184 36 47 53 4J. 
323 11-0 12 . .:.2 44 53 37 188 35 72 55 43 
324 11-3 12-3 4:4 60 45 199 42 63 54 40 
325 +1-2 11-3 50 63 50 189 31 51 44: 26 
326 10-11 1Q...5 27 49 33 147 28 4:2 3~ 21 
327 11,;;,9 10-2 28 34 30 l58 26 56 44 25 
328 10;.,.8 1i.;.3 28 51 27 144 34 54 21 19 
329 11=8 12 .. o 41 63 36 180 32 50 44 18 
330 12.;.2 9.;.10 20 16 28 090 23 18 04 05 
331 11-9 11-3 33 42 46 165 36 55 36 26 
332 10-8 11.;..2 37 53 64 161 38 47 41 23 
333 11-0 10-7 14: 25 24 116 37 64 47 34 
334 lD-2 11-11 37 57 49 184 39 68 55 31 
635 lo-4 10~6 26 56 22 119 26 32 17 19 
336 10-9 11-2 32 44 25 153 31 45 30 26 
337 10-11 10-5 20 37 24 106 19 44 28 23 
338 11-4 1Q-O 18 46 35 128 27 49 29 20 
3,3,f} ;t0-,6 11.;.3 33 ' 48 23 162 22 se 49 28 
340 11-9 1~9 21 31 29 111 22 58 39 20 
No. C.A. M.A. w.R. c~ s. W.Ma ,_ v.D .... A.D,. Ph. ~ 
341 10-7 11-4 43 69 37 187 40 54 51 42 
342 1~6 9-5 14 31 26 133 26 48 36 19 
343 1D-9 10 ... 5 25 57 21 162 26 34 37 26 
344 10-7 1()...2 28 53 26 155 23 42 42 31 
345 11-0 10-7 26 58 33 084 16 34 ,21 1S 
346 11-4 12-0 21 38 37 146 35 65 53 38 
347 10-11 10 ... 10 26 40 17 141 31 60 53 33 
348 1o ... s 11-3 28 28 43 143 30 28 38 32 
349 10 ... 6 lD-7 26 26 28 135 37 53 51 37 
350 11-5 9-9 29 32 38 111 12 17 31 20 
351 10-5 10..-10 28 38 31 146 28 36 39 32 
352 11-2 12=6 34 67 57 184 37 62 '47 42 
353 1Q-9 12-6 22 62 38 183 34 53 41 29 
354 11-9 11-4 16 40 19 108 29 46 28 ·16 
355 11-6 10-1 22 43 30 127 27 17 34 24 
356 10-0 12 ... 1 38 63 46 171 35 72 54 39 
357 10 ... 5 11-3 40 55 35 152 24 48 26 21 
368 10-9 11-9 32 63 40 1S3 31 44 33 23 
359 11-3 11-10 28 59 37 190 37 60 39 35 
360 12-0 11-0 47 68 44 191 36 40 41 36 
361 11-2 11-8 39 56 44 200 35 45 46 37 
362 11-8 9-10 33 33 12 124 20 19 22 17 
363 10-8 11-3 23 41 21 126 27 51 43 28 
364 10-6 12-0 43 56 50 182 25 53 33 24 
365 11-0 12-3 38 65 48 182 25 47 36 29 
366 10-6 10-5 29 19 46 137 29 25 28 29 
367. 10-11 12 ... 11 36 53 53 186 40 62 55 39 
368 12·4 11-0 31 34 42 149 29 16 27 33 
369 10-6 10 .. 7 53 73 53 205 29 51 54 28 
370 10-11 11-6 32 39 25 136 22 49 20 15 
371 10-9 12-0 33 52 37 170 07 44 29 21 
372 12-0 11-7 35 53 36 181 29 43 43 21 
373 10 ... 9 13.-8 46 54 45 201 32 82 57 41 
374 10 ... 11 12-3 41 65 39 187 27 36 55 24 
375 11-1 11-3 31 44 34 171 33 58 45 23 
376 10-2 11=5 42 70 41 168 34 49 45 47 
377 10-11 11-8 35 63 49 171 23 39 41 20 
378 1l ... Q 11 ... 3 52 70 50 200 41 51 56 41 
379 10";"5 9 ... 9 19 27 37 143 29 32 20 23 
380 11-4 11~10 36 59 34 167 28 42 24 28 
381 lQ-8 10-5 29 38 49 131 22 23 31 18 
382 10-7 11-3 36 57 42 187 28 40 45 32 
383 10-7 11-10 49 66 51 201 31 61 55 41 
384 10-8 13~5 45 73 64 183 39 73 54 40 
385 10-7 11-7 25 18 26 151 40 67 57 44 
386 12-l 14-0 48 64 47 198 37 55 49 37 
387 11-10 9~10 12 54 20 094 23 38 10 05 
38S 10 ... 8 9-4 15 20 41 120 25 25 40 23 
389 11-8 9.-4 22 35 19 092 28 42 15 12 
-390 10-5 10~3 23 46 48 108 19 15 24 09 
9~ v 
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391 10 ... 7 11 ... 7 35 58 45 185 33 60 38 27 
392 12-6 11-0 26 60 25 162 28 54 29 10 
393 10-10 10 .. 0 16 29 39 083 23 23 23 14 
394 11-8 11-2 31 52 40 128 33 51 60 30 
395 11-3 12-3 37 63 51 198 44 57 ~~ 42 
396 11-10 11-1 26 43 36 149 25 54 28 27 
397 10-9 11-8 35 GO 43 168 36 66 51 36 
398 13-5 8-10 14 46 24 068 23 21 08 01 
399 10-5 11-10 26 57 32 153 29 41 .37 29 
400 11-4 10-2. 37 49 45 146 .32 37 46 31 
401 ll-0 11-6 33 62 35 176 ::w 48 37 26 
402 ll-1 10-l 18 29 32 084 19 35 28 20 
403 10-9 11-0 28 53 25 147 38 50 38 29 
404 10-6 9-.9 28 31 22 139 35 33 40 30 
405 10-8 12-4 45 60 51 197 39 53 56 42 
406 ll-2 11-1. 28 48 32 092 36 17 10 22 
407 11-11 10-3 25 28 1~ 066 17 42 17 11 
408 10 .... 5 10-8 30 44 32 099 23 41 23 13 
409 10-4 10-8 33 48 36 138 33 39 2,6 17 
410 11-0 12-1 25 48 32 172 36 26 30 25 
411 12-0 9-10 24 36 20 124 30 27 29 22 
412 12-0 9-10 17 15 23 084 12 29 13 01 
413 10-11 11-4 35 54 28 157 25 29 37 19 
414 11-10 9-11 31 62 35 161 31 17 45 29 
415 10~9 1()...8 45 72 54 174 29 54 41 21 
416 lO-B ll-2 41 57 42 182 33 43 48 31 
417 10-10 11-0 36 55 23 180 33 34 35 23 
418 ll-0 lQ...lO 24 25 31 157 36 51 32 23 
419 ll-5 9-7 21 28 33 136 29 33 20 23 
420 11-11 10-7 23 24 26 114 32 41 32 32 
421 10-7 ll-0 25 48 21 103 29 55 27 21 
422 ll-11 10-9 25 38 21 128 34 41 38 30 
423 10-4 10-3 18 44 21 118 22 14 14 21 
424 13-2 11~10 30 57 34 165 38 47 33 32 
425 10-5 11-6 42 47 42 171 34 54 23 21 
426 10-10 10~2 29 32 36 151 28 0 17 27 
427 1o-a 11-8 43 68 54 181 21 36 40 30 
428 10-8 10-10 28 48 35 147 38 07 35 26 
429 ~0-9 9-6 19 ()4, 31 109 25 19 43 25 
430 n-o 10-6 28 50 36 137 ll 20 32 09 
' 
431 11-3 10-9 32 37 21 os·s 17 53 49 21 
432 10-8 9-6 21 10 32 067 17 53 38 16 
433 ll.:.l 12-4 36 55 48 177 35 52 55 30 
434 10-7 11..:.1o 30 41 45 132 31 60 54 32 
435 l0-4 12-l 46 57 44 195 33 68 56 31 
436 lO-ll ll-7 30 57 42 186 31 48 44 34 
437 lO-ll 11-4 30 55 41 176 38 52 53 45 
438 1o..:~ 10-4 as 34 50 :t4l6 3:3 ~6 2Jt 04 
439 10-6 12..i5 46 64 63. 203 37 26 48 31 
440 ll..;l 12-ll 33 55 53 175 28 47 44 34 
94 
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441 10-6 11-5 30 54 33 165 28 34 54 32 
442 14-2 10 ... 5 28 34 22 158 14 09 29 17 
443 10-2 9-10 30 22 24 164 27 54 52 30 
444 ll-5 9-0 17 19 15 005 12 14 27 15 
445 13-3 10-10 12 34 23 098 16 19 12 13 
446 10-5 13-4 38 60 60 189 33 55 52 31 
447 10=9 11-9 32 52 66 172 34· 44 39 28 
448 10-8 12•5 45 72 63 197 31 51 57 36 
449 10-9 11 .... 5 30 57 60 193 31 67 54 39 
450 11-l 12-8 29 60 31 172 29 60 42 27 
451 10-3 14=5 45 68 57 209 . 40 74 60 47 
~ 10-7 13•10 39 70 62 184 32 48 51 31 
453 11-2 12 ..... 8 46 69 63 . 193 34 64 49 39 
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Vis. = Group Test o£ Visual Discrimination 
Aud. = Group Test o£ Auditory Discrimination 
Ph. = Individual Teat o£ Phonetic Ability 
M.A. = Kuhlmann-Anderson Test 
V. = Gates Vocabulary Test 
c. = Level o£ Comprehension (Gates Test) 
a. = Speed o£ Reading (Gates Test) 
w.R. = Group Test o£ lford Recognition (In£ormal Test) 
Sp. = ·Spelling (Metropolitan) 
mates 
Reading 
Su:nvey 
96 
97 
TABLE XVII 
COMPARISON OF AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION WITH READING .AND SPELLING ACHIEVEMENT 
OF 101 PAIRS OF PUPILS 
High Low M~A· Via. Ph. Aud. v. c. s. w.R. Sp. 
Aud. Aud. H-L H-L H- L H- L H- L H ... L H- L H- L H- L 
130 260 144-144 30-30 41-38 68-42 43-32 55-61 35-63 lBB-185 33-28 
015 429 113-114 27-25 38-43 41-19 26-19 27- 4 19-31 89-109 21-25 
389 122 112-109 28-29 15-22 42- 9 22=19 35~28 19-25 92-110 12-16 
387 330 118-118 23-23 10- 4 38-18 12-20 54-16 20-28 94- 90 5~ 5 
100 248 118-118 22-21 20-17 52-33 17 ... 14 33-30 16-20 111~107 18- 9 
109 268 115-115 22-22 35-35 41- 2 18~39 41-32 32-38 148-126 26-16 
290 119 119-115 25-26 .18-ll 32- 4 14-15 19-37 25-26 70- 81 12- 2 
338 58 120-111 27-26 29-26 49-22 18-17 46-39 35-32 128- 90 20-22 
220 404 118-117 32-35 42-40 53-33 32-28 51-31 48-22 164-139 23-30 
115 004 118-119 34-35 50-51 57-36 30-31 49-43 30-44 170-165 34-33 
75 189 121-116 39-36 51-50 56-24 45-34 58-57 36 .. 27 187-131 30-35 
23.7 442 124-12.55 15=14 30-29 32- 9 38-28 41-34 31-22 152-158 21 ... 17 
346 390 127-123 16-19 21-24 34-15 26-23 58-46 33-.48 84-108 18- 9 
126 430 127-126 17-17 36-32 50-20 40-28 44-50 30-36 160-131 29- 9 
258 320 127-122 21-22 28-28 43-21 34-27 58-42 58-43 164-119 24-13 
141 381 124-125 22-22 38-31 63-23 20-29 59-38 35-49 162-131 23-18 
344 200 122-123 23-20 42-42 42-21 28-41 53-66 26-28 155-177 31-24 
92 165 127-J.a8'3 20-21 42-42 64-35 37-26. 48-31 53-25 174-121 25- 9 
177 127 127-122 24-25 16-18 48-29 26-31 40 ... 48 28-44 127-164 14-20 
40- 6il: 122-122 25-26 25-20 41-21 16-23 24-39 27-26 97-114 19-23 
187 263 127-125 27-24 18-20 48-27 21 ... 27 49-67 17-46 121-178 '15-20 
68 G24 126-125 24-24 23=23 45-23 19-34 15-38 31-17 115- 98 16-25 
343 236 125-125 26-26 37-30 34-13 25-25 57-31 21-30 162-126 26-23 
150 46 123-128 25-24 29-35 59-39 26-40 43-59 28-36 151-148 20-25 
192 113 125-123 26-24 38-32 48-21 44-28 54-41 47-21 182-120 21-12 
111 233 125-128 24-24 43-41 48-31 27-44 40-54 30~35 167-165 29-13 
327 42 122-126 26-27 44-47 56-39 28-35 34-42 30-31 158-17-1 25-21 
215 366 126-125 31-29 25-28 45-25 34-29 55-19 27-46 130~137 26-29 
373 006 164-165 32-35 47-52 82-58 46-45 54-61 45 ... 43 201-194 41-40 
440-::'(.•203 155-150 28-30 44-~9 47-28 33-35 55-54 53~22 176-165 34-35 
450 311 152-153 29-30 42-47 60-42 29-41 60-64 31-60 .172-186 27-27 
104 72 152-152 33-34 48-47 11-:n 49-37 71-40 52-37 210-150 33-28 
353 274 150-150 34-32 41-36 53-31 22-35 62-63 38-41 183-178 29-27 
139 352 153-150 39-37 54-47 83-62 45-34 68-67 53-57 204-184 48-42· 
169.-• 303 152-150 36-36 56-53 84-55 39-42 60-60 5?-61 186-189 42-33 
287 95 145-144 38-37 42-37 68-41 50-32 52-54 '62-36 187-170 37 ... 20 
117 439 148-149 36-37 48-48 61-26 42-46 65-64 63-63 197-203 40~31 
253 410 144-145 38-36 36-30 55-26 40-25 72-48 62-32 195 ... 172 31-25 
264 193 146-146 39-36 53-52 69-51 36-36 51-51 34~32 185-1?9 37-36 
266 405 145-148 37-39 53-56 74-53 32-45 57-60 . 45-51 172-197 36-42 
120 65 143-148 36-36 56-56 71-53 51-39 62-63 51-51 200-194 43-44 
270 91 144-144 34-35 44-47 62-31 52-39 67-64 64-38 184-1?5 27-38 
106 329 143-144 33-32 48-44 74~50 34-41 57~63 25-36 182-180 33-18 
108 292 149-145 33-32 48-45 76-5~ 40-34 55-58 37-43 182-161 34-25 
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TABlE XVII (Continued) 
COMP.ARISON OF AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION WITH READING AND SPELLING ACHIEVEMENT 
OF 101 PAIRS OF PUPILS 
High LOW' M.A. Vis. Ph. Aud. v. c .. s. w.R. ap .. 
Aud. Aud. H-L H-L H-L H- L H ... L H- L H- L H 
- L H- L 
29 269 148-147 33 ... 35 51-49 38-60 31-36 55-59 35-47 168-190 32-38 
356 88 145-144 35-33 54-49 72-55 38-39 63-55 46-53 '171-113 39-39 
195 433 144-148 35-35 59-55 82-52 28-36 45-55 32-48 180-177 38-30 
254 10 119-120 19 ... 15 25-19 35-10 20- 6 26-45 27-24 47- 99 15-10 
228 206 119-119 17-14 16-21 40-18 20-19 49-28 28-31 101- 81 7- 9 
186 367 153-155 42-40 60-56 82-62 49-36 65-53 50 ... 53 204-186 45=39 
214 225 155-153 40*1 53-52 77 .. 58 40-49 59-68 63--63 192...208 39-37 
363 315 135-130 27-24 43-42 51-29 23-22 41-37 21 .. 34 126... 92 28=23 
238 76 ].35=134 27-26 39-39 57-37 31-34 58-43 33-39 171-169 29-17 
396 199 133-129 25-27 28-28 54-3'3 26-35 43-53 36-28 149-113 27-21 
339 124 135-135 22-23 40=40 68-27 33-31 48-55 23-43 162-175 28-19 
206 185 130-131 22-20 33-34 {1:6 .. 28 24=-32 26-57 30-26 22- 169 15 ... 23 
255 172 130 ... 133 19-19 35-34 50-25 22-33 34-59 6!"'32 100-166 18 .... 28 
252 101 129~134 10.- 8 30-29 43-17 31-40 36-59 33-34 134-140 10~10 
332 250 127-124 37-36 47-45 64-40 14-24 25-45 24-23 116-165 34-33 
322 5 l32-l33 36-38 53-48 47-24 37-26 57-38 48-34 184-153 41-28 
45 71 132-135 37-35 56-56 67-41 38-37 59-57 62-41 152-175 40-44 
331 428 135-130 36-38 36-35 55- 7 33-28 42-48 46..:.35 165-147 26-25 
312 437 142-136 37-38 53-53 '70-52 49 ... 30 65-55 64-41 188-176 43-45 
14 93 1~6-136 34-34 28-27 48-23 29-20 42-45 35-37 133-1'72 25-23 
79 272 140-136 38-37 31-24 49-30 27-35 57-42 33-26 139-117 33-12 
359 309 142-140 37-36 39-42 60 .... 36 28-30 59-57 37-40 190-166 35-35 
025 298 l!l-142 36-37 49-46 78-52 26-44 40-68 31 .... 59 180-196 36-37 
271 56 . 140-138 32-35 46-44 45-27 31-42 57-62 46-55 168-169 34-25 
397 297 14()...136 36-36 51-44 56-38 35--44 60~59 43-63 168-178 36-2$ 
385 284 139-13'7 40-40 57-41 67~42 25-43 18-60 25-87 151-182 44-40 
378 41 135-135 41-43 56-55 51-25 52-29 70-58 50-44 200-124 41-41 
133 374 147-147 26-27 54-55 63-36 40=41 50=65 40-39 170-187 28-24 
105 294 144-144 26-24 47..;.46 65-44 39-34 57-62 51-39 181-119 22-33 
307 365 143-147 27-25 39-36 70-47 34-38 59-65 47-48 191-182 14-29 
171 128 146-145 27-27 35-36 58-38 47-24 70-49 40-33 184-165 36-22 
364 148 144-143 26-27 33-28 63-30 43-22 56-53 50-33 182..:168 24-27 
158 188 140-136 20-21 22-15 56-34 27-31 47-48 37-30 167-119 9- 8 
69 413 139-136 26-25 38-37 '54-29 25-35 50..54 37-28 168-1S7 20-19 
174 50 136-139 26-25 47-42 57-40 39-30 59-49 34-46 180-166 34-31 
401 348 138-136- 30-30 37-38 48-28 33-28 62-28 35-43 176-143 26-32 
232 399 140-142 30-29 43-37 68-41 36-26 59-57 62-32 186-153 39-Z9 
152 30 136-139 31 .... 28 52-45 66-45 30-43 51-65 25-31 163-170 34-33 
449 34 137-139 31~31 54-50 67-50 30-30 57-64 60-62 193-189 39 ... 39 
385 441 142-137 31-28 55-54 61-34 49-30 65-54; 51-33 201-165 41-32 
425 144 137-142 34-33 23-27 54- 8 42-39 47-58 42-60 171-166 21-23 
285 301 142-137 33-34 48-42 61-40 42-28 65-44 46-42 190-143 35-29 
163 007 139-142 33-32 48-43 67-48 51-36 67-56 59-35 196-181 44-35 
TABLE XVII (Concluded) 
COMPARISON OF AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION WITH READING .AND SPELLING ACHIEVEMENT 
OF 101 PAIRS OF POPIIS 
High Low H.A. Vis. Ph. Aud. v .. c. s. w.R .. Sp. 
Aud. Aud. H-L H-L H- L H- ~ H- L H- L H- L H- L H- L 
:~~7 299 136-141 33-34 51-48 71-52 36-39 64-'63 41-45 174-182 32-31 
70 361 136-140 35-35 50-46 62-45 55-39 60-56 44-44 199-200 34-37 
168 009 140-142 32-34 54-52 79-59 41-48 57.,.59 47-32 196-188 39-40 
328 191 133-135 34-33 21-21 54- 0 28-19 51=45 27-27 144-124 19-22 
417 243 133-133 33-34 35-38 34-12 36-45 55-61 23-55 180-200 23-30 
118 279 135-132 32-35 38-35 . 46-27 36-39 42-68 26-42 146-186 25-23 
375 422 135-129 33-34 45-38 58-41 31-25 44-38 34~21 171-128 23-30 
213 80 135-132 35-33 49-46 54-32 25-39 46-47 29-47 150-180 30-37 
318 416 134-134 33-33 49-48 61-43 46-41 60-57 38-42 167-182 20-31 
421 110 132-129 29-31 27-24 5fi...20 25-24 48-43 21-19 103-132 21- 9 
392 368 132-132 28-29 29-27 54-16 26-31 60-34 25-42 152-149 10-33 
436 64 139-134 31-29 44-40 48-27 30-31 57-52 42~40 186-133 34-28 
325 296 135-134 31-29 44-44 .61=30 50-47 63-52 50-52 189-181 25-30 
382 194 135-132 28-31 45~52 40-2.3 36-31 57-45 42-29 187-148 32-37 
iCO 
TABLE XVIII 
COMPARISON OF MENTAL ABILITY WITH READING AND SPELLING ACHIEVEMENT 
OF 103 PAIRS OF PUPILS 
High Low Vis. Aud. · Ph. M.A. v. c. s. W&R. Sp. 
M.A. M.A. H- L H ... L H- L H- L H- L H=L H- L H .... L H- L 
95 422 37-34 41-41 37-38 144-129 32-25 54-38 36=21 170-128 20=30 
260 314 30=31 42-44 38-40 144-~6; 32-34 61-55 63-39 185-185 28~26 
310 15 26-27 41..o41 39-38 134-l:tS ~6-26 49-27 35-19 152- 89 15-21 
128 344 27-23 38-42 36-42 145-122 24-28 49-53 33-26 165-165 22-31 
136 226 26-26 45-44 36-37 134-112 25-29 48-38 24=44 136-122 20-29 
171 150 27-25 58-59 35-29 146 .... 123 47-26 70-43 4.0~28 184-151 36-20 
121 210 40-36 51-47 35-33 154-128 48-34 64-37 39-26 l9S... 84 42-17 
392 342 28-26 5448 29-35 132=113 26-14 60-31 25-26 152-133 10-19 
364 2{)6 25-22 53-46 33-33 144-130 43-24 56-26 50-30 182- 22 24~15 
183 255 20-19 50-50 31-35 144-130 31-22 48-34 43- 6 148-100 17=18 
020 366 35-31 44-45 35-30 150~134 35-32 59-44 39-25 163-153 30=26 
358 420 31-32 44-41 33-32 14;1-127 32-23 63-24 40-26 163-114 23-32 
282 326 30=28 39-42 32-31 144-125 43 .... 27 58-49 45-33 156-147 10=21 
23 204 20-24 42-39 29-31 136-113 37- 9 58-44 37-18 166- 96 19-13 
175 109 1fQ~22 45-41. 32-35 . 137~115 31~18 45-41 35-32 150-148 22-26 
371 252 7-10 44-43 29-30 144-129 33-31 52-36 37-33 170-134 21 ... 10 
417 44 33-36 34-31 35-29 133-119 36-29 55-44 23-30 180-107 23-23 
51 443 28-27 57-54 53-52 139-118 34-30 52-22 4Q ... 24 161-164 29-30 
180 134 31 ... 31 53-53 50-53 143~118 34-39 48-43 35-49 178-166 34-34 
211 160 31-32 51-58 50=52 147-132 31-34 46-53 38-30 145-168 34-43 
452 107 32-35 48-56 51-54 166-136 39-36 70-60 62-46 184-181 31 ... 31 
433 394 35-33 52-51 55-50 148-134 36-21 55-52 48-40 177-128 30=30 
193 322 36-36 51 ... 47 52-5.3 146~132 36-37 51-57 32-48 179-184 36-41 
65 349 36-37 53-63 56-51 148-127 39-2.6 63-26 51-28 194-135 44-37 
437 54 38-38 52-49 53-56 136-118 30-26 55-42 41=33 176- 91 45~42 
405 36 39-38 53-49 56-66 148-110 45-36 60-53 51-34 19'7~160 42-36 
71 123 35=35 41-41 56-64 135-118 37-31 57-48 41 ... 29 175 ... 176 44-33 
276 277 38-40 !f;i8-51t 45-48 159-132 49-41 57-55 34-41 188-185 31 ... 45 
386 352 37-37 55-62 49~47 168-150 48-34 64-67 47-57 198-184 37-42 
117 318 36-33 61-61 48-49 148-134 42-46 65-60 63-38 197-167 40=20 
181 375 34=33 61-58 47-45 151-135 45-31 62-44 34-34 182-171 36~23 
18 285 29-33 57-61 44-48 157-142 46-42 55-65 40-46 198-190 33=35 
156 174 28-26 56-57 47-47 150-136 41-39 63-59 51-34 187-180 38=34 
52 337 24=26 55 ... 56 47..:.44 135-122 43-28 55-34 36-30 168-158 33~25 
124 184 23-21 27-26 40 ... 36 135-113 31-28 65-43 43-18 175-135 19-13 
64 388 29=25 27-25 40=40 134-112 31~15 52-20 40~41 133-120 28-23 
274 289 32=32 31-36 36-41 150~118 35-39 63-65 41~39 178-186 27=27 
309 404 36-35 36-33 42-40 140=117 30..o28 57-31 40=22 166-139 35-30 
267 78 39-36 50~50 36-42 137-124 50=29 65-41 44=30 177-184 26-31 
353 239 34-33 53-48 41-36 150-137 22-47 62~58 38-48 183-191 29=32 
219 220 32-32 47-53 3g...42 134-118 52-32 64-51 55-48 198-164 21=23 
3 118 28-32 46-46 41-38 148-135 35-36 59-42 38-26 163-146 35-25 
241 415 28-29 49-54 40-41 145-128 43-45 51-72 49-54 170-174 35-21 
TABlE XVIII (Continued) 
COMPARISON OF MENTAL ABILITY WITH READING AND SPELLING ACHIEVEMENT 
OF 103 PAIRS OF PUPILS 
High Low Vis. A'ud. Ph. M~A. v. c. s. w.R. Sp. 
M •.A. M.A. H ~ L H- L H = L H- L H = L H-L H ~ L H- L H-L 
69 192 26-26 54-48 38-38 139~125 26..:.44 50;,..54 37-47 168-182 20-21 
83 216 23-22 50-52 42-40 147-134 27-35 54-50 00-47 175-182 16-24 
126- 432 17-17 50-53 36-38 127..;114 40-21 44=10 30-32 160- 67 29-16 
450 238 29..:.27 60-57 42-39 152 ... 135 29-31 60 ... 58 31-33 172-171 27-29 
340 12 22-20 58~55 39-42 129=107 21-17 31-21 29-17 111- 75 20~11 
295 332 35-37 64-64 45..:.47 149..;127 48-14 67-25 48..;24 189-116 40-34 
104 163 33~33 71-67 48..:.48 152-139 49-51 71-67 52-59 210=196 33-44 
140- 298 37-37 51-52 49-46 166-142 46 ... 44 66.:..68 48;,..59 188-!96 36 ... 37 440 316 28-28 47-46 44-46 155-137 33-45 55-54 53-62 175- 85 34-26 
293 35 32-30 34-30 32-30 143-117 34-28 49-43 36-35 172-133 22-13 
257 16 29-28 34-29 30-35 136-119 27-29 42-50 41-34 117-133 19-25 
361 250 35-36 45-40 46-45 140-124 39-24 56-45 44-23 200-165 37-33 
410 279 36-35 26-27 30-35 145-132 25-39. 48-68 32-42 172-186 25-23 
271 400 32~32 45-37 46-46 140~122 31-37 57-49 510-§ 168-146 34=31 
245 113 26-24 21-21 34-32 136-123 :31-28 56-41 37-21 10B-120 25-12 
3:U 85 30-30 42-44 47-44 153-137 41-45 64-62 60 ... 50 186 ... 173 27-29 
172 66 19-17 25-19 34-30 133-120 33-32 59-45 32-36 166-132 28-21 
50 42 28-27 45-39 45-47 139-126 43-35 65.-42 31-31 170-171 33-21 
430 321 17 ... 13 20 ... 26 32-31 126 ... 112 28-25 50=25 36... 8 131 ... 52 9=15 
294 90 24-22 44-45 46-44 144 ... 130 34-29 62-50 39-36 119-161 33 ... 33 
101 550 8~12 17-17 29-31 134-117 40-29 59-32 34-38 140-lll 10-20 
72 249 34-30 31-34 47-48 152-126 37-33 40=65 37-38 150-169 28-30 
144-· 122 33-29 8- 9 27-22 142-109 39-19 58-28 60=25 166-110 23-16 
20S 296 30-29 28-30 49-44 150-134 35-47 54-52 22-52 165~181 35-30 
439 5 37-38 26-24 4&--48 149=133 46-26 64-38 63 .... 34 203-153 31-28 
56 429 35-25 27-19 44-43 138-114 42-19 62... 4 55-31 169-109 25-26 
89 397 40-36 59-56 50..51 166-140 37-36 57-60 58-43 189-168 41 ... 36 
367 73 40...37 62-57 55 .... 52 155-137 .36-42 53-48 53~53 186-186 39..:.40 
251 75 37 ... 39 61-56 53-51 142-121 49-45 69 ... 58 63:--St) 195=187 31-30 
303 70 36 ... 35 55-62 63 .... 50 150-136 42-55 60-60 61-44 189-199 33-Z~ 
138 347 34-31 60-60 51-53 145-130 48-26 60-40 38-17 209-141 41 .... 33 
380 40 28-25 42-41 24-25 142-122 36-16 59-24 34 ... 27 167- 97 28-19 
6 305 35-34 58-62 52-54 165-1.36 45-46 61-69. 43-54 194-195 40-33 
9 115 34-34 59-57 62-50 142-118 48-30 59-49 32~30 188-170 40-34 
222 273 22-22 37 ... 42 28-23 139-112 56-17 60-39 53-36 192- 97 19..:.13 
8 234 30-33 5&--55 50-56 145-127 37-40 51-55 23 ... 43 177-183 30~4 
258 114 21-20 43-39 28-27 127-114 34-20 58-37 58-21 164-106 24- 8 
446 53 33-30 55-56 52-54 160-135 38-34 60-64 60-41 189-171 31-38 
133 129 26-24 63-55 54-54 147-129 40-27 50~35 40..1~ 170-115 28-30 
217 199 27-27 36-33 22-28 144-129 19-35 55-53 36~28 155-113 19=27 
240 155 42-39 70=69 53-56 162-131 47-47 58-69 48-,.37 177-210 3&-46 
32 116 39-38 65-68 54-56 166-136 44-49 69-65 43~43 193-205 41-44 
TABLE XVIII (Concluded) 
COMPARISON OF MISNTAL ABILITY WITH READING AND SPELLING ACHIEVEMENT 
OF 103 PAIRS OF PUPILS 
High Law Vis. Aud .. Ph .. M.A* v. Ce s. w.-~'R2. Sp. 
M.A. M.A. H- L H- L H-L H-L H-L H-L H"" L ff.;;.L H-L 
19 45 36-37 71-67 54-56 150-132 63-38 56-59 26-62 186-152 43-40 
93 86 34-34 23-21 27-24 136-113 20-18 45-27 37-24 172-106 23-12 
131 47 33-33 67-71 54-51 157-136 49-36 70..64 5) ... 41 197-174 43-32 
370 100- 22-22 49-52 20 .... 20 138-118 32-17 39-33 25-16 136 ... 111 15-19 
384 266 39-37 73-74 54..:.53 161-145 45-32 73-57 64-45 183-172 40-36 
146 168 36-32 73-79 50-54 155-140 37-41. 64-57 54-47 186-196 44-39 
38 300 14~16 44-37 20-19 136=121 23-24 49-57 39-30 127- 97 6-12 
136 186 39-42 84-82 59-60 176-153 49-49 71-65 60-50 213-204 60--..45 
373 195 32-35 82-82 57-69 164-144 46-28 54-45·' 45-32 201-180 41-38. 
451 96 40-40 74-77 60~58 173-155 45-45 68=58 57-58 209-207 47-42 
335 11 26~24 32-35 17-15 126-111 26-19 56-31 22-14 119-109 19~15 
188 248 21-21 34-33 15-17 136-118 31-14 48-30 30=20 119-107 a- 9 
1 385 41-40 70-67 58-57 156-139 42-25 53-18 39-25 183-151 47-44 
60 167 40 ... 38 65-67 57-57 159-140 50-~2 65-59 64-46 199-192 41-42 
31 2 37~34 68-64 58-58 175-141 57-45 65-66 49-40 205-197 43-31 
146 190 40..37 63-69 57-57 165-139 47-49 68=68 52 .... 44 194-199 43-41 
209 205 16-14 15-18 15-21 132-119 25-19 25-28 23-31 81-81 12~ 9 
112 55 40~38 48-48 57-57 166-132 32-40 47-65 38~47 180-179 40-39 
TABIE XIX 
COMPARISON OF VISUAL DISCRIMINATION WITH READING AND SPELLING .ACHIEVEMENT 
OF 111 PAIRS OF PUPilS 
High Low M • .A. Aud. Ph. Vis. v .. c. s. w.R. Sp. 
Vis. Vis. H::; L H- L H- L H- L H- L H-L H- L H- L H- L 
424 364 142-144 47-53 33~33 38-25 30-43 57-56 34-50 165~182 32-24 
79 183 140-144 49-50 31-31 38-20 27-31 57-48 33=43 139~148 33~17 
280 206 136-130 48-46 32-33 34-22 48-24 54=26 35-30 177- 22 17-15 
392 84 132-135 54-49 29-35 28-15 26-34 60-47 25-41 152-172 10-26 
418 255 130-130 51-pO 32-35 36-19 24-22 25-34 31~ 6 157~100 23-18 
358 371 141-144 44-44 33-29 31~ 7 32-33 63-52 40-37 163-170 23-21 
336 175 134-137 45-45 30~32 31~19 32-31 44-45 25-35 153-150 26-22 
202 023 135-136 39-42 34-29 31-20 42-37 65-58 57-37 195-116 19-19 
149 161 130-130 43-43 30-32 27-15 37-27 62-30 38-11 154- 75 31=23 
326 252 125-129 42-43 31-30 28-10 27-31 49-36 33-33 147-134 21-10 
420 46 127-128 41-39 32-35 32-24 23-40 24-59 26-36 114-148 32-25 
417 185 133-131 34-28 35-34 33-20 36 .. 32 55-57 23-26 180-169 23-23 
319 237 128-124 34-'32 39-30 36-15 34-38 59-41 23-31 144-152 22-21 
44 016 119-119 31-29 29-35 36-28 28-29 44-50 30-34 107-133 23-25 
82 35 116-117 29-30 32-30 39-30 14-28 30-43 34-35 153-133 29-13 
245 172 136-133 21-25 34-34 26-19 31-33 56-59 37-32 102-166 25-28 
279 381 132~125 27-23 35-31 35-22 39-29 68-38 42-49 186-131 23-18 
113 430 123-126 21-20 32-32 24-17 28-28 41-50 21-36 120-131 12- 9 
41 66 118-120 27 ... 19 29-30 30-17 24-32 36-45 20~36 124-132 22-21 
98 321 116-112 25-26 33-31 27-13 26-25 33-25 24- 8 141- 52 11-15 
355 256 121-121 17-16 34-30 27-13 22-19 43-49 30-52 127- 50 24-21 
428 442 130-125 7- 9 35-29 38-14 28-28 48-34 35-22 147-158 25-17 
61 147 122-123 21- 8 20-19 26-10 23-24 39-27 26 ... 27 114-125 ~3-16 
335 345 126-127 32-34 17-21 26..:.16 26-26 56-38 22~33 119- 84 19-18 
290 438 119-124 32-36 18-21 25=13 14-25 19-34 25-30 70-146 12- 4 
379 248 117-118 32-33 20-17 29-21 19-14 27-30 37-20 143-107 23- 9 
389 228 112-119 42-40 15-16 228-17 22-20 35-49 19-28 92-101 12- 7 
328 370 133-138 54-49 21-20 34-22 28-32 51-39 27-25 144-136 19-15 
164 158. 139-140 56-56 27-22 32-20 40-27 56-47 50-37 177 ... 167 35- 9 
014 396 136-133 48-54 28-28 34-25 29-26 42-43 35-36 133-149 25-27 
354 48 136-133 46-50 28-26 29-18 16-24 40-40 19-26 108-106 16-16 
409 258 128-127 39 ... 43 26-28 33-21 33-34 48-58 36-58 138-164 17-24 
215 337 126-125 45-44 ~~25-2 8 31-19 34-20 55-37 27-24 130-106 26-23 
272 199 136-129 30-33 24-28 37-27 35-35 42-53 26-28 117-113 12-27 
024 261 125-132 23-26 23-28 24-10 34-26 38-36 17-33 98-109 25-22 
110 320 129-122 20 ... 21 24-28 31-22 24-27. 43-42 19-43 132-119 9=13 
366 362 125-118 25-19 28-22 29-20 29-33 19-.33 46-12 137-124 29-17. 
86 393 113-120 21-23 24-23 34-23 18-16;5 2Z!f.2;9: 24-39 106- 83 12-14 
331 340 135-129 55-58 36-39 36-22 33-21 42-31 46-29 165-111 36~20 
359 238 142-135 60-57 39-39 37-27 28-31 59-58 37-33 190-171 35-29 
221 128 144 .... 145 41-38 36-26 37-27 32-24 57-49 38-33 185-165 30-22 
95 50 144=139 41-40 37-42 37-25 32-30 54-49 36-46 170-166 20-3.1 
220 432 118-;1.14 53-53 42-38 32-17 32-21 51-10 48-32 164... 67 23-16 
TABlE XIX (Continued) 
COMPARISON OF VISUAL DISCRIMINATION 'WITH RE.ADING AND SPELLING ACHIEVEMENT 
OF 111 PAIRS OF PUPILS 
High Low M.A. Aud. Ph. Vis. v. c. s. W.R. Sp. 
Vis. Vis. H- L H- L H- L H- L H-L H- L H- L H- L H- L 
78 126 124-127 50-50 42-36 36-17 29-40 41 ... 44 30-30 184-160 31-29 
403 415 132-128 50-54 38=41 38~29 28-45 53-72 25-54 147-174 29-21 
219 216 134-134 47-52 39-40 32-22 62-35 64-50 55-47 198-182 21=24 
332 207 134-135 47-53 41-40 38-19 37-36 53-44 64--32 161-112 23=30 
118 339 135-135- 46-58 38-40 32-22 36-33 42-48 ~-~26-23 146-162 25-28 
267 59 137-136 50-48 36-41 39-29 50-33 65-46 44-30 177-145 26-31 
239 69 137-139 48-54 36-38 33-26 47-25 68-50 48-37 191-168 32~20 
353 365 150-147 53-47 41-36 34-25 22-38 62-65 38-48 183-182 29-29 
314 344 126-122 44-42 40-42 31-23 34-28 55-53 39-26 185-155 26-31 
422 137 129-131 41-44 38-41 34-25 25-19 38-37 21-12 128-117 30-19 
224 49 132-128 40-45 38-36 36-28 21-36 27-48 21-44 90-168 29=33 
262 197 132-132 42-44 38-40 34-19 50-28 60~54 64-32 193-151 26-15 
360 76 132-134 40-37 41-39 36-26 47-34 68-43 44-39 191-169 36-17 
447 377 141-140 44-39 39-41 34-23 32-35 52-63 64-49 172-171 28-20" 
301 135 137-134 40-45 42-36 34-26 28-25 44-48 42-24 143-136 29-20 
77 317 133-140 40-43 36-41 29-21 29-31 39-63 •39-58 153-164 24-26 
250 42 124-126 40~39 45-47 36-27 24-35 45-42. 23-31 166-171 33-21 
103 39 130-134 39-45 47-44 34-27 29-28 47-47 33-31 189-135 30-31 
278 382 130-135 38-40 44-45 37-28 44-36 54-57 35-42 193-187 31-32 
375 52 135-135 58-55 45-47 33-24 31-43 44-55 34-36 171 ... 168 23-22 
285 1'74 142-136 61-57 48-47 33-26 42-39 65-59 46-34 190-180 35-34 
352 018 150-157 62-57 47-44 37-2~ 34-46 67fi.55 57-40 184-198 42-33 
117 156 148-150 61-56 48-47 36-28 42-41 65-63 63-51 197-1$7 40 ... 38 
192 431 125-129 48-53 38-44 26-17 44--32 54--37 47-21 182- 99 21-21 
210 111 128-125 47-48 33-43 36-24 34-27 37-40 26-30 84-167 17-29 
63 90 133-130 50 ... 45 48-44 31-22 36-29 53-50 38-36 160-161 28-33 
357 182 135-135 48-54 26 ... 46 24-17 40~38 55-44 35~39 152-170 21~26 
213 363 135-135 54-51 49-43 35-27 25-23 46-41 29-21 150-126 30-28 
298 316 142-137 52-46 46-46 37~28 44-45 68-54 59~62 196-185 37-26 
297 30 136-139 38-45 44-45 36~28 44-43 5S-65 63-31 178-170 27-33 
276 311 159-153 58-42 45-47 38-30 49-41 5'7-64 34.;.60 188-186 31-27 
361 294 140-144 t!45~44ci.::46~460 :;3542M:: 83 9~343~56~620, s. ~-e3 9 200-119 37~33 
234 129 129-129 55-55 56-54 33-24 40-27 55-35 43-19 183-115 44-30 
309 427 140-140 36-36 42-40 36-21 30..;43 57 .... 68 40-54 .166-181 35-30 
'70 170 136-133 62-56 50-56 35-28 55-41 60-52 44-28 199-182 34-43 
73 53 137-135 57-56 52-54 37-30 42-34 48-54 53-41 186-171 40-38 
230 160 139-132 63-58 50-52 40-32 39-34 58-53 43-30 195-168 41-43 
107 51 136-139 56-5'7 54-53 35-28 36-34 p0-32 46~40 181-161 31-29 
259 436 144-139 51-48 43-44 38-31 32-30 52-57 53-42 171-186 31-34 
404 176 117-121 33-30 40-42 35-26 28-32 31-36 22-26 139-158 30-34 
212 165 125-128 35-35 42-42 31-21 38-26. 49-31 41-25 185-121 25- 9 
027 8 149-145 63-58 56-50 41-30 32-37 55-51 42-23 182-177 43-30 
324 138 147-145 63-60 54-51 42-34 44-48 60-60 45-38 199-209 40-41 
:t05 
TABlE XIX (Concluded) 
COMPARISON OF VISUAL DISCRD1IN.A.TIOlf WITH READING AND SPELLING ACH:J:E\TEMffiNT 
OF 111 PAIRS OF PUPilS 
High Low M.A. Aud. Ph. Vis. v. c. s. W.R. Sp. 
Vis. Vis. H- L H- L H-L H- L H.-L H-L H- L H-L H- L 
89 446 156-160 59-55 50-52 40-33 37-38 57-60 58-60 189-189 41-31 
163 13 139-143 67-64 48-43 33-26 51-39 67-60 59-37 196-172 44-27 
295 105 149-144 64-65 45-47 35-26 48-39 67-57 48-51 189-181 40-22 
453 22 152-149 64-65 49-45 34-26 46-55 :;:,69-65 63-53 193-189 39-34 
277 318 132-134 57-61 48-49 40-33 41-46 55-60 41-38 185-167 45-20 
43 201 1140-133 62-58 57-58 39-29 46-48 28-57 47-37 174-187 35-37 
157 2 145-141 65-64 60-58 44-34 45-45 67-66 64-40 190-197 47-31 
151 154 152-152 75-73 58-57 37-28 44-47 66-64 41-50 212-198 44-43 
116 152 136-136 68-65 56-52 38-31 49-30 65-51 43-25 205-163 44-34 
304 449 141-137 66-67 56-54 41-31 33-30 53-57 54-60 197-193 40-39 
281 435 147-145 67-68 53-56 40-33 54-46 65-57 63-44 205-195 46-31 
264 196 146-148 69-66 53-50 39-31 36-37 51-58 34-26 185-173 3'7-31 
240 356 152-1'45 70-'72 53-54 42-35 47-38 58-63 48-56 177-171 36-39 
287 30'7 145-143 68-70 42-39 38-27 50-34 52-59 62-47 187-191 37-14 
249 57 126-124 34-36 48-44 30-19 33-42 55-58 38-42 169-127 30-32 
54 443 118-118 49-54 56-52 38-27 26-30 42-22 33-24 91-164 42-30 
349 369 127-127 53-51 51-54 37-29 26-53 26-73 28-53 135-205 37-28 
378 394 135-134 51-51 56-50 41-33 52-31 70-52 50-40 200-128 41-30 
437 180 136-143 !52-53 53-50 38-31 30-34 5!5-48 41-35 176-178 45-34 
242 34 146-139 49-50 51-50 41-31 43-30 63-64 42-62 194-189 36-39 
405 211 148-147 53-51 56-50 39-31 45-31 60-46 51-38 197-145 42-34 
123 223 118-124 41-45 54-50 35-25 31-26 48-50 29-27 176-174 33-29 
284 94 137-136 42-38 51-55 40-20 43-34 60-5'7 5'7-48 182-161 40-20 
41 194 135-132 25-23 55-52 43-31 29-31 58-45 44-29 124-148 41-37 
395 448 147-149 57-51 57-57 44-31 37-45 63-72 51-63 U8-19'7 42-36 
- - - - ---- - - - -- --- -- -- - - -- - - --- I - - - -- -- - -- - - - - -- --
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TABlE XX 
COMPARISON OF PHONETIC ABILITY WITH READING AND SPELLING ACHIEVEMENT 
OF 100 PAIRS OF PUPILS 
High Low M.A. Vis. Aud. Ph. . v. c. s. w.R. Sp. 
Ph. Ph. H -~L H-L H- L H- L H-L H ... L H- L H- L fl.:.L 
246 359 141-142 3·6-37 60-60 55-39 32-28 54-59 27-37 187-190 33-35 
397 267 140-137 36-39 56-50 51-36 35-50 60-65 43-44 168'-177 36-26 
309 272 140-136 36-37 36-.30 42-24 30-35 57-42 40-26 166-117 35-12 
298 79 142-140 37-38 52-49 46-31 44-27 68-57 59-33 196-139 37-33 
437 424 136-142 38-38 52-47 53-33 30-30 55-57 41-34 176-165 45-32 
204 011 113-111 24-24 39-35 31-15 9-19 44-31 18-14 96- 109 13-15 
374 217 147-144 27-27 36-36 .55-22 41-19 6!5-55 39-36 187-.155 24-19 
350 010 117-120 '12-15 17-10 31-19 29- 6 32-45 38-24 111- 99 20-10 
402 228 121-119 19-17 35-40 28-16 18-20 29-49 32-28 84- 101 20- 7 
405 253 148-144 39-38 53-55 56-36 45-40 60-72 51-62 197-195 42-31 
65 259 148-144 36-38 53-51 56-43 39-32 63-52 51-53 194-171 44-31 
S95 265 144-147 37-36 141-40 37-12 32-25 54-28 36-21 170- 90 20-17 
439 410 149-145 37-36 26-26 48-30 46-25 ,64-48 63-32 203-172 31-25 
133 171 147-146 26-27 63-58 54-35 40-47 50-70 40-40 170-184 28-36 
362 330 118-118 20-23 19-18 22- 4 33-20 33-16 12-28 124- 90 17- 5 
109 387 115-118 22-23 41-38 35-10 18-12 41-54 32-20 148- 94 26- 5 
176 58 121-117 26-26 30-22 42-26 32-17 36-39 26-32 158-90 34-22 
178 287 149-145 37-38 74-68 56-42 59-50 73-52 59-62 209-187 45-37 
91 293 144-143 35-32 31-34 47-32 39-34 64;..49 38-36 1'75-172 28-22 
211 260 147-144 31-30 51-42 50-38 31-32 46-61 38-63 145-185 34-28 
448 241 149-145 31-28 51-49 57-40 45-43 72-51 63-49 197-170 36-35 
98 290 116-119 27-25 25-32 33-18 26-14 33-19 24-25 141- 70 11-12 
016 379 119-117 28-29 29-32 35-20 29-19 50-27 34-37 133-143 25-23 
123 289 118-118 35-32 41-36 54-41 31-39 48-65 29-39 176-186 33-27 
189 82 116-116 36-39 24-29 50-32 34-14 57-30 27-34 131-153 35-29 
004 44 119-119 35-36 36-31 51-29 31-29 43-44 44-30 165-107 33-23 
57 345 124-127 19-16 36-34 44-21 42-26 58-58 42-33 127- 84 32-18 
126 407 127-123 17-17 50-42 36-17 40-25 44-28 30-13 160- 66 29-11 
200 423 123-123 20-22 21-14 42-14 41-18 66-44 28-21 177-118 24-21 
381 231 125-123 22-23 23-25 31-15 29-24 38-26 49-23 131-127 18-11 
165 017 128-127 21-.22 . 35-30 42-28 36-18 31-37 25-27 121- 95 9-27 
344 408 122-128 23-23 42-41 42-23 28-30 53-44 26-32 155- 99 31-13 
316 354 137-136 28-29 46-46 46-28 45-16 54-40 62-19 185-108 26-16 
30 358 139-141 28-31 45-44 45-33 43-32 65-63 31-40 170-163 33-23 
85 142 137-142 30-30 44-36 44-28 45-29 62-55 50-30 173-171 29-27 
372 257 139-136 29-29 43-34 43-30 35-27 53-42 36-41 181-117 21-19 
441 348 137-136 28-30 34-28 54-38 30-28 54-28 33-43 165-143 32-32 
174 302 136-139 26-27 57-56 47-25 39-29 59-59 34-28 180-167 34-29 
317 023 140-136 21-20 43-42 41-29 31-37 63-58 58-37 164-166 26-19 
94 222 136-139 20-22 38-37 55-28 34-56 57-60 48-53 161-192 20-19 
56~ 93 138-136 35-34 27-23 44-27 42-20 62-45 55-37 169-172 25-23 
435 2'70 145-144 33-34 68-62 56-44 46-52 57-67 44-64 195-184 31-27 
427 188 140-136 21-21 36-34 40-15 43-31 68-48 54-30 181-119 30- 8 
------ --- --------- -- --- --- -- -1- ----------- --- ---------------
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TABlE XX (Continued) 
COMPARISON OF PHONETIC ABILITY WITH READING AND SPELLING ACHIEVEMENT 
OF 100 PAIRS OF PUPilS 
High LOW' M.A. Vis. Aud .. Ph. v. c .. s. w.R. 
Ph. Ph. H- L H- L H-L H- L H- L H-L H-L H- L 
377 014 140-136 23-34 39-48 41-28 35-29 63-42 49-35 171-133 
271 280 140-136 32-34 45-48 46-32 31-48 57-54 46-35 168-177 
299 425- 141-137 34-34 52-54 48-23 39-42 63...;47 45-42 182-.171 
132 007 140-142 34-32 55-48 57-43 43-36 55-56 43-35 205-181 
107 239 136-137 35-33 56-48 54-36 36-47 60-58 46-48 181-191 
376 164 137-139 34-32 49-56 45-27 42-40 70-56 41-50 168-177 
009 391 142-139 34-33 59-60 52-38 48~35 59-58 32-45 188-185 
225 121 153-154 41-40 58-51 52-35 49-48 68-64 63-39 208-198 
129 238 129-135 24-27 55-57 54-39 27-:31 35-58 19-33 115-171 
52 125 135..;133 24-27 55-57 47-21 aa;ao 55-59 36-23 168-178 
363 396 135-133 27-25 51-54 43-28 23-26 41-43 21-36 126-149 
310 357 134-135 26-24 41-48 39-26 36-40 49-55 35-35 152-152 
39 149. 134-130 27-27 45-43 44-3'0 28-37 47-62 31-38 135-154 
137 288 131-132 25-25 44-44 41-27 19-34 37-43 12-38 117-146 
315 199 130-129 24-27 29-33 42;,.28 22-35 37-53 34-28 92-113 
53 421 135-132 30-29 56-55 54-27 34-25 54-48 41-21 . 171-103 
170 392 133-132 28-28 56~ 54 56-29 41-26 52-60 28-25 182-152 
6:3 336 133-134 31-31 50-45 48-30 36-32 53-44 38-25 160-153 
ogs· 406 133-133 38-36 24-17 48-10 2€3-28 38-48 34-32 153- 192 
308 278 130-130 36-37 38-38 57-44 42..;44 62-54 45-35 186-193 
322 224 132-132 36-36 47-40 53-38 3~-21 57-27 48-21 184- 90 
55 360 132-n2 · 38-36 48-40 57-41 40-47 65-68 47-44 179-191 
71 417 135-133 35-33 41-34 56-35 37-36 57-55 41-23 175-180 
394 262 134-132 . 33-34 51-42 50-38 31-50 52-60 40-64 128-193 
325 81 135-131 31-28 51-45 44-30 50-30 63-50 50-28 189-161 
118 328 135-133 32-34 46-54 38-21 36-28 42-51 26-27 146-144 
234 219 129-134 33-32 55-47 56-39 . 40-52 55-64 43-55 183-198 
194 368 132-132 31-29 23-16 52;-27 31-31 45-34 29-42 148-149 
64 110 134-129 29-31; 27-20 40-24 31-24 52-43 40-19 133-132 
' 436 380 139-142 31-28 48-42 44-24 30-35 57-59 42-34 186-167 
34 399 139-142 '31-29 50-41 50-37 30-26 64-57 62-32 189-153 
~1 59 139-136 28-29 57-48 53-41 34-33 52-46 40-30 161-145 
383 232 142-140 31-30 61-68 55-43 49-36 65-59 51-52 201-186 
172 445 133-130 19-16 25-19 34-12 33..;12 59-34 32-23 166- 98 
197 48 132-133 19-18 44-50 40-26 28-24 54-40 32-26 151-105 
431 255 129-130 17-19 53-50 49-35 32-22 37-34 21- 6 99- 100 
208 248 120-118 21-21 25-33 32-17 31-14 40-30 37-20 44-107 
113 61 123-122 24-26 21-21 32-20 28-23 41-39 21-26 120-114 
233 263 128.;,125 24-24 31-27 41-20 44-27 54-6 7 . 3 5-46 165-178 
343 127 125-122 26-25 34-29 37-18 25-31 57-48 21-44 162-164 
62 46 126-128 26-24 39-39 56-35 25-40 42-59 37-36 147-148 
.. ~.p.:"·-J 
, l'\:: I 
Sp. 
H- L 
20-25 
34-17 
31-21 
34-35 
31-32 
47-35 
40-27 
37-42 
30-29 
33-28. 
28-27 
15-21 
31-31 
19-10 
23-27 
3$-21 
43-10 
28-26 
28-22 
36-31 
41-29 
39-36 
44-23 
30-26 
25-19 
25-19 
44-21 
37-33 
28- 9 
34-28 
39-29 
29-31 
41-39 
28-13 
15..;16 
21-18 
23- 9 
12-23 
13-20 
26;..20 
18-25 
- - - - , - - - -- - - - -- - - - - - - -- - -- - - I - -- - ---- - -- - - - - - -
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TABLE XX (Concluded) 
COMPARISON OF PHONETIC ABILITY WITH READING AND SPELLING ACHIEVEMENT 
OF 100 PAIRS OF PUPILS 
High Low M.A. Vis. Aud. Ph. v. c. s. w.R. Sp. 
Ph. Ph. H- L H- L H- L H-L H- L H- L H- L H- L H- L 
42 335 126-126 27-26 39-32 47-17 35-26 42-56 31-22 171-119 21-19 
223 40 124-122 25-25 45-41 50-25 26-16 50-24 27-27 174- 97 29-19 
192 68 125-126 26-24 48-45 38-23 44-19 54-15 47-31 182-115 21-16 
111 187 125-127 24-27 48-48 43-18 27-21 40-49 30-17 167-121 29-le 
327 177 122-127 26-24 56-48 44-16 28-26 34-40 30-28 158-127 25-14 
249 366 12tl-l25 30-29 34-25 48-28 33-29 55-19 38-46 169-137 30-29 
314 215 126-126 31-31 44-45 40-25 34-34 55-55 39-27 185-130 26-26 
369 49 127-128 29-28 51-45 54-36 53-36 73-48 53-44 205-168 28-33 
:.l79 420 126-127 34-32 33-41 50-32 45-23 64-24 53-26 182-114 31-32 
400 409 122-128 32-33 37-39 46-26 37-33 49-48 45-36 146-l~S 31-17 
349 210 127-128 37-36 53-47 51-33 26-34 26-37 28-26 135- 84 37-17 
250 319 124-128 36-36 40-34 45-29 24-34 45-59 23-23 165-144 33-22 
443 338 118-1.20 27-27 54-49 52-29 30-18 22-46 24-35 1134-128 30-20 
166 150 124-123 23-25 54-59 49-29 27-26 47-43 36-28 160-151 37-20 
67 295 147-149 39-35 66-64 57-45 35-48 50-67 40-48 190-189 4.3-40 
124 37 135-133 23-25 27-26 40-18 31-21 55,.;55 43-39 175-140 19-14 
